






















Our! nervous! systems! can! perform! a! vast! variety! of! cognitive! tasks,! many!
involving!several!different!senses.!Although!sensory!systems!provide!a!basis!for!the!
creation! of! mental! representations,! we! rely! on! memory! to! form! mental!
representations! of! information! that! is! no! longer! present! in! our! external! world.!
Focussing! on! the! initial! stage! of! this! process,! working! memory! (WM),! where!
information! is! retained!actively!over!a! short! time!course,!experiments! included! in!
this! thesis! were! directed! toward! understanding! the! nature! of! sensory!
representations!across!the!senses!(vision,!audition!and!touch).!
Instead! of! quantifying! how! many! items! one! can! hold! in! each! sensory!






been! proposed! that! at! low! loads! we! can! hold! information! at! a! high! resolution.!





account! for! processes! in! auditory! WM,! associated! with! the! storage! of! sound!
frequency!(pitch,!chapter!2)!and!speech!sounds!(phonemes,!chapter!3).!I!then!show!
that!it!can!also!be!extended!to!account!for!storage!of!tactile!vibrational!frequencies!
(chapter! 4).! Overall,! the! results! suggest! that! memory! representations! become!
noisier! with! an! increase! in! information! load,! consistent! with! the! concept! that!
representations!are!coded!as!distributed!patterns.!





reorganized! to! create! more! complex! unified! representations! of! previously!
distributed! information.!The! results! revealed!a! clear! feature!extraction! cost!when!




traces! represented! as! distributed! patterns! of! brain! activity! were! decoded! from!
different!regions!of!the!auditory!system!(chapter!6).!The!major!goal!was!to!resolve!
the! debate! on! the! role! of! early! sensory! cortices! in! cognition:! are! they! primarily!
involved!in!the!perception!of!lowRlevel!stimulus!features!or!also!in!maintenance!of!
the! same! features! in!memory?! I! demonstrate! that! perception! and!memory! share!
common! neural! substrates,! where! early! auditory! cortex! serves! as! a! substrate! to!
accommodate!both!processes.!!
Overall,!in!this!thesis!memory!representations!were!characterized!across!the!
senses! in! three! different! ways:! (1)! measuring! them! in! terms! of! their! quality! or!
resolution,!(2)!testing!whether!the!preferred!format!is!on!the!feature!or!integrated!
object! level;! and! (3)! as! patterns! of! brain! activity.! Findings! converge! along! the!
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We! can! perform! a! vast! variety! of! cognitive! tasks! such! as! reading! a! book,!
engaging! in! a! conversation,! listening! to!music! or! playing! an! instrument.! For! each!
task! we! rely! on! memory,! which! helps! guide! our! behaviour! (Baddeley,! 1986).!




and! memories! of! our! external! world.! In! 1682,! the! natural! philosopher! R.! Hooke!
described!memory!as!a! ‘repository!of! ideas’! in!which! information! is! laid!down!on!
the! ‘coils’! or! ‘spirals’! of! the! brain.! Since! then! the! scientific! study! of! the! nervous!
system!has! significantly! increased!and! the!problem!of!how!sensory! information! is!
retained!in!the!brain!has!stimulated!a!great!deal!of!research.!!
At!an!early!stage!of!information!processing,!representations!are!believed!to!
be! sensory! specific,!whereas!at!a! later! stage,! information! from!different! senses! is!
bound! into! unified! percepts! (Kaas,! 1997;! Treisman! &! Gelade,! 1980).! As! a! result,!
information! is! not! only! represented! but! also! enters!memory! stores.! However,! to!
date! it! remains! controversial! at! which! processing! stage! information! is! actually!




Once! we! accumulate! experiences! of! the! perceptual! world,! we! can! access!
and! reproduce! this! information.! One! might! think! that! such! processes! occur! in! a!
similar! fashion! to! the! above! recording! devices;! and! some! models! of! primate!
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memory! developed! in! classical! Artificial! Intelligence! for! example! do! rely! on! the!
analogy!with! randomRaccess!memory! systems! of! digital! computers.! However,! the!
tangible! nature! of! memory! representations! cannot! be! fully! captured! by! such!
analogies.!This!is!due!to!the!transient!nature!of!representations!and!the!influence!of!




representations! is! a! relatively! new! field! of! study! in! cognitive! psychology! and!
neuroscience.!This!approach!originated!in!the!domain!of!vision!and!the!aim!of!this!
thesis! is! also! to! understand! the! fundamental! memoryRprocesses! involved! in!
audition,and,touch.!Specifically,!can!theories!that!attempt!to!explain!the!nature!of!
memory!representation!in!vision!also!be!extended!to!other!senses?,,
My! focus! here! is! on! immediate! information! storage! –! short'term,memory,
which!may!be!considered!the!storage!aspect!of!working,memory,(WM).!WM!can!be!
defined!as!the!capacity!to!hold!and!manipulate!task!related!information!in!mind!in!
the! absence! of! an! external! stimulus! (Baddeley,! 2003;! Cowan,! 2008).! WM!
encompasses!a!number!of!processing!stages!including:!(1)!the!stage!of!information!




Although! it! is! accepted! that! information! in! WM! is! directly! linked! to! our!
sensory! systems! (vision,! audition,! touch! and! others),! it! is! unclear! whether!
information!perceived!with!each!sense!is!processed!in!a!common!memory!store!or!
in! separate! systems! (Lehnert! &! Zimmer,! 2008a;! 2008b;! Cowan,! 2001).! A!
fundamental! feature! of! WM! is! its! limited! capacity! (Miller,! 1956)! but,! although!
studied!extensively,!this!topic!has!become!highly!controversial!in!recent!years.!The!

















participants.!Most! involve!remembering! lists!of! items!–!verbal! (e.g.!spoken!words,!
letters!(Sperling,!1960)!or!numbers)!or!visuospatial!(e.g.!Corsi!block!tapping!task)!–!
to! compute!memory! span:! the!number!of! items! that! can!be! recalled! correctly.! In!
contrast! to! paradigms! using! free! recall,!methods! from! behavioural! psychophysics!










the! stage! of!memory! encoding,! separated! by! a! variable! delay! period,! before! the!
second! comparison! set! is! presented!at!memory! recall.!More! recently,! as!we! shall!
see,! methods! of! adjustment! –! which! require! participants! to! reproduce! from!





The! change! detection! or! discrimination! task! was! first! developed! to! measure!
perceptual!thresholds:!the!point!of!stimulus!intensity!at!which!a!subject!can!detect!
the! presence! of! a! stimulus.! It! was! then! extended! to! measure! WM! processes:!
holding!a! set!of! stimuli! in!mind!over! several! seconds! in! the!absence!of!a!physical!





and! the! participant! has! to! decide,! whether! the! display! at! test! differs! from! the!
previous! one! (Luck! &! Vogel,! 1997).! This! task! provides! a! quantitative!measure! of!
information!storage:!it!can!be!used!to!determine!the!threshold!needed!for!storage,!
as!well!as!the!duration!of!a!time!period!over!which!information!can!be!maintained.!
It! can! also! be! used! to! determine! capacity! limits! by! manipulating! the! factor! of!
memory!load!(number!of!visual!objects!displayed).!The!paradigm!has!been!used!for!
a!wide!range!of!stimulus!material!across!the!senses,!including!visual!(Luck!&!Vogel,!
1997;! Cowan,! 2001;! Alvarez! &! Cavanagh,! 2004;! Awh! et! al.,! 2007;! Zhang! &! Luck,!






attributes,! such! as! size,! spatial! orientation,! contrast,! colour! and! motion.! Such!
information! is! retained! for! a! number! of! seconds,! where! each! feature! may! be!
represented!in!a!separate!memory!store!(Magnussen!et!al,!2000).!The!separation!of!
stores!hypothesis! is!based!on! the!observation!of!distinct!memory!decay! functions!
for!different!features.!For!example,!spatial! frequency!(Magnussen!et!al,!2000)!and!
orientation! (Magnussen!et!al,!1998;!Vogels!&!Orban,!1986)!can!be!maintained!for!
























A)! Visual! information:! subjects! are! presented! with! a! memory! array! of! coloured! squares,!
followed! by! a! delay! period.! At! test! subjects! have! to! indicate,! whether! the! memory! array!
matches!the!final!one!(same)!or!whether!one!of!the!colours!has!changed!(Luck!&!Vogel,!1997).!
!
B)! Auditory! information:! subjects! are! presented! with! a! single! tone! at! a! given! pitch! (here:!
sampled!from!a!range!of!500R2000Hz).!After!maintaining!this!tone!throughout!the!delay!period,!
a! second! tone! is! presented! at! recall.! Subjects! have! to! make! a! same/different! judgement!
(Clement,!Demany!&!Semal,!1991).!!
!






Additional!manipulations! to! the! task! include! the! presentation!of! interfering! or! to! be! ignored!
stimulus!material! in! the! delay! period.! The! delay! period! can! be! of! variable! length! in!order! to!
measure!memory!decay!over!time.!Furthermore,!the!factor!of!memory!load!can!be!manipulated!
by!presenting!multiple!items!at!encoding! (e.g.!here:!4! items!on!the!visual!task!in!contrast! to!a!





! On! another! version! of! the! delayedRmatch! to! sample! task,! interfering! or!
masking! stimulus!material! is! presented! in! the! delay! period! (see! Figure! 1R2).! Such!
task!irrelevant!material! is!selected!as!either!of!the!same!or!distinct!in!nature!from!
the! memoranda,! where! each! type! of! stimulus! affects! memory! performance! in! a!
different! way.! For! example,! when! retaining! information! about! the! speed! and!
direction! of! motion,! an! interfering! stimulus! only! leads! to! a! decrease! in!
performance,! if! it!moves!at!the!same!speed!as!the!memoranda,! irrespective!of! its!




! Similarly,! it! has! been! suggested! that! separate! memory! stores! exist! for!
combinations! of! other! stimulus! attributes:! e.g.! spatial! frequency! and! orientation!
(Magnussen!et!al,!1991),!as!well!as! colour!and!spatial!orientation! (Vuontela!et!al,!
1999).!Vuontela!et!al.!presented!colour!or! location!distractors! in!the!delay!period,!








! Although! many! vision! researchers! agree! with! their! claim! of! WM! capacity!
being! fixed! to! a! specific! number! of! items! (Cowan,! 2001;! Pashler,! 1988;! Phillips,!
1974;!Luck!&!Vogel,!1997),!itemRlimits!are!affected!by!both!stimulus!complexity!and!







detection! paradigms! measure! memory! performance! using! the! same! supraR
threshold!change! in!stimuli!on! ‘difference!trials’!equally! for!all!memory! loads.!But!
stimulus! selection! and! the! magnitude! of! change! between! stimuli! presented! at!
encoding!and!at!test!affects!memory!performance!(e.g.!performance!is!at!ceiling!for!
low! memory! loads)! and! likewise! influences! estimates! about! itemRlimits.! For!
example,! bringing! the!difference! closer! to! the! threshold!directly! reduces!memory!





of! stimulus! features,! such! as! pitch! (Massaro,! 1970;! Wickelgren,! 1969,! Deutsch,!
1970,! 1972,! 1973),! loudness! (Clement! et! al,! 1999! (see! Figure! 1R1B! for! the! task!
used)),! spatial! location! (Anourova! et! al,! 1999,! Clarke,! Adriani! &! Bellmann,! 1998),!
complex!sounds!(Golubock!&!Janata,!2012),!verbal!material!(Conrad,!1964;!Conrad!
&! Hull,! 1964;! Gupta,! Lipinski! &! Aktunc,! 2005;! Drenowski! &! Murdock,! 1980;!
Haberlandt!et!al,!2005)!and!speech!sounds!(Pisoni,!1973;!Pisoni!&!Tash,!1974).!As!in!
experiments! on! visual! WM,! auditory! WM! studies! predominantly! use! different!
versions! of! the! delayed! match! to! sample! task! (e.g.! presenting! distractors! in! the!
delay! period! (Deutsch,! 1972,! 1973)! or! varying! the! length! of! the! delay! period!
(Wickelgren,!1969,!Deutsch,!1970))!to!investigate!the!nature!of!memory!for!sounds.!!
It! has! been! shown! that! humans! can! not! only! discriminate! accurately!
between! pitch! and! loudness! (Posner,! 1967),! but! it! has! also! been! suggested! that!
either! feature! is!maintained! in!a!separate!memory!store! (Clement!et!al,!1999),!as!
discrimination!thresholds!for!pitch!and!loudness!decay!at!different!rates.!Anourova!
et! al! (1999)! used! an! interference! paradigm! to! test! for! a! dissociation! between!
auditory! WM! for! pitch! and! location.! They! found! a! memoryRload! dependent!
segregation!of!stores!due!to!selective!auditory!distraction!on!either!task,!which!was!






sound,! makes! up! a! sound’s! identity! more! than! any! other! feature! such! as! pitch,!
loudness! or! duration.! Timbre! is! the! perceptual! attribute,! which! allows! one! to!
distinguish!among!tones!equated!for!pitch,!loudness!and!perceived!duration!(ANSI,!
1973),!and!each!musical!instrument!has!a!characteristic!timbre!at!a!given!pitch.!As!
in!pitch!delayed!match! to! sample! tasks,! there!was!a! cost!when! the! timbre!of! the!
probe! differed! from! the! timbre! of! the! memorandum! (Crowder,! 1989;! Melara! &!
Marks,! 1990).! Timbre! comprises! multiple! acoustic! feature! dimensions! (e.g.!
frequency! or! amplitude! modulation! (FM/AM),! complexity,! periodicity! etc.! (Grey,!
1977;!McAdams!&!Cunible,!1992;!Krumhansl,!1989;!McAdams!et!al.,!1995;!Samson,!
Zatorre! &! Ramsay,! 1997;! Lakatos,! 2000;! Marozeau! et! al.,! 2003),! which! can! be!
difficult! to!measure! separately.!Only! recently,!WM!has! been! studied! for! complex!
sounds,!using!the!Euclidian!3D!model!of!‘timbre!space’,!where!dimensions!refer!to!
attack!(rise!time!from!sound!onset),!spectral!centroid! (the!center!and!mass! in!the!
frequency! domain)! and! spectral! flux! (spectroRtemporal! characteristic:! e.g.!




Li,! Cowan!&! Saults! (2013)! obtained! similar! capacity! estimates! for!WM! for!
less! complex! sounds! R! pure! tones! (pitch).! In! contrast! to! the! study! of! nonR
verbalizable!sounds,!analogous!capacity!estimates!of!1R2!items!have!been!found!for!
verbal! stimulus! material:! e.g.! digits! (Saults! &! Cowan,! 2007;! Fougnie! &! Marois,!
2011).! A! range!of! further! studies! have! used! sequences! of! spoken!digits! (Morgan,!








Not!only!memory! researchers!have!used!verbal!material! to! investigate! the!
nature! of! WM.! Speech! scientists! have! also! been! interested! in! this! domain.! A!




consonants! are! not! only! perceptually! distinct,! but! may! also! be! represented! in!
separate!memory! stores,!based!on! the!observation! that! vowels!decay! faster! than!
consonants! (Pisoni,! 1973;! Pisoni! &! Tash,! 1974).! The! findings! of! Shouten! &! van!
Hessen! (1992)! have! also! pointed! to! different! types! of! memory! stores! for! stop!
consonants!and!vowels!in!relation!to!their!perceptual!distinctiveness!and!underlying!
difference! in! acoustic! cues:! vowel! perception! is! much! less! categorical! than! the!
perception!of!consonants.!!
In! sum,! previous! work! on! auditory! WM! using! psychophysics! has! mainly!
focussed! on! capacity! limits! for! individual! sound! features.! The! findings! have! been!





method! of! change! detection! (delayed! matchRtoRsample! task)! for! a! variety! of!
stimulus!materials!perceived!via!receptors! located! in!the!skin!of!the!body!surface,!
the!hand!or!fingertips.!In!the!study!of!memory!for!touch!an!important!distinction!is!
drawn! between! microgeometric! stimulus! properties! (e.g.! regarding! fine! textural!
detail:! roughness),! macrogeometric! properties! (an! object’s! shape,! length,! area,!
curvature,! size)! and! spatial! properties! (location! of! stimuli),! (Gallace! &! Spence,!
2009),!where!each!class!is!processed!in!a!different!brain!region!(O’Sullivan,!Roland!
&!Kawashima,!1994;!Roland,!1987;!Roland,!O’Sullivan!&!Kawashima,!1998).!!
Early! studies! on! tactile! WM! using! psychophysics! showed! that! tactile!
information! (e.g.! macrogeometric! properties:! 3D! shapes! and! location;! as! well! as!
duration! of! stimulation)! can! be!maintained! for! up! to! 80s,! even!when! interfering!
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material! is! presented! in! the! delay! period! (Gilson! &! Baddeley,! 1969;! Sullivan! &!
Turvey,! 1972).! In! contrast,! microgeometric! properties! (vibrational! frequency)!
cannot! be!maintained! for! the! same!duration.!Using! a! vibrotactile!memory! task! it!
has!been!shown!that!discrimination!accuracies!were!at!ceiling!for!short!delays,!then!
decreased! rapidly! within! 5! seconds! of! the! delay! period,! before! performance!
remained!constant!reaching!a!plateau!(Sinclair!&!Burton,!1996).!Similarly,!monkeys!
can!hold!vibrotactile!information!over!many!seconds!(Hernandez!et!al,!1997).!





the!authors! suggest! feature!overwriting:! they! found! that! the!distractor! frequency!




Preuschhof! et! al,! 2006;! Sörös! et! al,! 2007;! Hegner! et! al,! 2010;! Spitzer,!Wacker! &!
Blankenburg,! 2010;! Spitzer! &! Blankenburg,! 2011;! Haegens! et! al.,! 2010).! The!




may! only! be! able! to! store! a! representation! of! a! single! stimulus! because! the!
presentation! of! a! distractor! in! the! delay! period! of! a! change! detection! paradigm!
caused!strong!interference!with!the!maintenance!of!a!single!vibration!(Bancroft!et!
al.,!2011;!Bancroft!&!Servos,!2011)!and!because! the!memory! trace!decays! rapidly!
(Sinclair!&!Burton,!1996,!Hernandez!et!al,!1997).!However,!in!a!subsequent!study!by!







are! not! as! limited.! While! a! number! of! studies! presented! stimuli! at! different!
locations!on!the!body!surface!(Gallace!et!al.,!2008;!Auvray,!Gallace!&!Spence,!2011;!
Alluisi,!Morgan!&!Hawkes,! 1965;!Geldard!&!Sherrick,! 1965),!others! (Auvray!et! al.,!
2011)!presented!stimuli!to!the!fingertips.!In!the!experiments!reported!by!Gallace!et!




A!major! limitation!of!change!detection,! the! task!employed!by!studies! reviewed! in!
this! section!so! far,! is! that! responses!made!by!subjects!are!binary.!On!a!given!trial!
they! either! detect! a! change! or! not.! Therefore,! the! task! cannot! quantify! at! high!
granularity!the!quality!of!a!memory!representation.!!A!number!of!studies!on!visual!
and! auditory! WM! extended! the! traditional! change! detection! task! to! include!
multiple! stimulus! levels! (multiple! sizes! of! change)! on! different! trials,! where! the!
probe!differs!from!the!target!along!a!number!of!values!sampled!from!the!dynamic!
range!(near!threshold,!further!away!etc.).!!
In! the! study! by! Bays! and! Husain! (2008)! subjects! had! to! either! report! the!
direction! of! displacement! of! a! visual! object! or! make! an! orientation! judgement!
about! the! rotation! of! a! stimulus.! Between! encoding! and! test! the! stimulus! could!
differ! in! magnitude! of! displacement! or! degrees! of! rotation.! Items! were!
remembered!most!precisely!at!the!largest!size!of!change!between!probe!and!target!




Although! the! traditional! method! of! change! detection! can! be! extended! to!
measure! precision! of! recall! in! this! way,! this! measure! is! still! limited! as! stimulus!
values! are! sampled! from! a! predefined! range,! where! the! possible! size! of! change!
between! target! and! probe! stimulus! defines! potential! stimulus! properties.! Hence,!
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although!researchers!claim!to!study!the!ability!to!store!parametric!stimulus!values,!




Additionally! interfering! stimuli! may! degrade! the! quality! of! a! memory!
representation,!which! is!difficult! to! capture.! For!example,! it! has!been! shown! that!
we!encode!irrelevant!information!in!WM!even!when!explicitly!instructed!to!ignore!







measures! of! recall! –!WM! precision! –! have! been! developed,! designed! to! capture!
mnemonic! resolution.! These! are! continuous! and! analogue! in! nature! rather! than!
discrete!and!binary!(Wilken!&!Ma,!2004;!Bays,!Catalo!&!Husain,!2009).!In!the!study!
by! Bays! et! al.! participants! were! presented! with! a! stimulus! display! at! memory!
encoding!consisting!of!multiple!visual!objects!of!different! colours!and!at!different!
spatial! locations! (2009).! At! test,! one! of! the! objects! had! lost! its! colour! and!
participants! had! to! reproduce! the! missing! value! by! making! a! selection! from! a!
continuous! colour! space! (colour! wheel),! (see! figure! 1.2! A).! On! each! trial,! the!
deviation!between!the!actual!target!colour!and!the!reported!value!was!obtained!as!
a!measure! of! response! error.! Recall! precision!was! calculated! as! 1/STD! of! overall!
response!error.!
Investigating! the! fidelity! of! memory! representations! with! continuous!
measures! of! precision,! it! has! been! shown! that! visual!WM!may! not! be! limited! in!
capacity! to! a! fixed! number! of! items.! Instead,! it! might! best! be! considered! as! a!
limited!resource,!but!without!any!limit!on!the!number!of!items!it!can!store.!The!WM!




visual! scene! (Wilken! &!Ma,! 2004;! Bays! et! al.,! 2009;! Fougnie,! Asplund! &!Marois,!
2010;!Anderson,!Vogel!&!Awh,!2011;!Gorgoraptis!et!al.,!2011;!Zokaei!et!al.,!2011;!
Salmela!et! al.! 2012).!More! specifically,! the!way! the! resource! is! shared!out! across!
visual! information! is! reflected! in!a!monotonic!decrease! in! recall!precision!with!an!
increase! in!memory! load! (see! figure! 1.2B).! A!major! goal! of! this! thesis! is! to! apply!

















A)! Adjustment! task:! subjects! are! presented! with! a! sample! array! of! multiple! coloured! squares! (memory!
encoding).!After!a!blank!period,!a!test!array!was!presented!in!which!the!location!of!a!randomly!selected!sample!
item! was! highlighted! (here:! black! frame).! Subjects! reported! the! remembered! colour! corresponding! to! this!










2003;! Humphries,! Liebenthal! &! Binder,! 2010;! Da! Costa! et! al.,! 2011)! and!
somatosensory! system! (somatotopy:! Mountcastle,! 1957;! Killackey,! Rhoades! &!
BennettRClarke,! 1995;! SanchezRPanchuelo! et! al.,! 2010).! In! contrast! to! perceptual!
representations! formed! in! the! presence! of! a! stimulus,! selective! neural! responses!
are!still!found!in!its!absence.!A!prevailing!view!is!that!WM!storage!is!accomplished!
via! sustained!neural!activity,!which!can!be! regarded!as!a!mnemonic! code!used! to!






Sustained! neural! activity! measured! during! the! memory! delay! period! using!
electrophysiological!techniques!was!first!identified!by!extracellular!recordings!in!the!
nonRhuman! primate! (Fuster! &! Alexander,! 1971;! Niki,! 1974;! Funahashi,! Bruce! &!
GoldmanRRakic,!1989).!Many!authors!have!argued!that!WM!representations!might!




Persistent! delay! activity! has! been! found! in! the! inferotemporal! (IT)! cortex! in!
monkeys,! a! higherRlevel! area! part! of! the! ventral! visual! stream! (“what! pathway”),!
involved!in!processing!complex!shapes!(Ungerleider!&!Pasternak,!2004).!IT!neurons!
showed! delayRperiod! activity,! when! monkeys! actively! maintained! visual! objects!
defined!by!colour!and!shape!(Fuster,!1990;!Miller!&!Desimone,!1993;!Miyashita!&!
Chang,!1988;!Chelazzi!et!al.,!1998).!DelayRperiod!activity!has!also!been!found!in!area!
V4! of! extrastriate! visual! cortex,! a! lowerRlevel! area! of! the! ventral! visual! stream!
associated! with! the! maintenance! of! colour! and! motion! (Ferrera,! Rudolph! &!
Maunsell,!1994).!
! DelayRperiod!activity!has!also!been!found!in!the!dorsal!visual!stream!(“where!




remembering! spatial! locations! on! the! delayed! saccade! task! (Constantinidis! &!
Steinmetz,!1996)!or!for!motion!direction!(Ferrera!et!al.,!1994).!While!Ferrera!et!al.!
(1994)!failed!to!find!such!sustained!activity!during!a!delay!period!in!area!MT!(middle!
temporal! area!also! know!as!V5),!Bisley!et! al.! (2004)!have! reported!activity! in! this!
region.!Over!a!delay!period!of!1.5s! they! found!a!short!burst!of! firing,! followed!by!
suppression! and! final! reactivation! in! firing! before! probe! stimulus! presentation,!
revealing!the!presence!of!reliable!signals!of!directional!motion.!!
Importantly,! the! study! by! Bisley! et! al.! (2004)! shows! that! an! area! usually!
involved! in! the! perception! of! motion! can! also! be! active! during! memory!
maintenance! of!motion! stimuli.! Further! support! for! such! shared! neural! hardware!
across!perception!and!memory!has!been! found! in!early!visual!cortex! (V1),! (Super,!
Spekreijse!&!Lamme,!2001).! The!authors! recorded!multiRunit! activity! (MUA)! in!V1!
during! the!delay!period,!when!monkeys!made!a! saccade! to!a! remembered! target!
location!(spatial!WM).!MUA!increased!in!a!group!of!neurons!whose!receptive!fields!








Sustained! delayRperiod! activity! has! also! been! reported! in! the! auditory! system! in!
both! humans! and! nonRhuman! primates.! Gottlieb,! Vaadia! and! Abeles! (1989)!
recorded!singleRunit!activity!in!auditory!cortex,!where!firing!rates!of!many!neurons!
reflected!the!sound!frequency!of!the!encoded!pure!tone!when!the!sensory!stimulus!
was! no! longer! present.! The! involvement! of! auditory! cortex! in! WM! has! been!
supported! by! a! Magnetoencephalography! (MEG)! study! in! humans,! which!
investigated!memory!decay! for! tone! loudness! in!auditory!cortex!and!showed! that!









As! in! the!visual!and!auditory! systems,!neurons!coding!WM!processes!also!exist! in!
the!somatosensory!system.!Findings!in!monkeys!show!that!persistent!delay!activity!
is! an! intrinsic! property! of! SI! (primary! somatosensory! cortex)! neurons,! where! a!
network!subserves!tactile!WM!for!haptic!objects!(Wang!et!al.,!2012).!This!concept!is!




1999;! Romo! &! Salinas! 2003;! Preuschhof! et! al,! 2006;! Spitzer! et! al,! 2010;! Wang,!
Bodner!&!Zhou,!2013).!
The!role!of!PFC! is!special! for!memory!maintenance,!as!neural!delay!period!
activity! is! systematically! modulated! only! in! this! region,! where! mean! responses!
typically! increase! monotonically! with! stimulus! frequency.! In! other! words,! neural!
discharge!rates!vary!systematically!as!a!function!of!the!encoded!stimulus!frequency!
(Romo! et! al.,! 1999)! This! specific! neural! code! describes! how! representations! of!
vibrotactile!flutter!held!in!WM!vary!with!frequency.!Hence,!a!continuous!parameter!
(frequency)! is! represented! in! a! parametric! fashion! (monotonic! discharge).!
Additionally,! it! has!been! shown! that! similar! variations! in! firing! rate! ! occur!on! the!
level!of!S1!during!flutter!stimulation,!where!responses!can!be!described!by!a!linear!
function! (Salinas!et!al.,! 2000).! Thus,! the! interpretation!has!been!put! forward! that!
monotonic!encoding!of!vibrational!frequency!recorded!in!PFC!neurons!are!likely!to!











of! a!memory! representation! associated!with! a! particular! item!held! in!WM.!Using!
pattern! recognition! techniques! from! the! field! of! machine! learning! with! neuroR
imaging!data! acquired!with! functional!magnetic! resonance! imaging! (fMRI),! recent!
studies! have! shown! that! the! identity! of! a! stimulus! held! in! visual! WM! can! be!





! Some!of! the! above! studies! used! stimulus! features,!which! are! perceptually!
represented!in!early!visual!areas!with!a!retinotopic!organization,!such!as!orientation!
(Harrison! and! Tong,! 2009;! Serences! et! al.,! 2009),! stimulus! contrast! (Xing! et! al.,!
2013)! and! motion! (Riggall! and! Postle,! 2012).! As! WM! representations! could! be!
successfully! decoded! from! early! visual! areas! including! V1RV4! and! MT,! the! same!
neural! circuitry!mediating! visual!perception! seems! to!also!be! involved! in!memory!
maintenance!of!stimuli.!However,!one!study!showed!that!even!nonRretinotopically!
represented! visual! features! could! still! be! decoded! during! memory! maintenance!
from!early! visual! areas! (colour:! Serences!et!al.,! 2009).! Finally,!Christophel,!Hebart!







this! investigation,!which!will!be!discussed! in!more!detail! in!chapter!7.!The!study! I!
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present!in!chapter!7!aims!to!decode!frequencyRspecific!patterns!(high!vs.!low!pure!





distributed! patterns! of! activity! in! the! visual! system! and! most! of! the! evidence!
suggests!that!a!pattern!codes!for!individual!features!(Harrison!and!Tong,!2009;!Xing!
et! al,! 2013),! there! may! also! be! a! code! for! stimuli! represented! as! objects!
(Christophel! et! al.,! 2012).! The! mechanisms! underlying! binding! of! features! into!





GoldmanRRakic,! 2001).! There! have! also! been! some! claims! that! PFC! may! be!
functionally! segregated! by! sensory! modality! and! stimulus! features,! with! PFC!
neurons! also! integrating! information! across! sensory!modalities! (Fuster,! Bodner!&!
Kruger,!2000)!as!well!as!features!within!a!modality!(Rao,!Rainer!&!Miller,!1997).!The!
integration! of! features! (binding)! is! considered! to! result! in! the! formation! of!more!
complex!object!representations!or!higherRlevel!percepts!(Robertson,!2003).!!
! According! to! featureRintegration! theory! (FIT)! features! of! e.g.! a! coloured!
square! are! represented! in! individual! feature! maps! (e.g.! one! map! for! colour! and!
another! map! for! its! orientation! in! space).! And! only! at! a! later! processing! stage,!
features! from! both! dimensions! are! integrated! (bound)! to! form! coherent! wholes!
(objects),!(Treisman!&!Gelade,!1980).!Although!FIT!was!proposed!for!perception,!an!
analogous!problem!arises!for!WM!processes.!Does!WM!hold!individual!features!or!
bound! representations?! The! representational! format!has! implications!on!memory!
capacity:!how!much!information!can!be!retained!in!WM?!!
In! vision,! it! has! been! argued!on! the!basis! of! binding! errors! observed!on! a!




distinctly! different!memory! stores! (Wheeler! &! Treisman,! 2002).! In! contrast,! Luck!
and!Vogel!(1997)!showed!that!visual!WM!may!be!limited!by!the!number!of!objects,!
but!not!by!the!number!of!features!per!object.!However,!Oberauer!&!Eichenberger!
(2013)! have! recently! demonstrated! that!WM! capacity! is! not! only! limited! by! the!
number! of! objects,! but! also! by! the! number! of! features! per! object! and! by! the!




reported! that! there! were! increased! binding! errors! at! high!memory! loads! due! to!
independent!response!error!distributions!for!each!feature,!suggesting!that!features!
are!maintained!in!separate!WM!stores.!!
The! study! presented! in! chapter! 5! aims! to! clarify! which! of! the! above!
principles! found! in! vision! can! be! applied! to! auditory! WM.! How! is! auditory!
information!held! in!WM!represented?! Is! it!as! individual! features!or!bound!wholes!
(objects)?! With! regards! to! the! somatosensory! system,! little! is! known! about! the!
format! of! representations.! However,! one! study! suggests! that! shortRterm!




The! brain! regions! acting! as!WM! stores! for!modality! specific! (visual,! auditory! and!
tactile)! and! supraRmodal! information! together! with! current! knowledge! of!
processing!pathways!and!networks!in!humans!will!be!reviewed!here.!The!evidence!





early! sensory! areas! and! higherRlevel! frontal! and! parietal! areas.! A! working!




hub! where! modal! representations! converge! across! sensory! specific! processing!








In! order! to! study! the! neural! correlates! associated!with! the!maintenance! of! basic!
visual!features!(spatial!frequency)!in!WM,!Greenlee,!Magnussen!&!Reinvang!(2000)!
used!fMRI!with!a!delayed!discrimination!task!and!found!an!activity!increase!in!PFC,!
PPC!and!occipital! cortex.!Another! fMRI! study!using!a! similar!design! to! investigate!
WM! for! visual! orientation! found! increased! activation! in! visual! cortex! during! the!
delay!period!(Pessoa!et!al.,!2002).!From!visual!cortex,!it!is!believed!that!information!
travels! further! up! along! either! one! of! two! pathways! depending! on! the! type! of!
information! perceived.! It! has! been! proposed! that! the! ventral! stream! or! ‘what’!
pathway!from!primary!visual!cortex!to!inferior!temporal!regions!is!associated!with!
the! detailed! analysis! of! visual! objects! defined! by! colour! and! shape,! whereas! the!
analysis!of!an!object’s!spatial!location,!orientation!or!movement!is!performed!along!
the! ventral! stream! or! ‘where’! pathway! to! posterior! parietal! cortex! (Mishkin! &!
Ungeleider,!1982).!!
Based!on!connectivity!patterns!in!monkey!PFC,!it!has!been!argued!that!this!
division! continues! to!anterior!portions!of! the!brain,! although! such!a!proposal!has!
been!contested.!PFC!can!be!subdivided!into!dorsoRlateral!preRfrontal!cortex!(DLPFC)!
and! ventroRlateral! preRfrontal! cortex! (VLPFC),! (GoldmanRRakic,! 1996).! It! has! been!
shown!that!DLPFC!is!densely!connected!with!visuoRspatial!processing!areas!and!the!






















Although! Mottahgy! et! al.! (2002)! used! stimulus! material! different! from!
Oliveri! et! al.! (2001),! they! could! reproduce! their! results! with! repetitive! TMS!
delivered! to!DLPFC!during!a! spatial!and! face! identification!WM!task.!Performance!
was! impaired!on!both! tasks,!while! the!authors! caused! selective!WM! impairments!
after!stimulation!of!VLPFC!with!WM!for!faces,! in!contrast!to!selective!interference!
after!stimulation!to!dorsoRmedial!preRfrontal!cortex!(DMPFC)!on!a!spatial!WM!task.!
Therefore,! there! is! some! evidence! that! PFC! appears! on! the! one! hand! to! be!
segregated! into! content! specific! stores! (DMPFC:! object! identity;! DMPFC:! spatial!






Several! neuroRimaging! studies! investigated! WM! for! pitch! using! toneRsequence!
comparison! tasks!with!PET! (Zatorre,!Evans!&!Meyer,!1994)!and! fMRI! (Gaab!et!al.,!
2003).! Both! studies! found!memoryRrelated! activity! in! associative! auditory! cortex,!
lateralized! to! the! right! superior! temporal! lobe,! while! pitch! judgements! were!
associated!with!increased!activity!in!the!right!frontal!lobe.!Thus,!studies!on!the!basic!
auditory! feature! of! pitch! implicate! a! rightRlateralised! system! involving! auditory!
cortex!and!inferoRlateral!frontal!cortex.!Another!study!on!pitch!memory!shows!that!
activity! in! auditory! cortex! is! highest! early! in! the!delay!period,!whereas! regions! in!
supraRmarginal! gyrus! (SMG)! and! parts! of! the! cerebellum! are! activated! later! on.!
Thus,! each! region!may! play! a! different! role! in! processing! information! in!memory!
(Mathiak!et!al.,!2004).!!
With! respect! to! different! roles! for! different! stages! of! memoryRrelated!
processes,! a! PET! study! by!Griffiths! et! al.! (1998)! demonstrated! findings! consistent!
with!the!view!that!while!posterior!auditory!cortex!is!involved!in!memory!encoding,!





! !Similarly! to! the! visual! system,! informationRprocessing! streams! have! also!
been!identified!in!the!auditory!modality!(Rauschecker!&!Tian,!2000).!The!dorsal!or!
‘where’! pathway! serves! auditory! spatial! information! processing,! leading! from!
auditory! cortex! to! inferior! frontal! cortex! via! the! posterior! temporal! and! parietal!
lobe.!The!ventral!or!‘what’!auditory!object!(involved!in!the!identification!of!a!sound)!









Imaging! has! additionally! revealed! that! both! pathways! play! a! role! in!
processing! information! in!WM! (Belger! et! al.,! 1998;!Courtney!et! al.,! 1996;!VentreR
Dominey! et! al.,! 2005).! A!metaRanalysis! shows! that! the!majority! of! neuroRimaging!
studies! using! spatial!WM! tasks!were! associated!with! activity! in! posterior! parietal!
regions,!while!object! tasks!have!been!associated!with!activity! in! inferior! temporal!
regions!(Wager!&!Smith,!2003).!The!activations!found!are!in!line!with!those!in!both!
visual! processing! streams.! In! addition,! activations! in!DLPFC! and!VLPFC! have! been!
reported! using! auditory! WM! tasks! (Lehnert! &! Zimmer,! 2008),! where! DLPFC!
processes! spatial! and! VLPFC! is! involved! in! information! about! object! identity!
(Courtney! et! al.,! 1996;! Sala,! Raemae! &! Courtney,! 2003;! VentreRDominey! et! al.,!
2005).! However,! as! in! the! visual! system,! alternatively! this! functional! difference!








parietal! circuit! (PFC,! frontal! operculum! and! anterior! parietal! cortex)! to! be!
associated! with! delay! activity! on! WM! discrimination! task! for! tactile! objects!
(Stoeckel!et!al.,!2003).!Activations!for!tasks!involving!the!encoding!of!tactile!objects!
and! visual! information! seem! to! overlap,! resulting! in! supraRmodal! information!
storage!as!suggested!by!Pasternak!&!Greenle,!2005.!
! A!more!recent!fMRI!study!aimed!to!identify!the!neural!correlates!of!different!
stages! characterizing! vibrotactile!WM! (Preuschhof! et! al,! 2006).! The! investigators!
reported! that! encoding! was! associated! with! activity! in! S1! and! ventral! preRmotor!
cortex! (PM);!maintenance! or! delayRperiod! activity!with! activity! in! PM,! VLPFC! and!
intra!parietal!lobule!(IPL);!and!making!a!response!decision!on!a!discrimination!task!
with! activity! in! S1,! S2,! PM,! lateral! PFC! and! IPL.! They! suggest! that! the! activation!
network!found!in!humans!differs!from!activations!associated!with!a!similar!task! in!
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monkeys.! A! subsequent! fMRI! study! aimed! to! identify! brain! regions! involved! in!
tactile!attention!and!WM!for!vibrotactile! flutter! (Sörös!et!al,!2007).!These!authors!
found!that!attentional!and!WM!networks!are!partly!overlapping.!Finally,!Hegner!et!
al.! (2010)! compared!WM!storage!across! two! types!of! stimulation:! tactile!patterns!
vs.! vibrotactile! flutter.! They! found! that! cortical! processes! differ! among! types! of!
information,!as! somatosensory!areas! including! the! right! intra!parietal! sulcus! (IPS),!
SMG!and!parietal!operculum!(PO)!were!more!activated!in!the!pattern!compared!to!
the!frequency!task.!!!
! TMS! has! also! been! used! to! understand! the! neural! basis! of! WM! for!
vibrations,!with!stimulation!over!area!S1!at!two!different!time!points!during!a!delay!
period!of!1.5!s!duration!(Harris!et!al.,!2002).!When!applied!early!in!the!delay!period!
to! the! contralateral! side,! discrimination! thresholds! increased,! whereas! when!
applied!later!it!had!no!effect.!As!supported!by!monkey!physiology!studies!(Zhou!and!
Fuster,! 1996,! 2000;! Super! et! al.,! 2001)! showing! that! neuronal! activity! can! be!
maintained! during! the! delay! period! between! two! stimuli,! the! authors! concluded!
that!S1!stores!vibrations!early,!in!a!critical!time!window!of!300R600!s!after!stimulus!











different! levels! along! the! hierarchy! of! information! processing! with! amodal!
processing! components! to! store! sensory! information.! Such! a! complex! neuroR




different! sensory! processing! streams,! ultimately! converge! to! form! supraRmodal!
representations,!potentially!at!the!level!of!PFC!(e.g.,!see!Linden,!2007).!!!!!
! The!fMRI!study!by!Ricciardi!et!al.!(2006)!compared!a!tactile!with!a!visual!WM!
task!and! found! that! similar! frontoRparietal! networks!were! involved! in! spatial!WM!
tasks!in!both!sensory!modalities.!The!network!includes!the!PPC,!DLPFC!and!anterior!
cingulate! cortex! (ACC).! The!authors! concluded! that! such! shared!neural! substrates!
are!involved!in!the!formation!and!storage!of!supraRmodal!representation!in!WM.!A!
recent!triRmodal!(visual,!auditory!and!tactile)!study!found!evidence!for!supraRmodal!




WM! research! is! concerned! with! how! groups! of! neurons! represent! and! sustain!
sensory! information! in!the!absence!of!external!sensory! inputs.!A!possibility! is!that!
neural! oscillations! as! measured! with! electroencephalography! (EEG),!
electrocorticography! (ECOG)!and!MEG! reflect!neural! codes!describing! information!
held!in!WM!(Roux!&!Uhlhaas,!2014).!And!in!particular!such!rhythmic!neural!activity!















(here:! 24R60Hz)! and!maintenance! of! information! in!WM,! as! the! authors! found! a!
sustained!increase!in!gamma!oscillations!using!EEG!with!a!visual!delayedRmatch!to!
sample!task.!Similar!findings!have!been!reported!for!visual!WM!for!spatial!stimulus!
features! (Roux! et! al,! 2012;! Medendorp! et! al.,! 2007)! as! well! as! auditory! (spatial!
sounds:!Kaiser,!Heidegger!&!Lutzenberger,!2008;!Lutzenberger!et!al.,!2002;!auditory!
patterns:!Kaiser!et!al,!2003)!and!tactile!stimuli! (mechanical!vibrations:!Haegens!et!
al.,! 2010).! In! addition! a! number! of! studies! indicate! a! parametric! relationship!




to! which! gammaRband! activity! has! been! localized! showing! WM! load! dependent!
modulations! (Roux! et! al.,! 2012;! Palva! et! al.,! 2010;! 2011;! Linden! et! al.,! 2012).!
Furthermore,! ECOG! data! shows! that! gammaRband! oscillations! are! modulated! by!
WM!load!in!parietal!and!frontal!cortex!(Howard!et!al.,!2003)!and!the!hippocampus!
(van! Vugt! et! al.,! 2010).! A! further! functional! relationship! has! been! established!





active! role! in! protecting! taskRrelevant! information! from!distracting! taskRirrelevant!
information.! AlphaRband! oscillations! have! been! demonstrated! during! WM!
maintenance!in!several!sensory!modalities!(visual:!Herrmann!et!al.,!2004;!auditory:!
Kaiser! et! al.,! 2007;! tactile:! Haegens! et! al.,! 2010),! with!WM! load! increases! being!
associated!with! increased!alpha!amplitude! reported!by! Leiberg,! Lutzenberger! and!
Kaiser! (2006),! although! Gevins! et! al.! (1997)! found! otherwise.! However,! it! seems!
difficult! to! disentangle,! whether! load! dependent! effects,! reflect! memory! or!
attentional!processes.!
! The! study! by! Sauseng! at! al.! (2009)! was! designed! to! measure! oscillations!





information! in! one! of! the! two! hemiRfields! relevant,! while! the! nonRindicated! side!
became!irrelevant.!The!number!of!irrelevant!items!presented!in!the!taskRirrelevant!
hemiRfield! modulated! alphaRband! activity.! Additionally,! repetitive! TMS! at! alpha!
frequency! (10Hz)! over! the! taskRirrelevant! hemisphere! caused! an! enhancement! of!
WM!capacity.!!!




this! activity! to! be! present! in! several! cortical! regions;! it! systematically! varied!with!
WM!load!(Raghavachari!et!al.,!2001).!An!MEG!study!reported!a!parametric!increase!
in! frontal! theta! activity!with!WM! load! (Jensen!&! Tesche,! 2002).! A!more! complex!
relationship! for! theta! activity! has! been! established! in! a! network! of! hippocampal,!
frontal!and!parietal! regions,! linked!to!WM!capacity! (Moran!et!al.,!2010).!Finally,!a!
recent! metaRanalysis! concluded! that! theta! activity! occurs! predominantly! in! tasks!





Phase! synchronization! refers! to! the! synchronization! of! oscillatory! patterns! of!
oscillatory!phases!between!different!brain!regions.!It!has!been!proposed!that!such!
means! of! communication! between! brain! areas! supports! processes! in!WM! (Fell!&!
Axmacher,!2011).!A!number!of!EEG!studies!report!that!theta!phase!synchronization!
between! PFC! and! temporal! lobe! occurs! during! memory! encoding! and! retrieval!
(Sauseng!et!al.,!2004),!while!it!persists!during!the!maintenance!period!(Sarnthein!et!
al.,!1998;!Serrien,!Pogosyan!&!Brown,!2004).!Additionally,!several!studies!describe!a!
link! between! theta! phase! synchronization! and! WM! load,! reflected! in! increased!
theta!coherence!between!frontal!and!temporalRparietal!areas!when!WM!load!was!
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increased! (Payne!&!Kounios,! 2009).! The! amount! of! theta! coherence! also! predicts!
memory!capacity!(Kopp,!Schhroeger!&!Lipka,!2006).!
! Not! only! theta,! but! also! oscillations! in! the! beta! and! gamma! range! show!
phase! synchronization! in!WM.! Coherence! between! frontal! and! parietal! regions! is!
enhanced!in!these!frequency!ranges!during!WM!maintenance!(Lutzenberger!et!al.,!
2002;! Babiloni! et! al.,! 2004).! Results! from! an! ECOG! study! revealed! a! sustained!
enhancement!of!beta!phase!synchronization!among!different!areas!in!visual!cortex,!
when!holding!complex!shapes!in!mind.!Further!interRregional!associations!mediated!
by! beta! phase! synchronization! have! been! found! between! the! fusiform! face! area!
(FFA)!and!the!medial!temporal!lobe,!where!coherence!was!increased!with!WM!load.!
Beta!phase!synchronization!in!visual!cortex!was!also!accompanied!by!gamma!phase!
synchronization! in!MTL! (Axmacher! et! al.,! 2008).! Phase! synchronization!within! the!





Some! investigators! have! proposed! that! crossRfrequency! coupling! (CFC)! occurs!
between! two! frequency! ranges! as! a! means! of! neural! communication! between!
neuronal!ensembles.!This! idea!has!found!support!by!many!studies,!showing!that!a!
slower! rhythm! occurs! simultaneously! with! a! faster! one! during!WM! (Sohal! et! al.,!
2009;!TallonRBaudry!et!al.,! 1998,!Kaiser!et!al.,! 2008).! There!are!different! forms!of!
CFC:! according! to! phaseRamplitude! coupling! (PAC)! the! amplitude! of! a! higher!
frequency! is! modulated! by! the! phase! of! a! slower! rhythm.! Other! means! of!
communication!are!amplitude!to!amplitude!coupling!and!phase!locking!(Roberts!et!
al.,! 2013),! described! by! power! and! phase! coRfluctuations! between! multiple!
frequencies.!











gamma! oscillations! coordinated! through! an! underlying! theta! rhythm.! In! this!
respect,! the!number!of!gamma!cycles!nested,within,a,cycle,of, theta! is!what! limits!
memory!capacity!(Axmacher!et!al.,!2010).!Additionally,!gammaRband!oscillations!are!
believed! to! represent! a! generic! mechanism! for! the! representation! of! individual!
items! in! WM! independent! of! sensory! modality! and! content.! To! the! best! of! my!




Rhythmic! neuronal! activity! can! also! be! evoked! by! an! external! stimulus! which!





visual! evoked!potentials! (SSVEP)! as!measured!with!EEG! (e.g.! Silberstein,! 1995).! In!
the! context! of! WM,! the! SSVEP! is! used! as! a! steadyRstate! “topographical! probe”!
(SSTP),!(Silberstein!et!al.,!1995);!it!is!used!as!a!frequency!tag!combined!with!a!visual!
memory!task!(Silberstein!et!al.,!2001;!Perlstein!et!al.,!2003).!!
The! EEG! signal! propagation! associated! with! the! task! can! be! measured!
indirectly,! when! comparing! the! SSVEP! frequency! propagation! observed! with! the!
activity! associated!with! a! control! task! (Vialette! et! al.,! 2010).! Fundamental! power!
differences!between!tasks!may!reflect!differential!engagement!of!neural!activity!in!





SSVEP! responses! to!a!10Hz! flicker! (alphaRrange).!The!authors! showed! that!SSVEPs!
are! sensitive! to! the! active!maintenance! of! information! held! in!WM! (reproducing!
results!by!Silberstein!et!al.!(2001),!and!that!WMRrelated!activity!can!be!localized!to!
PFC.! Furthermore,! taskRrelated! SSVEP! in! this! region! correlated! with! WM!
performance! and! memory! load,! associated! with! selective! SSVEP! amplitude!
modulations.! A! 13Hz! SSVEP! served! as! a! frequency! tag! in! a! WM! study! by! Ellis,!
Silberstein! and! Nathan! (2006),! in! which! subjects! had! to! memorise! the! spatial!
location!of!dots.! In! this!experiment,! responses! in! frontal! areas!decreased!with!an!
increase!in!task!difficulty!(memory!load!manipulated!as!increased!nRback!positions).!









neuroRpsychological! and! neuroRimaging),! which! appear! to! support! the! idea! that!
memory! is! the! combined! function! of! multiple! modules.! In! contrast,! another!
influential! model! describing! WM! is! the! embeddedRprocesses! model! of! WM! by!




The!multiRcomponent! or!modal!model! encompasses! two!working!memory! stores!
(phonological! loop! and! visuoRspatial! sketchpad)! and! their! fundamental! properties!
are! their! limited! capacity! and! their! functional! independence.! Historically,! both!
assumptions!are!based!on!studies!using!dual!task!paradigms!in!healthy!subjects!and!




impairments.! This! line! of! research! has! led! to! the! distinction! between! a! store! for!






The! multicomponent! model! of! working! memory! proposed! by! Baddeley! &! Hitch! (1974)! is! composed! of! two!
separate! memory! stores.! The! visuoRspatial! sketchpad! stores! visual! information! (e.g.! about! shapes,! colour,!
location,! movement! etc.)! and! the! phonological! loop! stores! auditory! information! (e.g.! verbal! or! nonRverbal!
material).! Auditory! information! can! be! refreshed! by! phonological! rehearsal! to! prevent! decay! of! information!
stored!in!the!visual!sketchpad.!The!central!executive!represents!another!functional!subunit,!which!is!associated!
with! processes! of! selective! attention,! inhibition! control,! regulation,! coordination,! switching! between! tasks,!
retrieval! strategies! (Baddeley,!2004).! !The!episodic!buffer!was!added! to! the!model! later!on! (Baddeley,!2000),!
which!integrates!information!across!shortRterm!stores!to!form!perceptual!whole!and!access!information!stored!
in!longRterm!memory.!
Adding! a! degree! of! complexity! to! the! multicomponent! model,! the! visual!
store! has! been! further! subdivided! to! process! information! about! visual! objects!
(linked! to! the! ‘what’! pathway! (Goodale! &! Milner,! 1992;! Mishkin! &! Ungeleider,!
1982)! separately! from! spatial! features! of! visual! objects! (associated! with! the!
‘where’R! pathway! (Goodale! &! Milner,! 1992;! Goodale! &! Humphrey,! 1998),! (see!
section! 1.4! for! the! neural! correlates! associated! with! both! pathways).! In! an!
analogous! fashion,! the! auditory! store! has! been! further! subdivided;! where! one!
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subdivision! processes! nonRspatial! auditory! information! and! the! other! subdivision!
processes! spatial! sounds.! A! specialization! into! domain! specific! ‘what/where’!
pathways!has!also!been!proposed! for! audition! (Rauschecker!&!Tian,!2000),!which!
found!further!support!by!lesion!studies!(Adriani!et!al.,!2003;!Clarke!&!Thiran,!2004;!
Clarke!et!al.,!2002).!
In! addition! to! different! memory! stores! the! central! executive! represents!
another! functional! subunit,! which! is! associated! with! processes! of! selective!
attention,! inhibition! control,! regulation,! coordination,! switching! between! tasks,!
retrieval! strategies! etc.! (Baddeley,! 2004).! ! Thus,! there! is! an! integral! relationship!
between! a! control! system! (central! executive),!which! accomplishes! the! deposition!
and! removal! of! information! from! shortRterm! stores! and! the! storage! buffers!
themselves.! This! close! level! of! interaction! between! shortRterm! stores! via! such!
control! processes! enables! effective! mental! information! processing! (WM! book!
chapter! ref).! While! the! original! multiRcomponent! model! was! only! composed! of!
three!components!reviewed!so!far!(central!executive,!visuoRspatial!sketch!pad!and!
phonological! loop),! a! further! component! was! added! in! a! revised! version! of! this!
model! R! the! episodic! buffer! (Baddeley,! 2000).! This! component! links! information!
across!domains!to!form!integrated!wholes!of!different!types!of!sensory!information!




leading! brain! mechanism! is! enormous,! there! is! also! a! wide! body! of! evidence!
contesting! it.! Many! studies,! which! directly! compare! auditory! and! visual! memory!
processes,! have! shown! that! instead! of! regarding! working! memory! as! separated!









least! partially! but!not! fully! dissociable! storage! systems! (Fougnie!&!Marois,! 2011).!





1995;! Miyake! &! Shah,! 1999)! puts! less! emphasis! on! the! separation! between!
processes! associated! with! individual! sensory! modalities.! Instead,! WM! represents!
the!cognitive! faculty! in!which! information! is!kept!active! in!order!to!solve!complex!






The! embeddedRprocesses! model! suggests! that! visual! and! auditory!
information! are! held! in! a! common! store,! where! information! from! each! sensory!
modality! overlaps! entirely! (Cowan,! 2001).! This! idea! has! been! tested! directly! in! a!
number! of! dualRtask! studies,! which! aimed! to! establish! “trading! relations”!
(interference)! between! visual! and! auditory! modalities.! In! the! study! by! Saults! &!
Cowan! (2007),! subjects! had! to! memorise! visual! (coloured! squares)! and! auditory!
information! (spoken! digits)! in! combination! or! in! separation! (unimodal! control).! If!
remembering! both! types! of! information! is! based! on! a! central! capacity,! the! total!
number!of!items!that!can!be!remembered!together!(visual!and!auditory!information!
in!combination)!should!be!equal!to!the!number!of! items!that!can!be!remembered!
from! either!modality! alone.! DualRtask! costs! occurred! for! both!modalities! and! the!
number!of!visual!and!auditory!items!combined!did!not!exceed!unimodal!capacities.!
Although! this! result! was! not! achieved! in! all! individual! experiments,! the! authors!





combination! with! tactile! information)! found! results! supporting! the! concept! of! a!
common! WM! store! or! resource! across! the! senses! for! visuoRspatial! and! verbal!
information! (Morey!&! Cowan,! 2004;! 2005;! Baddeley! &! Lieberman,! 1986;! Brooks,!
1968;! Nairne,! 1990;! Cowan's! 1995;! 2001;! Sperling! &! Speelman,! 1970;! Lehnert! &!
Zimmer!2006;!Smith!&!Jonides,!1997).!In!contrast!to!the!finding!of!conflict!between!
visual! and!auditory! tasks,! no! such! interference!was! found! in! a!number!of! studies!





As! discussed! in! the! previous! section!memory! stores,!whether! considered! to! be! a!
single! entity! shared! across! sensory! modalities! or! multiple! entities! separated! by!
modality,!have!capacity! limits.!This!section!will! focus!on!models,!which!have!been!
designed! to! specifically! explain! such! limits.! In! vision,! there! is! a! large! controversy!
among!theories!accounting! for!capacity! limits!of!working!memory.!The!slot,model!
assumes!that!working!memory!capacity! is! limited!to!a! fixed!number!of! items!(e.g.!
visual!objects;!see!Figure!1R4A),!(Luck!&!Vogel,!1997).!However,!capacity!limits!may!
not! be! fixed,! but! dependent! on! the! type!of! information! stored! and!memory! task!
employed!(Alvarez!&!Cavanagh,!2004;!Linden,!2007;!Brady,!Konkle!&!Alvarez,!2011).!
Moreover,!the!resource,model,of!WM!(see!Figure!1R4B)!proposes!that!we!have!one!
memory! resource,! which! can! be! shared! out! across! an! unlimited! amount! of!
information,!but!at!a!significant!cost! in! the! fidelity!with!which!we!store! individual!
items!(Wilken!&!Ma,!2004;!Bays!&!Husain,!2008;!Bays!et!al,!2009).!In!contrast!to!this!
























(A)! According! to! the! slot!model! of!WM!each! visual! item! is! stored! in! one! a! single! slots.! The! number! of! slots!
available! (here:! 3)! limits!WM! capacity,! where! each! item! is! represented! at! a! high! resolution,! indicated! by! a!




of! highRprecision! responses! (right! panel:! blue! component)! and! random! guesses! (green! component).! (B)!
Resource!models!of!WM!predict! that!a! limited!representational!medium! is! shared!out!between! items,!where!
the!number!of!items,!which!can!be!represented,!is!unlimited.!Importantly,!the!precision!with!which!each!item!
can!be!stored!depends!on! the!amount!of! resource!allocated! to! it.! ! If! resources!are!distributed!equally!across!
items,! error! variability! (width! of! the! error! distribution! usually! captured! by! a! normal! distribution)! increases!
continuously!with!an! increase! in! the!number!of! items!(memory! load;!comparison!of! the!error!distribution! for!
one!vs.! four! items).! (C)!According! to!discrete! representation!models,! the!WM!medium! is!divided! into!a! fixed!
number!of!units!(in!a!similar!manner!to!the!slot!model).!In!contrast!to!the!slot!model,!these!slots!are!shared!out!
across!items.!For!a!memory!load!of!a!single!item!(see!left!panel)!the!units!combine!to!produce!a!highRresolution!
memory!of!a!given! item.! In!contrast,!at!higher!memory! loads! (above! the!number!of!units!available;! see! right!
panel),!all!items!are!either!represented!by!all!units!in!combination!or!none!at!all,!predicting!responses!made!to!
the! target! item! to! be! composed! of! a!mixture! of! lowRresolution! recall! and! random! guesses.! This! distribution!
differs!from!is!different!from!those!in!A!and!B.!(D)!Variable!precision!models!predict!that!WM!precision!varies!
from!trial!to!trial!and!item!to!item.!Variability!centred!at!the!mean!of!the!actual!value!of!an!item!to!be!recalled!
decreases!with!an! increase! in!memory! load!as!a! result!of!a! limited! resource.! ! The!model! suggests! that! recall!
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errors! are! composed! of! an! infinite! mixture! of! distributions! (assumed! normal)! of! different! widths.! Variable!
precision!may!stem!from!variability!in!resource!allocation!dependent!on!bottomRup!factors!(adopted!from!Ma,!
Husain!&!Bays,!2014).!




The! resource, model, (see! Figure! 1R4B), makes! fundamentally! different!
predictions! about! performance! on! the! same! task,! assuming! that! our! memory!
capacity!is!not!limited!to!a!fixed!number!of!items.!According!to!this!model,!WM!is!
indeed!a!limited!resource!but!without!an!item!limit.!It!can!be!divided!across!items,!
allows! storage! of! a! potentially! unlimited! number! of! items,! but! with! worsening!
resolution!as! the! load! increases.!Crucially,! the! resource!model!predicts! that!visual!
WM!performance!remains!above!chance,!even!when!the!slot!model’s!capacity!limit!
of! 3R4!objects! is! exceeded.! The! resource!model!has!been! shown! to!account! for! a!
number!of!different!features!in!vision,!such!as!colour,!orientation!and!motion!(Bays!
&!Husain,!2008;!Bays!et!al,!2009;!Gorgoraptis!et!al.,!2011;!Zokaei!et!al.,!2011).!!
Recently,! the! resource! model! of! working! memory! has! received! a! lot! of!
interest.! This!has! led! to!a!debate!around!how! the!memory! resource! is!essentially!
shared!across!items,!aiming!to!explain!what!proportionate!amount!of!this!medium!
is!allocated! to!each! individual! item.!While! the!equal,precision,model!predicts! that!
the!resource! is!allocated!evenly!across!all! items!(see!Figure!1R4B),! (Bays!&!Husain,!
2008),! the!variable,precision,model! (see!Figure!1R4D)!predicts! that! the!amount!of!
resource! an! item! receives! varies! randomly! across! items,! trials! and!memory! loads!
(see!Figure!1R4!(Van!den!Berg!et!al.,!2012;!Mazyar,!van!den!Berg!&!Ma,!2012)).!The!
major! goal! of! the! studies! presented! in! chapter! 2,! 3! and! 4! is! to! test!whether! the!
resource!model! can!be!applied! to! sensory!modalities!other! than!vision,!where!no!
direct!distinction!was!made!between!the!equal!and!variable!precision!account.!










main! distinction! of!discrete! from! continuous! resource!models! is! that! it! predicts! a!
fixed!capacity!limit!on!the!number!of!slots!available!to!represent!information.!Thus,!





The!aim!of! this! thesis! is! to! investigate!the!mechanisms!underlying!WM!across! the!
senses,! including! vision,! audition! and! touch.! The! research! presented! here! can! be!
subdivided!into!three!parts.!
The!resource!model!of!working!memory!(see!section!1.7)!has!been!shown!to!
account! for! WM! processes! associated! with! the! storage! of! a! number! of! visual!
features,!but!has!not!been!applied!to!other!sensory!modalities.!Here,!the!aim!is!to!




this! model! can! also! account! for! another! auditory! feature:! speech! sounds! or!
phonemes! (chapter! 3).! In! Chapter! 4,! I! go! on! to! describe! a! study! designed! to!
investigate!the!nature!of!WM!processes!in!the!somatosensory!modality,!with!recall!
precision!measured!for!mechanical!vibrations.!In!these!respects,!the!first!part!of!the!
thesis! aimed! to! test!whether! the! resource!model! of!WM!can!be!extended! to! the!
auditory! and! tactile!modality! by!means! of! continuous!measures! of!WM!memory!
recall!(precision).!
In! the! second! part! of! the! thesis! a! study! designed! to! test! for! the!
representational!format!of!auditory! information!held! in!WM!is!presented!(chapter!
5).! Are! sounds! composed! of! multiple! features! represented! in! WM! as! coherent!
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decode! the! contents! of! auditory! memory! for! pitch! (chapter! 6).! The! results!




The!general!discussion! (chapter!7)!draws! together! the! findings! from!all!of! the!










items.! However,! recent! shared! resource! models! of! WM! have! challenged! this!
‘quantized’! account! under! the! use! of! measures! of! recall! precision.! Although! this!
conceptual!framework!can!explain!processes!of!visual!WM!and!has!been!tested!for!
several! visual! features,! it! remains! to! be! established!whether! it! also! accounts! for!
auditory!WM.!!!
A!novel!pitch!matching!task!was!developed!to!probe!participants’!memory!of!
pure! tones! in! sequences! of! variable! length! (memory! load),! and! quantified! their!
recall! precision.! Crucially,! this! provides! an! index! of! the! variability! of! a! memory!
representation!around!its!true!value,!rather!than!a!binary!“yes/no”!recall!measure!
typically! used! in! change! detection! paradigms.! The! results! from! this! study!
(experiment!1)!show!that!precision!of!auditory!WM!varies!with!both!memory!load!
and!serial!order.!The!results!from!experiment!2,!where!the!factor!of!taskRrelevance!















for!digits,! letters!or!words! items!are!usually! remembered! in!sequences! (Waugh!&!
Norman,! 1965).! Using! these! measures,! performance! is! assessed! in! a! categorical,!








Although! binary! change! detection! tasks! can! be! modified! to! assess! WM! in!
more! informative!ways! than! only! estimating! fixed! capacity! limits! (Bays!&!Husain,!
2008;! Rouder! et! al.,! 2008;!Wilken!&!Ma,! 2004),! the! remaining! problem!with! this!
approach! to!measuring!WM! is! that! detecting! a! change! does! not! necessarily! infer!
perfect!remembrance!of!an! item;!nor!does!detection!failure!mean!that!a!memory!
representation! is! entirely! absent.! Instead! of! using! a! binary! (recall/no! recall)!
procedure,!the!current!study!employed!a!continuous!response!method!as!our!index!
for! memory! performance.! This! method! operates! in! analogue! fashion,! over! a!





the! fidelity! with! which! each! item! is! represented! can! vary! depending! on! task!
demands!(Anderson!et!al.,!2011;!Bays!&!Husain,!2008;!Bays!et!al.,!2009;!Fougnie!et!







Based! on! these! observations! some! authors! proposed! that! although!WM! is!
indeed!highly!limited,!its!capacity!is!not!fixed!to!holding!a!set!number!of!items!(Bays!
&!Husain,!2008;!Bays!et!al.,!2009;!Fougnie!et!al.,!2010;!Wilken!&!Ma,!2004).!Instead,!
WM! is! better! considered! to! be! a! resource! that! can! be! dynamically! shared! across!
items,!as!well!as!a!resource!that!can!be!allocated!to!prioritized!ones!(Bays!&!Husain,!
2008;! Gorgoraptis! et! al.,! 2011).! This! novel! conception! of!WM! has! recently! been!
shown!to!explain! results! for! sequential!as!well!as! simultaneously!presented!visual!
stimuli.!Using!both!types!of!stimulus!displays!at!encoding,!a!drop!in!precision!with!




Here! we! ask! whether! the! resource! model! can! also! account! for! auditory!











by! its! serial!position! in! the! sequence.! Importantly,! their! response!was! continuous!
rather!than!binary:!they!matched!the!pitch!of!a!tone!by!turning!a!handRheld!dial!by!
making! an! adjustment! as! closely! as! possible! to! their!memory!of! the!probed! tone!
(method! of! adjustment! in! psychophysics).! The! precision! of!WM! for! pitch! at! each!
serial!position!was!calculated!as!the! inverse!of!the!standard!deviation!of!response!
error.! This! pitchRmatching! paradigm! provides! a! measure! of! the! variability! of! a!
memory!representation!around!its!true!value.!!!
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In! experiment! 1,! we! examined! how! working! memory! precision! varies! with!
memory!load!(number!of!tones!in!the!sequence).!Test!tone!sequences!consisted!of!
1R4!tones,!which!were!randomly!sampled!from!a!range!of!one!octave!(500R1000!Hz).!
We! also! investigated! sources! of! error! in! listeners’! responses! using! a! probabilistic!
model!that!has!been!applied!to!visual!working!memory!(Zhang!&!Luck,!2008;!Bays!
et!al.,!2009;!Fougnie!et!al.,!2010;!Gorgoraptis!et!al.,!2011;!Zokaei!et!al.,!2011),!which!
allows! us! to! look! at! responses! directed! at! the! target! separately! from! random!
guesses.! In!experiment!2,!we! then!examined!whether!working!memory! resources!
can!be!flexibly!allocated!to!a!prioritized!tone!by!cueing!its!task!relevance,!just!as!for!
visual!stimuli!(Bays!&!Husain,!2008;!Gorgoraptis!et!al.,!2011).!!
Concerning! experiment! 1,!we! found! that! the! precision! of!memory! for! pitch!
varied!with!the!memory!load!(number!of! items!in!the!sequence)!as!well!as!on!the!
item’s! position! in! the! sequence.! Experiment! 2! showed! that! our!working!memory!
resource!can!be!flexibly!allocated!to!prioritized!tones!in!the!sequence!resulting!in!a!
gain!in!precision!as!opposed!to!a!cost!in!precision!for!less!task!relevant!information.!
Our!results!support! the!shared!resource!model! for!working!memory! for!pitch!and!



















soundproof! testing! room.!The!stimulus!duration!was!500ms!with!an! ISI!of!500ms.!
The! beginning! and! end! of! each! trial! were! indicated! by! text! appearing! onscreen.!
There!was! a!minimum! separation! of! 2! semitones! between! any! two! tones! of! the!
sequence.! The! probe! tone! was! randomly! selected! from! the! same! 500R1000Hz!






































Figure!2R1A).!At! the!end!of!each!sequence!recall!of!one!of! the! tones!was!probed,!
indicated!by!a!number!on!the!screen,!e.g.!2!for!second!tone.!A!randomly!selected!










number! (62.5%!valid,! in!which! the!cued!tone!was!probed;!12.5%! invalid,! in!which!
one!of!the!two!unRcued!tones!was!probed).!On!25%!of!trials,!listeners!saw!a!neutral!
cue!(‘#’!sign)!which!indicated!that!all!tones!in!the!sequence!were!equally!likely!to!be!





The!deviation! between! the! target! tone! frequency! and! the! response!made!by! the!
subject!was!calculated!to!obtain!a!measure!of!response!error!(!,! in!semitones)!on!







Precision! was! calculated! as! the! reciprocal! of! the! standard! deviation! of!
response!error!(P!=!1/σ),!just!as!in!visual!experiments!(e.g.!Gorgoraptis!et!al.,!2011).!
The! precision! was! calculated! separately! for! each! subject,! memory! load,! serial!
position! (experiment! 1)! and! experimental! condition! (experiment! 2).! In! order! to!
describe!the!relation!between!precision,!P,!and!number!of!items!to!be!encoded,!N,!
a! power! law! of! the! form!! ∝ !!,! where!!! is! a! power! law! exponent,! was! fitted!
using!maximum!likelihood!estimation.!Each!subject! listened!to!varying!numbers!of!
tones! in!a! sequence! (memory! loads)!and!each! tone!appeared!at!a!different! serial!
position! (e.g.!memory! load! 1! has! serial! position! 1! and!memory! load! 2! has! serial!
positions! 1! and! 2! etc.).! We! fitted! unadjusted! and! adjusted! multilevel! models! to!
account! for! the! fact! that! we! had! repeated! measurements! from! individuals! at!
different!positions!using!different!memory! loads!(Laird!&!Ware,!1982).!Tests!were!




To! examine! sources! of! error! contributing! to! performance,! the! distribution! of!
responses!was! analysed!using! a!mixture!model,! as! previously! described! for! visual!
WM!(Zhang!&!Luck,!2008;!Bays!et!al,!2009).!Here!we!use!a!model!which!assumes!
that!errors!in!memory!recall!can!be!decomposed!into!two!separate!components:!(1)!
responses! centred! at! the! probed! tone! (target! tone)! and! (2)! random! responses!
(guessing)! unrelated! to! the! target.! The! first! component! can! be! captured! by! a!
Gaussian!distribution!centred!at!the!target!frequency!and!we!modelled!the!second!
component!describing!random!guesses!as!a!uniform!distribution!across!the!range!of!
one!octave.!A! third! component!explaining! confusion!errors!was!not! added! to! the!
mixture!model!as!no!peak!was!found!around!the!nonRtarget!frequencies!in!the!raw!
error!histograms.!






















different! sequence! lengths! (memory! loads;! Figure! 2R3A)! and! all! serial! positions!
within! each! sequence! (Figure! 2R3B).! As! the!distribution!of! precision! values! across!
the!group!was!positively!skewed,!a! log! transform!was!applied! to!precision!values,!
which!was!entered!as!the!outcome!in!the!multilevel!models.!!!!!







WM!was! increased! from!1! to!2,! i.e.,! below! the! capacity! limit!of! 2! items!assumed!
previously! for! auditory! stimuli! (Saults! &! Cowan,! 2007,! Fougnie! &!Marois,! 2011).!
Precision!was!73%! lower! for!4! items!compared!to!1! item!(95%!CI:!91!%!to054!%),!
demonstrating! a! further! drop! in! memory! resolution! with! the! addition! of! more!
items.!
Secondly,! there! was! an! effect! of! serial! position! (a! tone’s! order! in! a!
sequence)!on! logRprecision!of! recall! (global!p!<!0.0001):! it!was!35%! lower! for! the!
first! item! in! the!sequence! (95%CI:!58!%!to!12!%)!compared!to! trials!on!which!the!
last!item!in!the!sequence!was!probed!(Fig.2B),!indicating!a!recency!effect.!Precision!
was!53%!(95%!CI:!76%!to!30!%)!lower!and!25%!(95%!CI:!43!%!to!6%)!lower!for!the!






(A) Overall mean precision for every memory load. The plot shows how precision decreases with an increase in 
memory load (number of tones in the sequence). Errorbars represent one SEM. (B) Mean precision plotted against 
order in the sequence for different memory loads, denoted by different colours. Errorbars represent one SEM. 
!
We!performed!an!adjusted!analysis!including!both!factors,!memory!load!and!
serial! position,! in! the! model! in! order! to! assess! the! independent! effects! of! both!
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variables.!In!this!model,!the!effect!of!memory!load!remained!significant!(p!<!0.0001;!
decline! in!precision!of!39%!for! load!2!compared!to! load!1!(95%!CI:!60!%!to!R18!%;!
decline!in!precision!of!63%!from!load!1!to!load!4!(95%CI:!85!%!to!42!%).!However,!
the!effect!of!serial!position!on!logRprecision!was!no!longer!significant!(p!=!0.18).!The!
interaction! effect! was! marginally! significant! (p! =! 0.07),! suggesting! that! within! a!
given!memory! load! serial! position! has! an! influence! on! logRprecision.! Importantly,!
pitch! matching! performance! was! significantly! better! than! chance! for! every!
combination!of!serial!order!and!memory!load!(t(10)!>!2.2,!p!<!0.05).!!








To! investigate! the! fidelity!of!auditory!WM!representations! for!pitch!of!pure! tones!






results! challenge! this! quantized! account! of! WM! and! are! better! described! by! a!
shared!resource!model!of!WM.!!
The! shared! resource!model! predicts! that! the!more! items! that! are! held! in!
memory,!the!less!precisely!each!item!can!be!recalled,!as!has!been!shown!for!visual!
working!memory! (Wilken!&!Ma,!2004;!Alvarez!&!Cavanagh,!2004;!Bays!&!Husain,!
2008;! Bays! et! al,! 2009;! Gorgoraptis! et! al.! 2011;! Zokaei! et! al.,! 2011).! We!





fact!highly! limited.! Importantly,!however,!even!adding!a! single! tone! to!a!previous!
tone!held!in!memory!was!sufficient!to!produce!a!significant!drop!in!precision.!
Such! a! fall! in! WM! precision! cannot! be! explained! on! the! basis! of! a! fixed!
capacity! model,! which! predicts! optimal! performance! until! the! capacity! limit! is!
reached! (Luck! and! Vogel,! 1997;! Cowan,! 2001;! Fougnie! &!Marois,! 2011;! Saults! &!
Cowan,! 2007).!We! also! observed! that! the! pitch!matching! performance! remained!
significantly! above! chance! for! the! highest! memory! load! of! 4! items.! This! result!
cannot!be!explained!by!a!fixed!capacity!account!either,!which!predicts!a!sharp!drop!
in! performance! when! the! fixed! limit! is! exceeded.! However,! both! results! are!
consistent! with! a! resource! model! in! which! a! limited! resource! has! to! be! shared!
between!items!held!in!WM!(Bays!&!Husain,!2008).!!
! When! assessing! the! serial! position! independently! of! memory! load! no!
significant! effects! of! order! were! found.! Thus,! each! tone! within! a! sequence! of! a!
given!length!(load!2!or!4)!was!recalled!with!equal!precision.!These!results!show!that!
the! equal! precision!model!might! explain! our! results! best! when! compared! to! the!
variable!precision!model! (Figure!1R4).!The!equal!precision!model!predicts! that!our!
memory! resource! is! equally! distributed! across! information,!which! corresponds! to!
our!observations,!although!there!is!a!slight!trend!towards!edge!effects!(primacy!and!
recency).! The! first! item! in! load! 2! and! load! 4! conditions! is! recalled! with! slightly!
higher!precision!compared!to!the!following!ones!(trend!towards!primacy).!There!is!
also! a! trend! towards! a! recency! effect! for!memory! load! 4,!where! the! last! item! is!
recalled!with!higher!precision!compared!to!the!previous!tones.!Primacy!and!recency!
effect,!although!nonRsignificant,!can!be!best!explained!as!edgeReffects!according!to!
the!principles!of!Gestalt! grouping.! To! fully! distinguish!between!different! resource!















became! increasingly! variable,! indicated! by! a! significant! increase! in! the! standard!
deviation!!σ!!of!their!distribution!across!memory!loads!(global!p!<!0.0001;!increase!
in!sigma!of!39%!from! load!1!to! load!2! (95%!CI:!17%!to!62%);! increase! in!sigma!of!
106%!from!load!1!to!load!4!(95%CI:!83%!to!129%).!But,! importantly,!there!was!no!
difference! in! the! proportion! of! random! responses! (1− !)! ! across!memory! loads!





In! order! to! confirm! that! the! increase! in! variability! with! memory! load! on! this!









Gorgoraptis! et! al.,! 2011;! Zokaei! et! al.,! 2011).! There! was! a! significant! increase! in!
Gaussian! variability! in! recall! of! the! target! tone! frequency! (described! by! the!
concentration!parameter!(!)!across!memory!loads,!indicating!that!as!the!number!of!
tones! increases! within! a! sequence,! responses! centred! on! the! target! become!
increasingly! variable.! Thus,! as! the! amount! of! information! held! in! auditory! WM!
increases,!the!memory!representation!for!each!tone!becomes!noisier!(expressed!in!
a!decrease!in!precision).!!
By! contrast,! the! frequency! of! random! responses! was! not! different! across!
memory!loads,!even!when!the!number!of!items!exceeded!2!(the!supposed!capacity!
limit!for!auditory!WM).!This!finding!is!consistent!with!the!principles!of!the!resource!
model! account! applied! previously! to! visual!WM! (Bays! et! al.,! 2009;!Wilken!&!Ma,!
2004;!Fougnie!et!al.,!2010;!Gorgoraptis!et!al.,!2011;!Zokaei!et!al.,!2011).!In!contrast,!
the! fixed! capacity! model! predicts! that! the! addition! of! a! further! item! above! the!




Husain,! 2008;! Bays! et! al.! 2009;! Gorgoratis! et! al,! 2011;! Zokaei! et! al,! 2011)! also!
included!a!third!component!to!account!for!misbinding!(confusion!errors),!capturing!
responses! to! the! nonRtarget! values.! We! first! considered! adding! this! third!
component! to! the! model.! However,! when! plotting! the! raw! error! histograms! of!
response!error!directed! at! the!nonRtarget! frequencies!no!peak!was! found!around!
those! values.! Thus,! we! did! not! find! any! evidence! in! the! data! indicating! the!
occurrence! of! misbinding.! We,! therefore,! did! not! include! this! component! in! the!
model.! Confusion! errors! have! been!more! common! on! auditory! working!memory!
tasks!when!two!succeeding! items! in!a!sequence!sound!most!similar! to!each!other!







In! contrast! to!experiment!1!where!all! tones!were!equally! likely! to!be!probed!and!
equally! relevant! to! the! task,! the! factor! of! task! relevance! was! manipulated! in!
Experiment!2:!subjects!were!informed!which!tone!in!the!sequence!was!most!likely!
to!be!probed!by!a!visual!cue!prior! to! the!onset!of!each!pitch!sequence! (figure!1).!
This! manipulation! allowed! us! to! study! if! the! memory! resource! can! be! directed!























(PT)! and! baseline! (PB)! conditions! for! each! serial! position! in! the! sequence! was!
computed,!as!in!Gorgoraptis!et!al,!2011:!!




difference!between! the! relative! cost! (negative! values)! for! the! tones! in! the! invalid!
condition!at!each!serial!position! (t(14)!<!1.2,!P!>! .22)! .!However,! the! relative!gain!
was! significantly! different! from! the! relative! cost,! when! collapsing! across! serial!




WM! performance! depends! on! the! ability! to! encode! and! maintain! selected!
information!most!relevant!to!the!task!(Awh!et!al.,!2006;!McNab!&!Klingberg,!2007).!
Manipulating! the! factor! of! task! relevance! of! different! sequence! positions! by! preR
cueing,!we! found! that!precision!was!highest!when! the! tone!was!most! likely! to!be!





working! memory! resources! may! be! allocated! flexibly! according! to! priorities.!
Measuring! the! fidelity! of! auditory! WM! representations! not! only! provides! new!
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insights! into! the! dynamic! nature! of! memory! for! pitch,! but! also! shows! unifying!
principles!that!exist!across!visual!and!auditory!modalities.!!
! PreRcueing! can! be! regarded! as! an! attentional! task! manipulation,! which!
influences! how! attention! is! directed! at! a! particular! tone! in! the! sequence.! The!
process! of! directing! attention! is! believed! to! lead! to! an! enhancement! of!
representations! in! working!memory! (Olivers! et! al,! 2011! for! a! review),! which! are!
strengthened!by!preRcueing!and!thus!carry!less!noise!as!reflected!in!our!results.!This!
mechanism! can! be! regarded! as! communicating! material! between! the! cognitive!
faculty! of! attention! and! working! memory.! According! to! Baddeley’s! model! the!
attentional! process! is! associated!with! the! central! executive! and! auditory!working!
memory! with! the! phonological! store! (Figure! 1R3).! However,! it! has! been! debated!
whether!attention!and!memory!may!reflect!the!same!process.!One!of!the!reasons!
for!a!common!resource!pool!across!both! faculties,! is! that!memory! retrieval!might!






retrieval! the! previously! attended! stimulus! has! to! be! reproduced! by! activating!
representations! from! auditory! working! memory.! It! may! be! argued! that! memory!
underlies!attentional!control!mechanisms!(Chun!&!TurkRBrowne,!2007).!In!contrast,!
LewisRPeacock! et! al! (2012)! provide! neural! evidence! for! a! distinction! between!
working!memory!and!‘the!focus!of!attention’!using!multivariate!pattern!analysis!of!
brain! activity! recorded! in! eventRrelated! fMRI.! They! show! that! the! information!
content! of! the! delay! period! activity! corresponds! to! attention! rather! than! the! full!
contents! of! working! memory.! Additionally,! attention! and! memory! can! be!
distinguished! on! the! basis! of! events! occurring! at! different! points! in! time,! where!









In! a! novel! pitch!matching! paradigm,!we! show! that! precision! of! auditory!working!
memory! for! pure! tones! varies! with! memory! load.! Fitting! a! probabilistic! mixture!
model! to! our! results! shows! that! responses! come! in! two! varieties.! While! the!
majority! of! responses! are! directed! at! the! target,! a! small! proportion! is! made! at!
random.! The!mixture!model! results! and! findings! from! experiment! 1! contradict! a!
fixed!capacity!account,! limited!to!a!set!number!of! items,!and!suggest! instead!that!
processes!in!auditory!working!memory!are!better!described!by!a!shared!resource.!!
The!results!from!experiment!2!further!support!the!resource!model,!showing!
that! our! resource! is! flexibly! weighted! depending! on! a! tone’s! task! relevance.!
Measuring!precision!as!an!index!of!working!memory!as!previously!applied!to!vision!
also! captures! the! dynamics! of! memory! representations! in! audition.! Thus,! the!






increase! in!memory! load,!where!especially! the!drop! in!precision! from! information!





account! is! that! the! number! of! slots! available! seems! to! differ! across! stimulus!
material!tested.!For!example!in!vision,!while!the!capacity!limit!for!coloured!squares!
is!3R4!items!(Anderson!et!al.,!2011;!Zhang!&!Luck,!2008;!Todd!&!Marois,!2004;!Luck!
&!Vogel,!1997),!the! limit!for!faces!and!polygons! is!2! items!(Saults!&!Cowan,!2007;!
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Thus,! precision! may! appear! as! a! more! universal! measure! to! make!
comparisons!across! stimulus!materials!used!and!across! sensory!modalities! tested.!
However,! the! fallacy!may!be! that!precision! is! scaled! to! the!stimulus!space! tested.!
Where!a!number!of!visual!studies!used!circular!stimulus!spaces!from!which!stimulus!
properties,! such! as! colours! or! orientations! (Bays! et! al.,! 2009,! Gorgoraptis! et! al,!
2011;!Bays!et!al.,!2011;!Burnett!Heyes!et!al.,!2012)!were!sampled!and!along!which!
stimuli! could! be!matched;! the! current! study! did! not! use! a! circular! space.! Stimuli!
were! drawn! from! a! range! of! pitch! values! (500! Hz! to! 1000! Hz)! and! the!matching!
dimension!exceeded!this!range!by!one!octave!on!either!side!(250!Hz!R!2000!Hz)!to!
prevent! subjects! from! finding! the! edges! of! the! stimulus! space,!which! could! have!




! Furthermore,! in! vision! serial! order! effects! have! been! predominant! in! a!
number!of!studies.!For!the!different!types!of!visual!stimulus!material!tested!(colour,!
orientation,! motion),! the! last! item! in! the! sequence! has! been! remembered!more!
precisely! than! the! previous! ones! (Gorgoraptis! et! al.,! 2011;! Zokaei! et! al.,! 2011).!
However,! there!was! only! a! small! trend! towards! a! recency! effect! for! the!memory!
load! of! 4! tones.! Therefore,! it! remains! to! be! determined! whether! the! finding! in!
audition!holds! for!other! types!of! auditory! stimulus!material! as!well.! For!example,!
auditory!working!memory!studies!for!speech!(verbal!material)!usually!show!a!strong!
primacy!and!recency!effect!reflected!in!a!URshaped!recall!curve!(Gupta!et!al.,!2005;!
Baddeley,! 1986;! Conrad! &! Hull,! 1964;! Levy,! 1971).!Measuring! precision! of! recall,!
one!may!speculate!that!the!difference!in!serial!order!effects!across!modalities!may!





5! seconds,!where!matching! an! oriented! bar! takes! around! one! second! or! less.! As!
serial! order! or! ‘edge! effects’! (Botvinick! &! Plaut,! 2006)! may! reflect! temporal!




The! shared! resource!model! proposes! that!memory! representations! are! noisy! and!
that!the!amount!of!noise!varies!with!information!load.!To!measure!this!amount!of!
representational! ‘noise’! for! pitch!memory,!we! used! the!method!of! adjustment! in!
the! form! of! a! pitch! matching! paradigm.! Although! previous! attempts! have! been!
made! to! obtain! a! ‘continuous’! response! measure! for! pitch! with! the! method! of!
constant! stimuli! (MOS),! (Ries! &! DiGiovanni,! 2007;! 2009),! pitch! matching! by!
adjustment! has! several! advantages! over!MOS.! Instead! of! sampling! tones! from! a!
predefined!and!therefore! limited!number!of!pitch!values! (frequencies),!where! the!







made! at! any! step! along! the! continuum!where! a! response! is! recorded.!Measuring!
the!pitch!matching!performance!using!this!method!allows!us!to!acquire!very!reliable!




work! relates! to! the! type! of!memory! retrieval! process! tested.! Pitch! discrimination!
studies! using! change! detection! measures! test! for! recognition! memory,! first!
introduced!by!Wickelgren! (1969).!Recognition!memory! can!be! considered! to!be!a!
passive! form! of! memory! retrieval! process! (Mohr! &! Linden,! 2005,! Cornoldi! et! al!
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2000).! However,! tasks! other! than! change! detection! require! the! subject! to!
reproduce! or! manipulate! information! held! in! working! memory.! In! our! pitch!
matching!paradigm,!subjects!had!to!reproduce!a!tone!from!memory!as!accurately!as!
possible.! The! memory! retrieval! process! underpinning! the! reproduction! of!





applied! to! vision! can! also! account! for! processes! in! auditory!working!memory! for!
pitch.!Thus,!using!precision!as!an!index!of!working!memory!provides!new!insights!on!
the! dynamic! nature! of! immediate! visual! as! well! as! auditory! information! storage.!










Memory! for! speech! sounds! is! a! key! component! of! models! of! verbal! working!
memory!(WM).!But!how!good!is!verbal!WM?!Most! investigations!assess!this!using!
binary! report! measures! to! derive! a! fixed! number! of! items! that! can! be! stored.!
However,! recent! findings! in!visual!WM!have!challenged!such! ‘quantized’!views!by!
employing!measures!of! recall! precision!with! an! analogue! response! scale.!WM! for!
speech!sounds!might!rely!on!both!continuous!and!categorical!storage!mechanisms.!
Using! a! novel! speech! matching! paradigm,! we! measured!WM! recall! precision! for!
phonemes.! Vowel! qualities! were! sampled! from! a! formant! space! continuum.! A!
probe! vowel! had! to! be! adjusted! to! match! the! vowel! quality! of! a! target! on! a!
continuous,! analogue! response! scale.! Crucially,! this! provided! an! index! of! the!
variability!of!a!memory!representation!around!its!true!value,!and!thus!allowed!us!to!
estimate!how!memories!were!distorted!from!the!original!sounds.!!
Memory! load!affected! the!quality!of! speech! sound! recall! in! two!ways.! First,!
there! was! a! gradual! decline! in! recall! precision! with! increasing! number! of! items,!
consistent!with!the!view!that!WM!representations!of!speech!sounds!become!noisier!
with!an!increase!in!the!number!of!items!held!in!memory,!just!as!for!vision.!Based!on!
multiRdimensional! scaling! (MDS),! the! level! of! noise! appeared! to! be! reflected! in!
distortions! of! the! formant! space.! Second,! as! memory! load! increased,! there! was!
evidence!of!greater!clustering!of!participants’!responses!around!particular!vowels.!A!
mixture!model!captured!both!continuous!and!categorical!responses,!demonstrating!







Tests! of! auditory/phonological! working! memory! (WM)! typically! measure! recall!
performance!for!lists!of!items!(Baddeley,!2007).!Tests!of!WM!for!speech!often!use!
verbal! stimuli! such!as! spoken!digits! (Morgan,!Chambers,!&!Morton,!1973),! letters!
(Conrad,!1964;!Conrad!&!Hull,!1964),!syllables!(Gupta,!Lipinski,!Abbs,!&!Lin,!2005)!or!
words! (Drewnowski,! &! Murdock,! 1980;! Haberlandt,! Lawrence,! Krohn,! Boer,! &!
Thomas,! 2005).! Such!measures! have! provided! key! evidence! for!models! of! verbal!
WM! and! their! dysfunction! in! brain! disorders,! including! developmental! language!
conditions! (e.g.! Gathercole! &! Baddeley,! 1993;! Klingberg,! 2008;! Alloway! &!
Gathercole,!2012).!
In! these! traditional!methods!used! to!measure!verbal! span,!performance! is!
assessed! in!a!purely!categorical/binary!fashion:!an! item!is!either!recalled!correctly!
or! not! at! all.! This! principle! also! applies! to! a!wide! variety! of! commonly! employed!
experimental! tasks,! used! to! measure! verbal! WM,! for! example,! nRback! (Sörqvist,!
Stenfelt,!&!Rönnberg,!2012),!change!detection!(Crowder,!1981)!or!delayedRmatch!to!
sample!paradigms!(Saults,!&!Cowan,!2007;!Fougnie,!&!Marois,!2011).!On!the!basis!
of! such!measures!of!absolute! judgement,! capacity! limits!are!commonly!estimated!
as!a!fixed,number,of,items.!!
Such!constant!capacity! limits!vary!enormously!depending!upon!the!type!of!
material! employed! in! the! task,! as! well! as! with! other! experimental! design!
parameters.!For!example,! some!studies!estimated!verbal!WM!capacity! for! spoken!
letters! to! be! only! two! or! even! fewer! items! (Fougnie,! &! Marois,! 2011;! Saults,! &!
Cowan,!2007).!However,!even!when!we!fail!to!recall!an!item,!it!is!possible!that!we!
might!still!have!a!memory!representation!of!it!rather!than!no!representation!at!all.!
This! representation! might! simply! be! of! a! lower! resolution! compared! to! an! item!
recalled!correctly.!!
In!the!visual!domain,!such!concerns!have!led!to!development!of!measures!of!
precision!of!WM!that!are!continuous!and!analogue! in!nature! rather! than!discrete!















as! the!amount!of! information! is! increased,!each!visual!object! is! remembered! less!
precisely,!but!crucially!without!a!fixedRitem!limit.!Such!an!account!has!been!shown!




apply! to! speech! sounds,! particularly! since! speech! might! be! considered! to! be!
ultimately! ‘categorical’! in! terms! of! encoding! of! information! (Harnad,! 1987;!
Liberman! et! al.,! 1967;! Holt! &! Lotto,! 2010).! In! fact,! a! critical! question! in! working!
memory! is! the!extent! to!which! items!are!stored! in!“stimulus!space”,!or! in!a!more!
abstract! or! categorical! form.! Computational! models! of! WM! (Pascanu! &! Jaeger,!
2011;! Compte! et! al.! 2000;! Bays! 2014)! typically! use! homogeneous! arrays! of!
neurones! to! maintain! stimulus! representations,! such! that! the! possible!
representations! are! evenly! distributed! across! stimulus! space,! forming! a! ‘line!
attractor’! (Burak! &! Fiete! 2012).! This! may! be! suitable! for! highly! contrived!








Under! some! circumstances,! we! can! remember! the! sensory! properties! of!
stimuli,!but!under!other!circumstances,!an!abstracted,!categorical!representation!is!
recalled!(Pisoni!1973,!Massaro!&!Cohen!1983).!A!key!question!is!then,!under!what!
circumstances! do! we! remember! by! categories,! as! opposed! to! along! a! sensory!
continuum.! The! domain! of! speech! sounds! allows! us! to! probe! this! directly,! as! a!
speech! sound! can!be! remembered!both! acoustically,! and! also! by! its! identity! as! a!
vowel! (Schouten,! Gerrits! &! van! Hessen! 2003).! To! address! this! the! fidelity! –! or!
precision! –! of! memory! representation! was! measured! for! phonemes.! A! novel!
response! method! was! designed,! which! operates! in! analogue! fashion,! over! a!
continuous!scale.!This!allowed!us!to!measure!the!variability!of!verbal!recall!around!
its!actual! stimulus!value! (speech! sound),! as!well! as! to! identify!whether! responses!
were!biased!by!categorical!representations!
Previous! studies! have! used! continua! to! test! for! perceptual, discrimination!
between!phoneme!pairs! (Fry!Abramson,!Eimas,!&!Liberman,!1962;!Pisoni,!&!Tash,!
1974;!Macmillan,!Goldberg,!&!Braida,!1998;!Pisoni,!1973;!Gerrits,!&!Shouten,!2004;!




interpolations! between! a! set! of! three! vowels! (embedded! in! a! context! of!
consonants)!or!stop!consonants!only.!Thus,!stimulus!material!was! limited:! (1)! to!a!
rather! narrow! stimulus! range! and! (2)! its! underlying! acoustic! dimension.! In! the!
above!studies,!however,!the!response!method!was!again!binary.!!
In! contrast,! other! studies! manipulated! acoustics! and! used! a! much! larger!
stimulus!range!(spanning!the!entire!F1/F2Rspace)!in!combination!with!a!continuous!
response!method! to!perceptually!map!vowels! in!a!multiRdimensional! vowel! space!
(Evans,!&!Iverson,!2004;!Iverson,!Smith,!&!Evans,!2006;!Iverson,!&!Evans,!2007).!In!
the!current!study,!we!synthesized!speech!sounds! in!a!similar! fashion!and!used!an!





Here,! isolated! vowels! were! studied! rather! than! vowels! with! consonants.!
Both!types!of!phonemes!are!perceptually!distinct,!but!vowels!are!usually!perceived!
as!more!continuous!than!consonants!(Fry!et!al,!1962;!Shouten,!&!van!Hessen,!1992).!
It! has! also! been! proposed! that! they! are! represented! differently! in! memory,! as!
consonants!decay!faster!than!vowels!(Pisoni,!&!Tash,!1974;!Pisoni,!1973).!Shouten!
and!van!Hessen! (1992)!claim!that! there!are! two!different! types!of!memory!stores!
associated! with! either! type! of! phoneme.! Additionally,! there! is! neuroimaging!
evidence!that!vowels!and!consonants!might!be!processed!in!distinct!neural!systems!
(Carmazza,! 2000).! Based! on! these! findings,! as! well! as! aiming! for! a! continuous!
sampling!and! response!method,! the!paradigm! focussed!on!WM!of! speech! sounds!
for!vowels!only.!
Variable! length! sequences! of! phonemes! were! used,! with! each! phoneme!








the! actual! target! value.! The!deviation!between! the! target! and! response!made!by!
the! subject! provides! a! simple! measure! of! response! error,! from! which! memory!
precision! is! calculated!as! the! inverse!of! the!error’s! standard!deviation.! This!novel!
phonemeRmatching! paradigm! provides! an! index! of! the! quality! or! fidelity! of!
phonological!memory!representations.!
The!current!study!investigated!how!WM!precision!varies!with!memory!load!
(number! of! phonemes! within! a! sequence)! and! serial! order! (phoneme! position!
within!a!sequence).!In!addition,!we!applied!multiRdimensional!scaling!(MDS)!to!the!
results! to! map! responses! made! by! participants! back! onto! the! continuous! vowel!
space.! Furthermore,! a! probabilistic! model! was! applied! that! has! previously! been!
used! to! model! data! from! visual! WM! (Zhang,! &! Luck,! 2008;! Bays! et! al.,! 2009;!
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Fougnie,!Asplund,!&!Marois,!2010;!Gorgoraptis!et!al.,!2011)!to!investigate!sources!of!
response! error:! the! extent! to! which! these! are! related! to! increased! variability! in!










Stimuli! consisted! of! VC! syllables,! composed! of! a! vowel! and! the! consonant! /d/.!
Vowel! qualities! were! sampled! at! random! from! a! circular! 1D! acoustic! space.! This!
stimulus!continuum!was!constructed!based!on!the!formant!frequency!(F1RF2)!space!
for!vowels!of!Southern!British!English! (see!Figure 3-1).!The! figure!depicts!average!
values!of! the!1st!and!2nd! formant! frequencies! for!a!group!of!speakers!of! the!given!
accent.!!
Using! Klatt! and! Klatt! (1990)! synthesis,! a! circular! path!was! overlaid! on! the!
diagram! and! stimuli! were! synthesized! along! this! dimension;! Iverson,! Smith! and!
Evans!(2006)!used!a!similar!method!for!speech!sound!synthesis!(except!for!the!/h/).!




Stimuli! were! presented! using! Cogent! (http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk)! via!
Matlab!6.5!(Mathworks!Inc.)!at!a!sampling!rate!of!44.1!kHz.!Sounds!were!delivered!
binaurally! through! headphones! (Sennheiser! HD! 380! pro)! in! a! soundproof! testing!
room.! The! stimulus! duration!was! 300!ms,! followed! by! an! ISI! of! the! same! length.!
Next,!an!auditory!mask!was!presented,!which!was!generated!using!signal!processing!






The!mask! was! added! in! order! to! prevent! the!memory! strategy! of! chunking! (e.g.!












The! beginning! of! each! trial! was! indicated! by! text! appearing! on! screen,!
followed!by!a!further!visual!message,!indicating!the!number!of!speech!sounds!to!be!
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make!a! response!by!adjusting!a!dial! (PowerMate,!Griffin! Technology):! in! this!way!









selected! probe! syllable! was! played! as! a! continuous! sound! stream,! where! the!
playback!of!this!particular!speech!sound!was!looped.!The!vowel!quality!of!the!probe!
sound! was! then! adjusted! by! the! participant! to! match! the! speech! sound! probed!
using!the!dial.!!
In!this!manner,!participants!searched!through!the!circular!1D!vowel!stimulus!
space! (see!Figure 3-1)! to! find! the! vowel! quality! that!matched! the! target! speech!
sound!best.!Once!they!were!certain!of!their!selection,!they!made!a!button!press!to!
confirm!that!this!particular!speech!sound!resembles!the!one!held!in!memory!best.!
They! were! required! to! perform! the! matching! task! within! a! maximum! response!
window!of!25s.!The!start!of! the!next! trial!was! initiated!by!either!making!a!button!
press!to!indicate!response!selection!or!when!25s!elapsed.!
Upon! completion! of! the! trainingRblocks,! participants! continued! with! the!
main!experiment,!which!consisted!of!6!blocks!of!48!trials!each!with!equal!number!of!
trials! per!memory! load! (16! trials! per! block! per!memory! load).!Within! each!block,!









































final! randomly! sampled! probe! phoneme! was! presented! in! repetition! forming! a! continuous! sound! stream! (e.g.!
starting!at!vowel!quality!120!degrees!and!consonant!‘d’).!The!probe!had!to!be!adjusted!to!match!the!vowel!quality!
of!the!previous!phoneme.!(B)!Sample!sequence!for!main!experiment:!A!message!appeared!onscreen!indicating!the!
number! of! phonemes! to! be! memorized.! Next,! subjects! were! presented! with! a! sequence! of! phonemes! (e.g.!
phoneme!1:!vowel!quality!3!degrees!and!consonant!‘d’;!and!phoneme!2:!vowel!quality!120!degrees!and!consonant!
‘d’!).!Each!phoneme!was!followed!by!a!mask.!After!the!memoranda!were!presented,!the!instruction!to!match!was!











As! the! parameter! space! for! speech! sounds! was! circular,! the! angular! deviation!





where! ‘VM’! is! the!measured!or!matched!vowel!quality! (i.e.! response!given!by! the!
subject)! and! ‘VT‘! is! the! actual! vowel! quality! of! the! target.! The! MATLAB! wrap,
function!(http://www.sobell.ion.ucl.ac.uk/pbays/resources.htm)!was!used!to!ensure!
that!the!measure!of!error!remains!in!the!given!stimulus!range.!!!
Mean!scores!of! the!absolute!response!error! (in! radians)!were!obtained! for!
each!memory!load!and!serial!position.!Precision!was!calculated!as!the!reciprocal!of!
the! circular! standard! deviation! (Fischer,! 1993)! of! response! error,! just! as! in! visual!
experiments! (e.g.! Bays! et! al.,! 2009;! Gorgoraptis! et! al,! 2011).! It! was! calculated!
separately!for!each!subject,!memory!load!and!serial!position.!
Each!subject!listened!to!a!varying!number!of!speech!sounds,!presented!in!a!




For! statistical! analysis,! precision! values! were! subjected! to! multilevel(
modeling( (Laird!&!Ware,! 1982).(Unadjusted! and!adjusted!multilevel!models!were!
fitted,! allowing! repeated! measurements! from! individuals! at! different! serial!









carried! out! in! the! following! way.! First,! each! participant’s! actual! response! values!
were!randomised.!Next,!the!distance!between!a!given!randomized!response!and!its!
corresponding!target!value!was!calculated!for!each!trial.!This!analysis!was!run!over!
1000! iterations! per! participant.! The! values! from! all! iterations!were! averaged.! On!
this!basis!we!derived!an!individual!chance!threshold!for!each!participant.!Finally,!the!
mean! of! all! individual! chance! thresholds! was! taken! to! obtain! an! overall! level! of!
chance! performance! (absolute! response! error! =! 2.72! rad).! This! method! has! the!





In! order! to! relate! speech! sound! representations! held! in! WM! to! actual! British!
vowels,!we!applied!a!multiRdimensional!scaling!(MDS)!algorithm!to!our!data!(Iverson!
&!Kuhl,!1994).!In!brief,!this!allowed!responses!made!by!participants!to!be!mapped!
back! onto! our! vowel! stimulus! space,! and! determine! how! memory! load! and! the!






SimilarityRChoice! Model! (e.g.,! Nosofsky,! 1985)! to! calculate! biasRfree! similarity!




Classical! (metric)! multidimensional! scaling! (Gower,! 1966)! was! used! to! plot!
these! bin! points! into! a! twoRdimensional! space! for! each!memory! load.!Given! that!
MDS! solutions! are! invariant! across! rotation! and! translation,! the! three!MDS! plots!
were!centred!at!the!mean!of!the!points!and!rotated!to!maximise!to!correspondence!








by! categorical! representation.! Visualizing! this! relationship! let! us! to! the! examine!
different!sources!of!error!contributing!to!memory!performance.!The!distribution!of!




(1)! Continuous( responses! directed! at! the! vowel! quality! of! the! target, vowel.!
Scatterplots! describing! the! relationship! between! responses! made! to! target!






(2)! Categorical, responses! directed! at! the! target! category! (the! category! the!
vowel!quality!of!the!target!falls!in!(Fig.!6B)).!Scatterplots!of!target!vs!response!






The! second! component! captures! such! categorical! responses,! where! each!
category!is!modelled!as!a!‘square!of!confusion’,!assuming!that!all!vowels!within!
this! region! sound! alike,! if! the! continuous!memory! representation! is! lost.! The!









! !! !"#$%&#" !"#$%! = !" !"#$%&#" − !"#$%!,! ,
! +!!(!"#$%&#"#!! !! , !! + 1 ) 1(!! + 1− !!!),+! 1− ! − ! 12!,
!








2003)! of! the! each! parameter! were! obtained! separately! for! each! participant! and!
memory!load!using!a!expectationRmaximization!algorithm.!!
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We! therefore! obtained! measures! of! how! often! each! subject! relied! on! an!
acoustic! representation! (alpha),! the! acoustic! representation’s! fidelity! (sigma),! and!






different! sequence! length! (memory! loads;! Figure 3-3A)! and! all! serial! positions!
within! a! sequence! (Figure 3-3B)! using! multilevel! modelling.! Unadjusted! and!
adjusted! multilevel! models! were! fitted,! so! that! repeated! measurements! from!
individuals! at! different! serial! positions! with! different! memory! loads! could! be!
analyzed!(Laird!&!Ware,!1982).!!




WM!was! increased! from! one! to! two,! i.e.,! below! the! capacity! limit! of! two! items!
assumed! previously! for! auditory! stimuli! (Golubock! &! Janata,! 2013;! Fougnie! &!
Marois,! 2011;! Saults! &! Cowan,! 2007).! Precision! was! 39%! lower! for! four! items!














and! serial! position! –! were! significantly! associated! with! precision.! Analysis! of! the!
impact! of! memory! load! on! the!most! recent! item! in! the! sequence! (last! position)!
across!memory! loads!reveals! that!precision!was!17%! lower! (95%CI:!2%!to!31%)!at!







interaction! (p! =! 0.02)! between! load! and! serial! position! both! also! remained!
significant.! These! results! demonstrate! that! within! a! given! memory! load! serial!
position!significantly!influences!precision!of!recall.!
Performance! was! significantly! above! chance! for! every! combination! of!
memory! load! and! serial! order! (t(6)! >! 2.168,! p! <! 0.001),! indicating! that! some!
information!was! stored! about! every! speech! sound!within! the! sequence.!We! also!
visualized! the! relationship! between! the! response! made! by! the! participant! (in!
degrees)!and!the!vowel!quality!of!the!target!(also!given!in!degrees!in!the!circular!1D!
acoustic!space!we!used).!In!line!with!the!finding!of!a!decrease!in!precision!due!to!an!
increase! in! variability! in! responding,! there! is!more! scatter! from! a! diagonal! when!
memory!load!is!increased.!!
On! the! one! hand,! memory! representations! reduce! in! quality! with! an!
increase!in!load.!On!the!other!hand,!they!appear!to!become!less!continuous!(more!
categorical)!with!as!more!information!has!to!be!retained.!This!suggests!that!as!load!
is! increased,! responses! made! by! participants! are! more! influenced! by!
representations!of!the!discrete!identities!of!the!speech!sounds!(speech!categories)!













(A)! Overall! mean! precision! by! memory! load.! The! plot! shows! how! precision! decreases! with! an! increase! in!





























noisier! with! an! increase! in! information! load.!We! can! also!map! out! the! locations!
along! the! vowel! space,!where!any! response! clusters!emerge.!MDS! solutions! for! a!
given!memory!load!were!computed!to!map!memory!representations!back!onto!the!
stimulus!space!(Figure 3-5).!There!was!an!overall!shrinkage!of!the!vowel!space!as!a!
whole!when!memory! load! increased.!This!observation! is! in! line!with!our!previous!





A B C 
Figure!3'4!Target,–,response,relationship,across,memory,load!
For!memory!load!1!(A),! load!2!(B)!and!load!4!(C),!each!figure!contains!the!data!points!of!all! trials!obtained!from!
the! entire! group! of! 21! participants.! There! is! a! strong! correlation! between! the! quality! of! target! vowel! and!









load! 1,! green! =! load! 2,! blue! =! load! 4).! Corresponding! points! connected! by! grey! lines,! and! phonetic! symbols!
indicate!the!position!of!British!English!vowel!categories.!The!solutions!were!centred!at!the!origin!based!on!the!
average!position!of!the!points,!and!rotated!to!maximise!the!comparability!of!the!MDS!solutions.!There!was!an!





solutions!was!not!uniform!across! the!vowel!space.!When!memory! load! increased,!
there!was!a!particularly!strong!shrinking!of!the!space!around!the!back!vowel!/u/,!as!
well!as!some!shrinking!of!the!space!toward!the!highRfront!corner!of!the!space.!That!
is,! distances! between! individual! points! were! reduced! and! the! overall! space!
collapsed!toward!the!centre!in!these!regions.!In!contrast,!areas!of!the!vowel!space!
that! were! more! dense! in! terms! of! English! phonological! vowels! were! relatively!
unaffected!by!memory!load.!MDS!analyses!captured!the!actual!data!well,!as!there!







possible! to! examine! different! effects! of! categorization! and! perception!
independently.! Thus,! in! order! to! decompose! responses! into! different! types! (e.g.!




The! mixture! model! was! employed! to! examine! sources, of, error! contributing! to!
memory!performance! (see!Figure 3-6),! as!previously!described! for! visual! (Bays!et!
al.,!2009;!Zhang,!&!Luck,!2008)!and!auditory!WM!(Kumar!et!al.,!2013).!However,!the!
components!employed!in!the!model!here!differ!from!previous!studies!because!we!
model! in! categorical! responses! here.! As! the! number! of! speech! sounds! increased!
within! a! sequence,! responses! directed! at! the! target! (probed! item)! became!
increasingly! variable.! This! is! indicated! by! a! significant! decrease! in! the! mean!
proportion! of! responses! captured! by! the! continuous! response! component! across!
memory! loads! (global! p! <! 0.0001;! decrease! in! the! proportion! of! responses! of! 6%!
from! load! 1! to! load! 2! (95%! CI:! 13%! to! 1%);! and! a! decrease! in! the! proportion! of!
responses! of! 18%! from! load! 1! to! load! 4! (95%!CI:! 25%! to! 11%),! (see!Figure 3-6C,!
purple!line).!!
Although,! there! was! no! difference! in! the! absolute! proportion! of! categorical!
responses! (global! p! >! 0.05),! (see! Figure 3-6C,! cyan! line),! the! ratio! between!
categorical! and! continuous! responses,! increased! with! memory! load! (see! Figure 
3-6D).!Thus,!there!was!a!greater!reliance!upon!categorical!responses!compared!to!



























responses! made! to! target! stimuli! (Fig.! 4)! show! that! a! large! part! of! responses! are! closely! aligned! along! the!
diagonal,!corresponding!to!matching!closely!the!target!vowel.!In!the!model,!therefore,!one!component!captures!
such! continuous! responses! directed! at! the! target! vowel.! It! is! described! by! a! Gaussian! normal! distribution,!
centred!on!the!vowel!quality!of!the!target!(probed!item),!where!the!target!is!remembered!with!precision!σ.!(B)!A!
second!component!captures!categorical!responses!directed!at!the!category!a!target!vowel!is!contained!in.!Each!
category! is! described! as! a! ‘zone! of! confusion’,! described! by! a! uniform! distribution.! A! third! component! (not!
shown)!captures!random!(guessing)!responses!unrelated!to!any!of! the!vowels!presented!in!the!memoranda!as!
described!by!a!uniform!distribution.! (C)!Example!of!a!single!subject’s! fitted!data,!showing!how!the!sum!of! the!
continuous!and!categorical!components!captures!the!relationship!between!responses!made!to!targets.!(D)!Mean!
proportion!of!responses!captured!by!each!component.!While!the!proportion!of!continuous!responses!decreases!


















an! analogue! response! method,! instead! of! a! binary/categorical! one,! to! obtain!




Using! this!method,! the! results! presented! here! demonstrate! that! precision!
decreases!with!an!increase!in!memory!load!(Figure 3-3A).!Thus,!speech!sound!WM!
representations! degrade! in! quality! as! information! load! is! increased.! Additionally,!
our!findings!reveal!that!the!quality!of!speech!sound!representations!is!continuous!at!
low!memory!loads!but!there!may!be!a!tendency!for!more!categorical!responses!at!
higher! loads.! For! a!memory! load! of! 4! items,! there! was! also! a! clear! recency! and!
primacy! effect.! Such! URshaped! serial! position! curves! (Figure 3-3B,! in! pink),!
demonstrating!that!the!first!and!last! items!in!the!sequence!are!remembered!best,!
have! been! reported! in! many! verbal! WM! studies! using! binary! (recall/no! recall)!
methods:! for! letters! or! digits! (Baddeley,! 1986;! Conrad,!&!Hull,! 1964;! Levy,! 1971),!
syllables! (Gupta,! Lipinski,! Abbs,! &! Lin,! 2005)! and! words! (Haberlandt,! Lawrence,!
Krohn,!Bower,!&!Thomas,!2005).!!
The! finding! that! memory! precision! for! speech! sounds! declines! as! the!
number! of! items! to! be! maintained! increases! is! consistent! with! shared! resource!
models! of!WM,! that! have! been! introduced! for! visual!WM! (Wilken,! &!Ma,! 2004;!
Bays,!&!Husain;! 2008).! Such!models! predict! that! as! the! amount! of! information! is!
increased,! each! item! is! remembered! less! precisely,! which! has! been! shown! to!
account! for! processes! in! visual!WM! (Wilken,! &!Ma,! 2004;! Bays,! &! Husain;! 2008,!
Bays!et!al.,!2009;!Fougnie,!Asplund,!&!Marois,!2010;!Gorgoraptis,!Catalao,!Bays,!&!








was! evidently! not! reached! at! this! stage! as! performance! remained! significantly!
above! chance.! This! held! for! each! individual! item! (serial! position)! within! the!
sequence.!Again,!this!observation!is!difficult!to!explain!on!the!basis!of!a!fixed!item!
capacity!account,!which!predicts!chance!performance!as!soon!as!the!object!limit!is!
breached,! as! excess! items! cannot! be! represented.! Instead,! even! at! the! highest!
memory! load! of! 4! phonemes,! at! least! some! information! was! still! recalled! about!
every!item.!
The!scatter!plots!of!target!versus!response!(Figure 3-4)!add!further!detail!on!
this! representational! noise! (response! variability).! Participants’! responses! did! not!
deviate! far! from! the! target! when! a! single! item! was! presented,! (Figure 3-4A)! in!
comparison! to! higher! loads.! Therefore,! as! participants! respond! closely! to! target!
sounds!spanning!the!entire!formant!continuum,!vowel!perception!and!reproduction!
can!be!considered!continuous!when!a!single!item!has!to!be!reproduced.!As!soon!as!
further! speech! sounds!were! added! to! the! sequence,! the! representation! of! items!
became! noisier! (Figure 3-4),! but! still! with! a! tight! zone! of! responses! around! the!
target,!and!a!suggestion!of!increased!clustering!around!specific!phonemes.!In!other!
words,! with! the! addition! of! further! items,! memory! quality! of! a! speech! sound!
appears!to!be!both!weaker,!but!also!less!homogeneous!over!the!vowel!space.!This!
observation! led! to! further! analysis,! which! was! conducted! particularly! to! clarify!
whether! loss! in! continuity! in! speech! sound! representations!might! be! due! to! the!
influence!of!categorical!representations.!
In!order!to!relate!speech!sound!representations!held!in!WM!to!actual!British!







shrinks! as! memory! load! increases,! corresponding! to! an! increased! confusability!
between!all!vowels.!Moreover,!there!was!greater!shrinking!in!regions!where!there!
are! fewer!English!vowel! categories,!particularly!near! the!vowel! /u/.!That!vowel! in!
most!varieties!of!British!English!has!become!fronted!toward!/i/,!such!that!there!are!
no! categories! in! the!highRback! region!of!most! British! English! vowel! spaces.! There!
was!also!some!shrinking!of!the!space! in!the!highRfront!corner!of!the!space,!where!
there! were! also! few! English! vowels! because! our! circular! path! missed! /i/.! Our!
listeners! thus! selectively!made!more! errors!with! increasing!memory! load! regions!






of! responses.! The!model! confirmed! that! the! increase! in! variability!of!memory! for!
the!target!item!with!load!was!associated!with!responses!directed!at!the!target!and!
speech! representations! becoming! noisier! (Figure 3-6C).! This! finding! is! consistent!
with!the!view!that!a!limited!resource!has!to!be!shared!out!across!all!items!that!are!
being!stored.!As!more! items!are!stored,!the!representation!of!each! item!becomes!
noisier! (Wilken,! &! Ma,! 2004;! Bays,! &! Husain;! 2008;! Ma,! Husain! &! Bays,! 2014).!
Additionally,!a!gradual!increase!in!random!guesses!corrupted!memory!for!the!target!
item,! which! would! be! inconsistent! with! an! item! limit! predicting! a! sudden! sharp!
increase!in!guessing!once!a!capacity!limit!has!been!breached.!!
In! the!mixture!model,!a! third!component!captures! responses!directed!at!a!
given!target!category.!There!were!three!categories,!where!each!one!was!modelled!
as! a! ‘zone! of! confusion’.! The! proportion! of! categorical! responses! was! constant!
across! memory! loads! (Figure 3-6C).! In! this! respect,! categorical! responding! could!
represent!a!memory!strategy,!which!is!constantly!available!to!participants;!as!such!
representations! are! not! transient,! but! stored! in! the!metal! lexicon.! However,! the!
categorical! response! component! has! to! be! regarded! in! relation! to! other! types! of!
possible! responses.! It! seems! that! participants! are!more! likely! to!make!use!of! the!
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categorical!response!strategy,!as!the!memory!task!becomes!more!demanding!(with!
an! increase! in! load).! This! is! reflected! in! the! ratio! between! categorical! and!
continuous! responses,! where! the! relative! proportion! of! categorical! responding!
increases!with!load!(see!Figure 3-6D).!Thus,!as!representations!of!the!target!vowel!
become! less! continuous,! memory! for! the! actual! stimulus! fades! and! participants!
begin!to!guess,!whilst!their!memory!for!the!stimulus!category!is!retained.!Therefore,!
categorical!memory!may!be!more!resilient!to!interference!from!other!items.!
In! line! with! our! results,! it! has! been! shown! previously! that! perception! –!
rather!than!recall!–!of!vowels!is!more!continuous!for!low!loads!compared!to!more!
categorical! for! higher! loads! (Macmillan,! Goldberg,! &! Braida,! 1988;! Pisoni,! 1973,!
1975;! Repp,! Healy,! &! Crowder,! 1979;! Iverson,! &! Kuhl,! 2000).! These! previous!
observations! are! based! on! acoustically! narrow! stimulus! dimensions! and! ‘binary’!
(recalled/not!recalled)!response!methods.!However,!results!from!those!studies!have!
been! discussed! in! the! context! of! a! dual! process! theory! to! explain! the! shift! from!
continuous!to!categorical!memory!representations!(Fujisaki!&!Kawashima,!1971).!As!
speech! sound! qualities! are! acoustically! distinguishable! from! one! another! as!
variations! of! timbre,! dual! process! theory! suggests! that! shortRterm! memory!
represents! timbre! in! a! temporarily! fragile!manner.In! contrast,! the!mental! lexicon!
(part! of! longRterm! memory)! is! considered! to! contain! representations! based! on!
speech!sound!categories,!which!in!our!task!subjects!may!have!relied!upon!at!higher!
loads.!!
While! WM! represents! timbre! of! a! single! item! acoustically! at! a! high!
resolution! (i.e.!continuous! representation,!as!shown!here),! the!addition!of! further!
information!leads!to!a!loss!in!memory!resolution!of!each!speech!sound!in!our!study,!
consistent! with! the! view! that! a! limited! resource! has! to! be! shared! out! across! all!
items!that!are!being!stored.!On!a!neural!level,!this!might!mean!that!for!the!lowest!
memory! load,! both!WM! and! speech! perception! processes! are! recruited,! possibly!
involving! common! neural! substrates! (Ravizza,! Hazeltine,! Ruiz,! &! Zhu,! 2011).! In!
contrast,! an! increase! in! load! might! in! addition! lead! to! reactivation! of! speech!
representations! in! LTM! (Hickok,!&!Buchsbaum,!2003;!Hulme,!Maughan,!&!Brown,!




representations! in! LTM! might! serve! as! a! strategy! to! support! recall.! One! might!
therefore! speculate! that! the! results! presented! here! suggest! that! as! information!
load!is!increased,!categorical!representations!in!the!mental!lexicon!are!recruited!to!
support!recall!as!more!information!has!to!be!maintained!in!WM.!
These! categorical! representations,! with!WM! as! activity! ‘within’! longRterm!
memory,!have!two!advantages.!Firstly!they!may!be!more!efficiently!encoded,!since!
only! a! limited! number! of! discrete! states! are! allowed.! Secondly,! neural!models! of!




! As! the! paradigm! currently! stands! for! vowels,! the! continuous,! analogue!
speechRmatching!task!introduced!here!might!provide!a!sensitive!means!of!assessing!
verbal!WM!not!only! in!healthy!participants!but!also!patients!with!brain!disorders.!
Impairments! in! verbal! WM! may! result! from! developmental! language! conditions!
(e.g.! dyslexia,! specific! language! impairments! (SLI)),! neurodegenerative! disorders!
(e.g.!dementia)!as!well!as!from!focal!lesions!(e.g.!dysphasia!following!stroke),!(Brain!
&!Michael,!2009;!Brandt!et!al.,!2003).!In!many!studies,!patients’!verbal!WM!capacity!
is! usually! compared! to! a! fixed! capacity! limit! (number!of! items)! found! in! controls.!
Such! a! quantized! view! has! proved! to! be! very! useful.! However,! it! might! be! even!
more! informative! to! gain! insights! into! the! quality! of! memory! representations! of!






variability!of! verbal!WM!representation!around! its! true!value,! very!different! from!
traditional!binary!(recall/no!recall)!measures.!Increases!in!memory!load!affected!the!
quality!of!speech!sound!representations!leading!to!a!gradual!decline!in!precision!of!
recall,! consistent!with! the! view! that!WM! representations!become!noisier!with! an!
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increase!in!memory!load,!analogous!to!the!findings! in!vision!(Wilken,!&!Ma,!2004;!
Bays,! &! Husain;! 2008,! Bays! et! al.,! 2009;! Fougnie,! Asplund,! &! Marois,! 2010;!
Gorgoraptis,! Catalao,! Bays,! &! Husain,! 2011;! Zokaei! et! al,! 2011).! Unlike! previous!
findings! in! vision,! the! quality!with!which! auditory! information! (speech! sounds)! is!
stored! is!not!only!described!by!precision,!but! also! in! terms!of!how!continuous!or!
categorical! a! representation! is.! Thus,! in!addition! to! finding!general!principles! that!
apply! across!WM! representations! for! different! sensory! modalities,! our! paradigm!
offers! a! novel! method! of! probing! the! interaction! of! continuous! and! categorical!










has!addressed! the! limits!underlying! tactile!WM.!Previous! studies! suggest! that!our!
capacity! is! limited! to! the! storage! of! a! single! stimulus! only.! Vibrotactile!
representations! are! highly! fragile! as! they! decay! rapidly! and! are! subject! to!
interference!from!distractor!stimuli.!However,!as!other!sensory!modalities!can!store!
multiple! items,! the! current! study! investigates!whether!we! can! hold!more! than! a!
single!touch!in!vibrotactile!WM.!
Previous! investigations! used! the! method! of! change! detection:! a! single!
frequency! (continuous! parameter)! is! memorised! and! then! compared! to! a! probe.!
Although,!it!has!been!shown!that!frequency!representations!in!WM!are!continuous!
on! a! neural! level,! responses! are! binary! (change/no! change! detected),! not!
continuous.!We! designed! a! continuous, response! method! to! assess! the! fidelity! of!
memory!representations.!Participants!memorized!sequences!of!vibrotactile!stimuli!
at!different!frequencies!of!variable!lengths!(1R5!items).!Their!memory!for!one!of!the!




previous! one! (memory! load! 1! vs.! memory! load! 2),! and! further! decline! in!
performance! up! to! the! highest! memory! load! of! 5! items.! Performance! remained!
above!chance!even!at!the!highest!memory!load!of!5!items,!i.e.,!above!any!putative!
item! limit.! The! overall! pattern! of! results! is! consistent! with! the! resource! model!
account! of!WM.! Another! interesting! finding! was! that! the! resolution! of! receptive!
field! size! of! vibrotactile! units! (responding! to! different! types! of! vibrations! in! the!
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Previous! studies! using! tactile! stimuli! have! shown! that! the! cognitive! limitations!
underlying! their! processing! may! be! more! severe! than! those! associated! with! the!
processing!of!basic!stimuli!in!other!sensory!modalities!(vision!and!audition:!Gallace!
et!al,!2008;!Gallace,!Tan!&!Spence,!2006,!2007;!Gallace!&!Spence,!2008,!2009).! In!





&! Blankenburg,! 2011;! Haegens! et! al.,! 2010)! although! it! is! well! known! that! other!
sensory! systems! (e.g.! vision!and!audition)! can!usually! store! information!beyond!a!
single!item.!Interestingly,!Bancroft,!Hockley!&!Servos!(2012)!tested!vibrotactile!WM!
for!two!items,!where!memory!performance!remained!above!chance,!showing!that!
we! can! store! 2! frequencies! in! WM.! Can! we! store! more! than! 2! items! in!
somatosensory!memory?!!
Evidence! from! other! macroRgeometric! somatosensory! stimuli! (location)!
suggests! that! we! can! recall! between! 3R6! items! depending! on! response! method!
(Gallace!et!al.,!2008;!Auvray,!Gallace!&!Spence!et!al,!2011).!However,!stimuli!used!in!
those! studies! recruit! neural! systems!different! from! the!ones! associated!with!WM!
storage! of! microRgeometric! stimulus! properties! such! as! mechanical! vibrations!
(O’Sullivan,! Roland! &! Kawashima,! 1994;! Roland,! 1987;! Roland,! O’Sullivan! &!
Kawashima,!1998;!Gallace!&!Spence,!2009).!




somatosensory/tactile,! see! Figure! 1R3C)! used! the!method! of! change! detection! to!
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assess!memory! capacity.!On! each! trial,! one! or!more! stimuli! are! presented! at! the!




which,! as! I! have!discussed,!have! led! to! the!development!of! continuous,! analogue!
measures!of!WM!precision,!describing!mnemonic!resolution.! (Wilken!&!Ma,!2004;!
Bays! &! Husain;! 2008,! Bays! et! al.,! 2009).! Investigating! the! fidelity! of! memory!
representations! with! measures! of! precision,! it! has! been! shown! that! visual! WM!
might!best!be!considered!as!a!resource!without!any!itemRlimit!which!can!be!flexibly!
allocated!to!objects! in!the!visual!scene!(Wilken!&!Ma,!2004;!Bays!&!Husain;!2008,!
Bays! et! al.,! 2009;! Fougnie,! Asplund! &! Marois,! 2010;! Anderson! et! al.,! 2011;!
Gorgoraptis! et! al.,! 2011;! Zokaei! et! al.,! 2011;! Salmela! et! al.! 2012).! Similar! findings!
have!been!obtained!for!auditory!WM!(see!chapter!2!or!Kumar!et!al,!2013,!chapter!
3).! It! remains! to! be! established,! whether! tactile!WM! can! also! be! described! as! a!
limited!resource!without!an!upper!item!limit.!!
A! second! question! concerns! the! relationship! between! resource! allocation!
and!densities!of!tactile!receptors!in!the!skin.!Two!types!of!receptors!can!be!found!at!
different! locations! of! the! skin,! where! receptor! density! corresponds! to! receptive!
field!(RF)!size!(Meissner!corpsules:!small!RFs!vs.!Pacinian!corpsules:!large!RFs!(Schiff!
&!Foulke,!1982).!According!to!the!‘duplex!theory!of!vibration’!(Katz!&!Gibson,!1982;!
Verillo,! 1968;! Verillo! &! Gescheider,! 1979;! Gescheider! &! Verillo,! 1979),! while!
Meissner! corpsulses! respond! to! low! frequency! vibrations! in! the! range! of! 5R40Hz!
(Mountcastle,! 1984)! or! up! to! 50Hz! (Gordon,! 1978),! (vibrotactile! flutter),! Pacinian!
corpsules! are! selectively! sensitive! to! higher! frequencies! between! 40HzR400Hz!
(Gordon,! 1978)! or! 60R300Hz! (vibrotactile! fusion),! (Mountcastle,! 1984,! Vallbo! &!
Johansson,! 1984).!Hence,!mechanoRreceptive!units! are!well! studied! for! frequency!
detection,! but! much! less! is! known! about! the! neural! processes! involved! in! the!
representation! and! maintenance! of! vibrations! in! WM.! We! hypothesize! that! the!
fidelity! of! WM! representations! is! scaled! to! RF! size,! ‘flutter’! is! represented! at! a!
higher!fidelity!than!‘fusion’.!
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It! has! been! shown! that! vibrations! in! the! frequency! range! of! flutter! are!
represented!in!primary!and!secondary!somatosensory!cortex!(SI,!SII),!(Salinas!et!al.,!
2000),! medial! premotor! cortex! (MPC)! and! prefrontal! cortex! (PFC),! (Romo! et! al.,!
1999;! Romo!&! Salinas! 2003;! Preuschhof! et! al,! 2006;! Spitzer! et! al,! 2010),! ! (Wang,!
Bodner!&!Zhou,!2013).!The!role!of!PFC!is!special!for!memory!maintenance,!as!neural!
delay! period! activity! is! systematically!modulated! only! in! this! region! (Romo! et! al.,!
1999).!Neural!discharge!rates!vary!as!a!monotonic!function!of!the!encoded!stimulus!
frequency,! describing! representations! of! vibrotactile! stimuli! in! WM.! Hence,! a!
continuous! parameter! (frequency)! is! represented! in! a! parametric/continuous!
fashion! (monotonic! discharge).! However,! the! typical! discrimination! task! used! to!
quantity! this! relationship! doesn’t! assess! WM! performance! in! a! continuous! but!
binary!manner.!
On! tactile! discrimination! tasks! (delayedRmatch! to! sample),! where! a!
frequency!is!encoded!and!maintained!in!memory,!before!it!is!compared!to!a!probe!
frequency,! one! is! given! two! response! options! only:! change! or! no! change.! Thus,!
instead!of!testing!memory!performance!in!a!continuous!way,!it!is!tested!in!a!purely!
binary! fashion.! Consequently,! the! task! cannot! quantify! the! quality! of! a! memory!
representation,! when! one! fails! to! make! a! correct! response.! Even! in! this! case! a!
representation! of! this! stimulus! may! still! exist,! which! may! simply! be! of! a! lower!
resolution! compared! to! a! stimulus! recalled! correctly.! For! example,! it! has! been!
shown! that! we! encode! irrelevant! virbotactile! information! in! WM! even! when!
explicitly! instructed! to! ignore! distractors! (Bancroft! &! Servos,! 2011;! Bancroft,!
Hockley!&!Servos,!2011).!Hence,!it!would!be!more!informative,!instead!of!capturing!
whether!a!stimulus!is!represented!or!not,!to!capture!its!mnemonic!resolution.!!
The! current! study! aims! to! test! whether! we! can! store! multiple! items! in!
vibrotactile!WM.!How!is!memory!performance!affected!by!an! increase! in!memory!
load?! The! resource!model! predicts! a!monotonous! decrease! in!memory! precision!





number! of! items! stored! in! WM! (for! visual! objects:! Bays! &! Husain,! 2008;! Bays,!
Catalao,!&!Husain,!2009,!Gorgoraptis!et!al.,!2011).!!
The!present!study!was!designed!to!assess!the!qualitative!nature!of!memory!
representations! in! vibrotactile! WM.! It! also! addresses! whether! the! resolution! of!
receptive!field!size!of!vibrotactile!units!(responding!to!different!types!of!vibrations!
in! the! frequencyRrange! of! flutter! and! fusion)! at! encoding! corresponds! to! the!
resolution!with!which!information!is!stored!and!represented!in!WM.!A!continuous!
response! method! (frequency! matching)! was! used! to! quantify! the! variability! of!
memory! recall! around! its! true! stimulus! value.! The! aim!was! to! determine! how!an!
increase! in! information! load! affects! recall! variability,! which! may! reflect! noise! in!





13! healthy! young! adults! (8! female,! mean! age! 21! years,! age! range:! 19R26)!
participated! in! this! study! after! providing!written! informed! consent! to! procedures!
approved!by! the! local! ethics! committee.! Participants!were! selected! based!on! the!
following!criteria:!normal!hearing!and!no!musical! training,! for!the!reason!that!e.g.!







each! trial! were! indicated! by! text! appearing! onscreen.! There! was! a! minimum!









The! experimental! apparatus! was! constructed! in! the! following! way:! we! used! a!
vibration! test! system! R! shaker!model! V101RPA!25E! (by!Bruel!&!Kjaer),! (see! Figure!
4R1,!left).!A!screw!was!mounted!on!top!of!this!device!and!a!small!rubber!patch!of!1!
cm!in!diameter!was!glued!on!its!head.!Participants!placed!the!tip!of!their!right!index!
finger!on! the!patch.! The!device! functions!on! the!principles!of! a! loud! speaker!and!
was! connected! to! an! audio! amplifier.! A! computer! was! used! to! send! sine! waves!
(pure!tones)!to!the!amplifier.!Sine!waves!of!the!desired!frequency!were!generated!
in! Matlab! 6.5! (Mathworks! Inc.)! and! presented! using! Cogent!
(http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk).! To! mask! any! residual! sound! from! the! device,!
participants!had!to!wear!foam!earplugs!and!were!also!presented!with!white!noise!










Participants! were! required! to! perform! this! frequency! matching! task! in! a!
maximum!response!window!of!20s.!After!completing!2!practice!blocks!of!50! trials!
each,!where!memory!was!probed! for! a! single! item,!each!participant! completed!5!
blocks! of! 80! trials! each! with! equal! number! of! trials! for! each! memory! load.!

















Response! error! (Ɛ,! in! semitones)! was! calculated! as! the! deviation! between! the!
vibrational!frequency!of!the!response!made!by!the!subject!and!the!target!frequency!
for!each!individual!trial.!The!following!equation!was!used,!!
! Ɛ = 12 ∗ !"#! !"!" !
!
where!fm!is!the!measured!or!matched!frequency!(i.e.!response!made!by!the!subject)!
and! fa! is! the!actual! frequency!of! the! target! (stimulus!quality! tested).!Precision! (P)!
was! calculated! as! the! reciprocal! of! the! standard! deviation! of! response! error! (P! =!
1/std),!just!as!in!previous!studies!(e.g.,!in!vision!Gorgoraptis!et!al.!2011;!in!audition:!
chapter!2!or!Kumar!et!al.,!2013,!chapter!3).!Precision!was!calculated!separately!for!
each! subject,! memory! load! and! serial! position.! Each! subject! was! presented! with!
sequences! of! vibrations! of! variable! length! (memory! load),! where! each! vibration!
appeared!at!a!different!serial!position!(e.g.,!memory!load!1!has!serial!position!1!and!
memory! load! 2! has! serial! positions! 1! and! 2! etc.).! As! the! distribution! of! precision!
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values! across! the! group! was! positively! skewed,! a! log! transform! was! applied! to!
precision!values,!which!was! then! subjected! to!multilevel!modeling! (Laird!&!Ware,!
1982).!We!fitted!unadjusted!and!adjusted!multilevel!models!to!account!for!the!fact!
that!we!had! repeated!measurements! from! individuals! at! different!positions!using!
different!memory! loads! (Laird!&!Ware,!1982).!Tests!were!performed! in!Stata!11.2!
software! (StataCorp! LP,! College! Station,! Texas)! and! all! pRvalues! <! .05! were!
considered!significant,!using!2Rtailed!tests.!ANOVA!was!used!to!test!for!a!difference!
between! frequency! ranges! (flutter! vs.! fusion),! after! splitting! the! data! set!
accordingly.!!
The! level! of! chance! performance! was! derived! from! a! permutation! test,!
which! was! carried! out! in! the! same! way! as! described! in! chapter! 3! (see! 3.3.5!
Estimating! level! of! chance! performance).! The!mean! level! of! chance! performance!






! ! ∝ !!!
!
where! k! is! the! power! law! exponent.! Each! participant! memorized! sequences! of!






















the! nonRtarget! frequency.! A! threshold! of! 1! ST! was! used,! as! stimuli! within! a!
sequence!were!always!presented!at!a!2!ST!minimum!distance.!Thus,!if!the!response!
error! towards!a!nonRtarget! (deviation!between! the!actual!nonRtarget! value(s)! and!
response!made!by!the!participant)! (1.)! fell!below!the!threshold!of!ST,!and!(2.)! the!
response!error!to!the!nonRtarget!was!smaller!than!the!response!error!to!the!target,!
responses! on! a! given! trial! fall! into! Category, 2.! A! given! participant! reports! the!







The! precision! with! which! participants! performed! the! frequency! matching! was!
assessed!for!all!memory!loads!(number!of!stimuli!within!a!sequence;!Figure!4R2)!and!





precision!when! a! single! item!was! added! to! a! previous! one! (comparison! between!
load!1!and!2).!Such!a!significant!change!in!mnemonic!strength!is!difficult!to!explain!
on! the!basis!of!a! fixed!capacity!account,!which!predicts!peak!performance!until! a!
capacity!limit!is!reached.!!
Although! previous! research! suggests! that! vibrotactile! memory! capacity! is!
limited!to!one!item,!as!representations!are!highly!fragile,!decaying!rapidly!(Bancroft!
&! Servos,! 2011)! and! subject! to! interference! from! distractor! stimuli! (Bancroft! &!
Servos,!2011;!Bancroft,!Servos!&!Hockley,!2011),!most!investigations!simply!did!not!
assess!memory!performance! items!beyond!one! (Salinas! et! al.,! 2000;! Romo!et! al.,!
1999;!Romo!&!Salinas!2003;!Preuschhof!et!al,!2006;!Spitzer!et!al,!2010),!except!for!a!
single!study!using!two!items!(Bancroft,!Hockley!&!Servos,!2012).!The!latter!reported!
findings! in! line!with! the! results! obtained! here,! showing! that! vibrotactile!WM!can!
store! more! than! one! item.! In! the! experiment! reported! here,! precision! was! 25%!
lower! for! four! items!compared! to!one! item!(95%!CI:!37%!to!13%),!as!well!as!29%!
lower!for!five!items!compared!to!one!item!(95%!CI:!41%!to!18%),!demonstrating!a!
further!drop!in!memory!resolution!with!the!addition!of!more!items.!!
A! second! finding! here! concerns! the! effect! of! serial! position! (a! vibrations’!
order!in!a!sequence)!on!recall!precision!(global!p!<!.00001):!29%!lower!for!the!last!

























An!adjusted!analysis! including!both!memory! load!and!serial!position! in!the!
model!was!performed!in!order!to!assess!the!independent!effects!of!both!variables.!
In!this!model,!the!effect!of!memory! load!was!near!significance!(p!=! .06;!decline! in!
precision! of! 16%! for! load! 2! compared! to! load! 1! (95%!CI:! 28%! to! R! 2%;! decline! in!




and! 5! items! (Figure! 4R3).! The! effect! of! serial! position! on! precision! remained!
significant! (p!<!0.0001).!The! interaction!effect!was!significant! (p!=! .02),! suggesting!
that!within!a!given!memory!load!serial!position!has!an!influence!on!precision.!
Next,! to!examine!the!effects!of!different!potential! frequency!channels,! the!
dataset! was! split! into! two! frequency! ranges! (range! 1:! 10R50Hz! corresponding! to!















Each!coloured! line!represents!a!different!sequence! length!(memory! load).!The! last! frequency! in!the!sequence!
was! remembered! most! precisely,! while! earlier! items! in! the! sequence! were! recalled! less! precisely! (e.g.! in!
particular!for!the!highest!memory!loads!of!4!and!5!items).!Error!bars!represent!SEM.!
!
Finally,! performance!was! significantly! above! chance! for! every! combination!of!







Although! participants! reported! information! for! each! memory! load! and! serial!
position! above! chance,! we! cannot! exclude! that! their! WM! representations! were!
corrupted! in! some! way.! For! example,! previous! research! has! shown! vibrotactile!
memory!is!influenced!by!other!items!in!the!sequence!(inference!(Bancroft,!Hockley!
&! Servos,! 2011;! Bancroft,! Servos!&! Hockley,! 2011)).! This!may! lead! to!misbinding!




! Each! raw!response!error!histogram! is!centred!at! the! target! (or!nonRtarget)!
frequency! value! and! contains! all! trials! collapsed! across! all! participants.! Response!
errors! are!deviations! in! either!direction! from! the! target:! a!negative!error! value! is!
obtained,! when! one! responds! at! a! lower! frequency! than! the! target! stimulus!
frequency!and!vice!versa!for!positive!error!values.!Responses!made!to!the!target!are!
shown!in!pink!for!each!memory!load!and!serial!position.!As!nonRtarget!frequencies!
within! the!sequence!may! lead! to! interference,!participants! sometimes! respond! to!






















Shown!are! the!histograms!of! raw!response!error!centred!at! the!actual! target! (in!pink)!or!nonRtarget! (in!blue)!









=!0.204,!p!<!0.001).!The!proportion!of! responses! falling! into!category!1!decreases!
with! an! increase! in! memory! load! (see! Figure! 4R5,! purple! line).! LSD! post! hoc!
comparisons!showed!the!following:!the!difference!in!responses!falling!into!category!
1!for!memory! load!1!and!2!was!near!significance!(p=0.09).!There!was!a!significant!





load! on! the! proportion! of! responses! directed! at! the! non'target! frequency!
(misbinding),! (F! (3,! 48)! =! 99.31,! MSE! =! 0.123,! p! <! 0.001).! The! proportion! of!
responses!captured!by!category!2! increases!with!an! increase! in!memory! load!(see!
Figure! 4R5,! dark! blue! line).! LSD! post! hoc! comparisons! showed! a! significant!
difference! in! the! proportion! of!misbinding! errors! between!memory! load! 2! and! 4!
(p<0.001),! as! well! as! a! significant! difference! between! memory! load! 4! and! 5!
(p=0.04).!
Category, 3:! A! final! oneRway! ANOVA! showed! that! there! was! no! effect! of!
memory! load! on! the! proportion! of! responding! at! random! (guessing),! (F! (3,! 48)! =!
1.07,!MSE!=!0.008,!p!=!0.37).!Thus,!the!proportion!of!guessing!was!constant!across!
memory!loads!(see!Figure!4R5,!cyan!line).!
! The! decrease! in! precision!with! an! increase! in!memory! load!was! therefore!
not! due! simply! to! increased! guessing,! but! to! increased! variability! of! the!















a! frequency! matching! paradigm.! The! task! required! participants! to! memorize! a!
continuous! parameter! –! stimulus! frequency,! which! was! also! assessed! in! a!
continuous!fashion,!using!a!frequency!matching!paradigm.!By!varying!the!number!of!
vibrations!presented!within!a!sequence!(memory!load),!storage!of!multiple!items!in!
vibrotactile!WM!was! assessed.! The! results! show! a!monotonic! decline! in!memory!
precision! with! an! increase! in! memory! load! (Figure! 4R2),! where! performance!
remained! above! chance! for! the! highest!memory! load! of! 5! items,! suggesting! that!




Cavanagh,! 2004;!Bays!&!Husain,! 2008;!Bays!et! al.,! 2009;!Gorgoraptis! et! al.,! 2011;!
Wilken!&!Ma,! 2004;! Zokaei! et! al.,! 2011)! and! audition! (chapter! 2! or! Kumar! et! al.,!
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2013,! chapter! 3),! the! shared! resource! model! captures! the! relationship! between!
information! load! and! mnemonic! resolution! strength! at! which! information! is!
represented.! The! model! predicts! that! the! more! information! held! in! working!




a! fixed!capacity!account,!which!predicts!peak!performance!until!a!capacity! limit! is!
reached! (e.g.! in! vision:! Luck! &! Vogel,! 1997;! Cowan,! 2001).! We! also! found! that!
performance!on!the!frequencyRmatching!task!remained!above!chance!even!for!the!
highest!memory! load!of!5! items,!showing!that!capacity! limits!are!not!yet!reached.!
Again,! this! result! cannot! be! explained! on! the! basis! of! a! fixed! capacity! account,!
which! predicts! a! sharp! decline! from! near! ceiling! to! at! chance! performance! once!
capacity!limits!are!exceeded.!Hence,!our!results!are!in!line!with!the!resource!model,!
which!is!shared!out!across!items!held!in!WM!(Bays!&!Husain,!2008).!!
Critically,! the! results! demonstrate! that! vibrotactile!WM!can! store!multiple!
items.!Previous!evidence!suggested!that!this!modality!may!only!be!able!to!store!a!
representation!of!a!single!stimulus;!as!the!presentation!of!a!distractor!in!the!delay!









resolution! with! which! items! are! represented! may! reflect! noise! in! neural!
representations,!visualized!by!the!raw!response!error!histograms!(Figure!4R4).!The!





What! is! shown! in! the! histograms! plotted! in! Figure! 4R4! is! not! only! the!
response! variability! around! the! target! stimuli! (in! pink),! but! also! the! response!
variability! around! the! nonRtargets! (in! blue),! for! each! sequence! length! and! serial!
position.!As! soon!as! a! sequence! contains! two! items! (or!more),! participants!might!
sometimes! report! the! nonRtarget! instead! of! the! target! frequency.! By! visual!
inspection!of!the!histograms,! it!seems!that!the!variability!of!responses!directed!at!
the!nonRtargets! increases!with!an! increase! in!memory! load,!but! is!constant!across!
serial! positions! (possible! combinations! of! targets! and! nonRtargets! within! a!




However,! irrespective! of! the! serial! order! in! which! nonRtargets! were!
presented,!serial!order!had!an!overall!effect!on!memory!precision!(Figure!4R3).!For!
the! sequence! length! (memory! load)! of! 4! and! 5! vibrations,! the! last! item! was!
remembered! best! compared! to! the! previous! items!within! the! sequence! (recency!
effect).! However,! there! was! no! order! effect! for! the! sequence! length! of! 2! items,!
unlike!the!observation!of!a!primacy!effect!reported!by!Bancroft!et!al!(2012)!for!the!
same!memory!load,!where!the!first!item!was!remembered!best.!
As! evident! from! the! raw! response! error! histograms,! there!were! at! least! 2!
types! of! response! error:! (1)! responses! directed! at! the! target! and! (2)! responses!
directed!at!the!nonRtarget!frequency.!Additionally,!a!common!type!of!error!simply!is!
(3)! guessing.! Thus,! in! a! further! analysis,! all! responses!made! by! participants!were!
decomposed! into! these! three! categories,! each! capturing! a! different! type! of!
response! error.! A! decrease! in! the! proportion! of! responses! directed! at! the! target!
(category!1)!was!observed!with!an!increase!in!memory!load!(see!Figure!4R5,!purple!
line),! which! is! in! line! with! the! overall! pattern! of! a! decline! in! precision! with! an!
increase! in!memory! load!(see!Figure!4R2).!This!result!confirms!that!the! increase! in!
response! variability!with!memory! load! is! due! to! responses! directed! at! the! target!
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(the! majority! of! responses)! and! not! other! types! of! responses,! consistent! with!
previous! findings! in! the! visual! (Bays! et! al.,! 2009,! Gorgoraptis! et! al.,! 2011)! and!
auditory!modality!(chapter!2!or!Kumar!et!al.,!2013,!chapter!3).!!
As!more!items!are!presented!within!a!sequence,!the!larger!the!proportion!of!
nonRtarget! responses! (category! 2:!misbinding! errors),! (Figure! 4R5,! cyan! line).! This!
has! previously! been! observed! in! vision! for! items! presented! sequentially!
(Gorgoraptis!et!al.,!2011).!Once!the!participant’s!memory!gets!tested!for!one!of!the!
items! in! a! given! sequence! (once! it! becomes! the! target)! all! other! items! may! be!
regarded!as! ‘distractors’.!The!more!distractors!are!present!within!a!sequence,! the!
more!likely!a!response!to!one!of!these!nonRtargets,!instead!of!the!target.!!
Inspection! of! category! 3! type! responses! reveals! that! the! proportion! of!
guesses! remains! constant! across! all!memory! loads.! This! finding! is! also! consistent!
with! the! resource!model! account!of!WM!applied!previously! to! visual! (Bays! et! al.,!
2009,!Gorgoraptis!et!al.,!2011)!and!auditory!WM!(chapter!2!or!Kumar!et!al.,!2013).!
In! contrast,! the! fixed! capacity! account! predicts! that! performance! should! drop!
entirely!to!chance!as!soon!as!the!capacity!limit!is!exceeded.!Although!capacity!limits!




capacity,! but! also! provide! insights! in! the! qualitative! nature! of! stimulus!
representations.!On!this!basis,!storage!of!vibrotactile!information!can!be!compared!
to! other! features! within! the! same! and! across! sensory!modalities.! Capacity! limits!
have! been! more! explored! for! tactile! stimulus! material! other! than! mechanical!
vibrations! such! as! somatosensory! location.!While! a! number! of! studies! presented!
stimuli!at!different!locations!on!the!body!surface!(Gallace!et!al.,!2008;!Auvray!et!al.,!
2011;! Alluisi! et! al.,! 1965;! Geldard! &! Sherrick,! 1965),! others! (Auvray! et! al.,! 2011)!
presented!stimuli!to!the!fingertips.!!
In! the! investigations! of! ! Gallace! et! al! (2008)! and! Auvray! et! al! (2011)!
participants!had!to!memorise!up!to!six!somatosensory!locations.!Depending!on!the!
report! procedure! employed,! participants! were! able! to! remember! 3! items! (full!
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report)! or! up! to! 6! items! (partialRreport),! demonstrating! that! the! selection! of!
response! method! is! of! importance.! Furthermore! the! format! of! presentation! is!





stimulus! frequency! than! a! somatosensory! location.! Furthermore,! Gallace! and!
Spence! (2009)! showed! that! somatosensory! spatial! information! is! represented! by!
neural! systems! different! from! the! ones! encoding! vibrations! (e.g.! regions! in!
prefrontal!cortex,!Rome!&!Salinas,!2003).!
The! somatic! sensation!of! a! vibration! travels! via! two!different!pathways!or!
channels,! Meissner! and! Pacinian! afferents,! which! are! associated! with! different!
characteristics!due!to!their!receptor!selectivity.!!While!Meissner!corpsulses!respond!
to! low! frequency! vibrations! in! the! range! of! 5R40Hz! (Mountcastle,! 1984)! or! up! to!




Both! types! of! receptors! can! be! found! at! different! locations! of! the! skin,! where!
receptor!density!corresponds!to!receptive!field!size!(Schiff!&!Foulke,!1982).!!
The! analysis! performed! here! revealed! that! there! was! indeed! a! significant!
difference! in! error! scores! between! channels! (range! 1:! 10R50Hz! corresponding! to!









How! is! vibrotactile! information! represented! in! the! brain! with! respect! to!
processes!in!WM?!Neurophysiological!studies!in!monkeys!investigated!delay!period!
activity! (memory! maintenance)! in! somatosensory! cortex.! While! Zhou! and! Fuster!
(1996)! as! well! as! Koch! and! Fuster! (1989)! found! delay! period! activity! in! SI! on! a!
texture! discrimination! task,! Romo! and! Salinas! (2003)! did! not! report! such! activity!
changes!for!vibrotactile!flutter.!However,!Romo!et!al.!(2002)!found!delay!activity!in!
SII,!which!seems!to!be!involved!in!vibrotactile!WM.!!
The! role! of! PFC! is! special! for! memory! maintenance,! as! delay! activity! is!
systematically!modulated!only!in!this!region,!where!neural!discharge!rates!vary!as!a!
monotonic! function! of! the! encoded! stimulus! frequency! (Romo! et! al.,! 1999).!
Interestingly,! findings! in!monkeys! translate!well! between! species! (Bancroft! et! al.,!
2011),! where! even! early! studies! showed! similar! discrimination! thresholds! of!
vibrotactile! stimuli! across! species! (e.g.! in! frequency! and! amplitude;! LaMotte! &!
Moutcastle,!1975;!Talbot!et!al.,!1967).!With!regards!to!WM,!activity!changes!in!PFC!
are!also!associated!with!WM!maintenance!in!humans,!using!fMRI!(Preuschhof!et!al.,!
2006)! as! well! as! EEG! (Spitzer! et! al.,! 2010).! Thus,! it! has! been! suggested! that!
vibrotactile!WM!serves!as!a!model!paradigm!for!memory!in!human!and!nonRhuman!
primates! across! a! variety! of! research! fields! (Bancroft! et! al,! 2011),! including!
neurophysiology! (Romo! et! al.,! 1999,! Hernandez,! Zainos! &! Romo,! 2000;! Romo! &!






Future! research! on! tactile! WM! might! address! the! neural! signatures! of! WM!
representations! from! a! new! perspective! using! recall! precision,! the! mnemonic!
strength!of! a! representation.!Neurophysiological! tools! in!monkeys! (e.g.!multiRunit!
recordings)!might!allow!a!more!direct!probe!of!memory!precision,!to!determine! if!
neural! noise! contributes! to! WM! recall! (e.g.! see! a! recent! theoretical! model! of!
population! coding! for! visual! WM:! Bays,! 2014).! NonRinvasive! techniques! such! as!
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EEG/MEG! can! also! be! used! to! relate! precision! to! patterns! observed! in! oscillatory!
networks! (e.g.! across! species:! Reinhart! et! al.,! 2012).! Finally,! the!use!of! fMRI!with!
sensitive!multivariate!analysis! techniques!can!be!used!to!associate!different! levels!
of!mnemonic!strength!with!different!patterns!of!brain!activity!(as!in!vision:!Emrich!
et! al.,! 2013).! Selecting! different! regions! of! interest! within! the! tactile! processing!


































individual! features?! And! how! does! the! representational! format! influence! WM!
capacity?!Here!we!address!this!for!auditory!objects!composed!of!two!fundamental!
dimensions!of!natural!sounds:!spectral!content!and!temporal!amplitude!modulation!




maintained! as! a! whole! compared! to! its! individual! features! alone.! For! individual!
features,! performance! was! higher! on! the! dimension! of! the! spectral! content! of!


















The! auditory! scene! contains! auditory! objects,! which! can! be! considered! to! be!
fundamental!perceptual!units!comprising!combinations!of!sensory!cues!that!form!a!
coherent!whole!that!may!or!may!not!be!associated!with!a!semantic!label!(Griffiths!
&! Warren,! 2004).! While! an! object’s! individual! features! are! analysed! and!
represented!separately!in!specialized!feature!maps,!features!are!bound!together!to!
form! perceptual! wholes! at! a! further! level! of! information! processing! (Treisman!&!
Gelade,!1980).!Instead!of!addressing!the!perceptual!level,!here!we!ask!how!features!
of! auditory! objects! are! represented! in! working! memory! (WM).! When! holding!
auditory! objects! in! mind! for! just! a! few! seconds! in! the! absence! of! an! external!
stimulus,!what! is! the! format!of! representation! in!WM?! Is! it!possible! that!auditory!
objects!are!represented!in!WM!as!bound!units!(objects)!or!as!individual!features!in!
separation?! Do! individual! objectRfeatures! interfere!with! each! other!when! held! in!
WM?!
Although! the! exact! definition! of! auditory! objects! remains! controversial!
(Griffiths!&!Warren,!2004),!here!we!specifically!investigate!WM!for!auditory!objects!
defined! by! different! dimensions! of! timbre.! Timbre! is! the! quality! of! sound,!which!
contributes! to! the! identity! of! an! auditory! object!more! than! any! other! dimension!
(e.g.!pitch,!loudness!or!duration).!Timbre!itself!comprises!multiple!acoustic!feature!
dimensions,! where! evidence! for! the! perceptual! dimensionality! of! timbre! comes!
from!studies!using!multidimensional!scaling!(MDS)!to!identify!the!perceptually!most!
salient!features!(Caclin!et!al.,!2005;!Grey,!1977;!Marozeau!et!al.,!2003;!McAdams!et!
al.,! 1995;! Samson,! et! al.,! 1997).! The! feature! dimensions! we!manipulated! for! the!
purpose! of! the! current! study,! temporal! amplitude!modulation! rates! and! spectral!
content,! relate! to! the! perceptually! most! dominant! dimensions! of! timbre:! attack!
time!and!spectral!centroid.!Attack!time!describes!the!temporal!envelope!of!a!sound!
in!terms!of!its!rise,!which!we!manipulated!as!temporal!amplitude!modulation!rate.!
Another! feature! dimension! of! interest,! spectral! content,! was!manipulated,!which!






that! auditory! object! formation! depends! on! stimulus! structure! and! attentional!
processes!(ShinnRCunningham,!2008).!Characteristics!of!stimulus!structure,!such!as!
common!onsets!and!offsets,!harmonic!structure,!and!continuity!of! frequency!over!
time! determine! object! formation! (Bregman,! 1990;! Darwin! &! Carlyon,! 1995).!
Auditory!objects! composed!of! spectroRtemproal! features!are! linked! together!over!
time! (auditory! streaming)! and! this! process! is! intricately! linked! with! selective!
attention.! This! directly! relates! to! the! binding! problem,! which! in! the! context! of!
perception! and! attention,! refers! to! how! distributed! neural! codes! representing!
multiple!features!of!the!perceptual!scene!are!recombined!so!that!one!perceives!the!
actual! object! (Treisman!&! Schmidt,! 1982).!Distinct! neural! populations!would! thus!
code!for!various!clusters!of!dimensions!of!timbre,!where!any!two!features!compete!
for! ‘representational! space’! in! the! underlying! neural! regions,! resulting! in! overR
writing!or!partially!corrupted!representations.! It! remains! to!be!determined,!which!
features! of! timbre! held! in! WM! might! be! extracted! and! maintained! separately.!
However,! ERP! studies! showed! that! sound! features! (intensity,! duration,! attack,!
spectral! centroid! and! fine! structure)! may! be! represented! in! distinct! regions! of!
auditory!cortex!(Caclin!et!al.,!2006;!Giard!et!al.,!1995).!







that! there! is! no! upper! object! limit,! as! processes! in!WM! are! best! described! as! a!
resource! shared! out! across! all! objects! and! their! features! (Bays! et! al.,! 2011).! The!
authors! found! increased!binding!errors!at!high!memory! loads!due!to! independent!






or! as! individual! features! in! separate! stores?! And! how! does! the! representational!
format! influence!WM! capacity! limits?! In! the! current! study,! subjects! performed! a!
within!modality!dual!task.!They!had!to!memorize!sequences!of!variable!length!(1R4!
items),! composed! of! auditory! objects! containing! two! features! (spectral! envelope!




hold! the! object! in! mind! compared! to! performance! on! the! individual! feature!
conditions.!One!interpretation!of!our!findings!is!that,!at!some!level!of!the!auditory!





10! healthy! young! adults! (5! female,! mean! age! 24! years,! age! range:! 19R39)!
participated! in! the! main! experiment! and! initial! control! experiment.! Another! 10!
participants! completed! an! additional! control! experiment! (5! female,!mean! age! 24!
years,! age! range:! 19R39).! All! participants! provided! written! informed! consent! to!




Auditory! objects! served! as! stimuli,! composed! of! two! features.! Both! features! are!
fundamental!components!of!natural!sounds,!relevant!to!the!perception!of! timbre.!
The!first!sound!feature!is!described!as!the!frequency!structure!or!spectral!content!







on! each! side! of! the! centre! frequency,! composing! the! spectral! content! of! a! given!
sound! attribute.! The! second! sound! feature! is! defined! as! the! temporal! amplitude!
modulation! rate!of! sound! (relevant! to! the! attack! time!as! a! dimension!of! timbre).!






and! temporal! content!of!25.19!Hz;!and!object!2!with! spectral! content!of!1500!Hz!
and!temporal!content!of!12.29!Hz.!The!stimulus!duration!was!1s!with!an!ISI!and!a!
delay! period! of! the! same! length.! Auditory! stimuli! were! generated! online! at! a!
sampling! rate!of! 44.1! kHz! in!Matlab!7.12.0! (Mathworks! Inc.)! and!presented!using!






of! the!objects!was!probed,! indicated!by!a!number!appearing!onscreen,!e.g.,!2! for!
second!sound.!Each!sound!within!the!sequence!was!equally! likely!to!be!probed.!A!
final!auditory!object!was!presented!as!the!probe!sound!and!subjects!had!to!decide!
whether! it! was! the! same! or! different! from! the! target! sound! (second! sound,! in!
Figure!5R1).!They!responded!by!pressing!a!button!for!‘same’!or!‘different’.!!
Subjects!started!the!experiment!by!completing!a!practice!block!of!48!trials.!
Once! they! were! familiarized! with! the! sound! attributes! as! well! as! the! different!
experimental! conditions,! they! completed! the! main! experiment,! consisting! of! 9!
blocks!of!the!same!length!with!equal!number!of!trials!for!each!memory!load.!There!
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were! three! types! of! experimental! conditions! (3! x! 3! blocks),! which! took!






they! memorized! objects! as! a! whole! (see! Figure! 5R1! for! an! overview! of! all!
conditions).! In!the,spectral,condition,! they!had!to!focus!on!the!spectral!content!of!
the! objects! whilst! ignoring! the! other! attribute! (temporal! amplitude! modulation!
rate).! Their!memory! for! the! spectral! content!was! tested!by! change!detection.!On!




memory! for! the! attended! attribute! was! then! tested.! In! the, object, condition,!
subjects! memorized! the! objects! as! a! whole,! forming! bound! percepts! of! both!
attributes.!They!were!probed!at!random!on!either!dimension.!On!‘same’!trials!there!
was! no! change,! whilst! on! ‘different’! trials! both! features! contained! in! the! object!
changed.!!
It! is! important! to!note! that! stimulus!presentation!and!probe!selection!was!
identical! among! all! experimental! conditions.! A! particular! ink! colour! of! text!
appearing! onscreen! was! assigned! to! each! condition! (spectral! condition! =! pink,!
temporal! condition! =! green,! object! condition! =! white)., Experimental! blocks! were!









the! same!material! (2! auditory! objects)! is! presented! at! encoding! (identical! across! conditions).! Each! object! is!
presented!for!1!second!followed!by!an!ISI!of!1s.!Next,!a!number!appears!onscreen!for!1s,!indicating!which!item!
in!the!sequence!gets!probed!(here:!2!for!2nd!item!in!the!sequence).!A!final!object!is!then!presented!and!subjects!
have!to!decide,!whether!the!object!or!feature!of! interest! is!the!same!or!different!from!the! item!tested!(here:!








dimension! of! the! irrelevant! sound! feature! was! varied! at! random.! However,! the!
irrelevant!dimension!was!held!constant!in!the!control!condition!in!order!to!capture!
the! amount! of! interference! when! comparing! across! conditions! (experimental! vs.!
control).,
The, spectral, control, condition, was! identical! to! the! experimental! spectral!
condition,!where!subjects!had!to!focus!on!the!spectral!content!of!the!objects!whilst!
ignoring! the! other! attribute! (temporal! amplitude!modulation! rate).! However,! the!
amplitude! modulation! rate! was! not! selected! at! random! as! in! the! experimental!
condition,!but!held!constant!at!14!Hz!(middle!value!of!the!temporal!stimulus!range).!
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The! temporal! control, condition, was! identical! to! the! experimental! temporal!
condition,!where!subjects!focused!on!the!amplitude!modulation!rate,!while!ignoring!
the! spectral! content,! which! was! held! constant! at! 600! Hz! (middle! value! of! the!
spectral!stimulus!range).!,
Importantly,, the,object, control, condition,was! identical! to! the!experimental!
object! condition:! subjects! memorized! auditory! objects! as! a! whole.! However,! on!
different!trials!the!probe!only!changed!on!a!single!feature!instead!of!a!perceptually!
larger!change!of!2!features!on!the!experimental!object!condition.!The!object!control!
condition! was! added! to! ensure! potentially! better! memory! performance! on! the!
experimental! object! compared! to! the! experimental! singleRfeature! conditions! isn’t!






Shown!are! sample! trials! for! each! control! condition! (each! row! illustrates!one!of! 3! conditions).! In! the! spectral!
control! condition! (1st! row)! subjects! focus! only! on! the! spectral! feature! (in! purple).! In! the! temporal! control!
condition!(2nd!row)!subjects!only!focus!on!the!temporal!feature!(in!yellow).!In!the!object!control!condition!(3rd!
row),!they!encode!the!object!as!a!whole!(both!features!in!combination).!Both!single!feature!control!conditions!








Hypotheses! regarding! the! effects! of! memory! load! and! condition,! on! memory!





Memory! performance! was! measured! as! accuracy! (percentage! correct)! for! each!
sequence! length! (memory! load:! 1,! 2! or! 4! sounds),! all! experimental! and! control!
conditions!within!each!sequence.!A!twoRway!ANOVA!was!employed!to!test!for!the!
effects!of!factor!1,!memory!load,!and!factor!2,!experimental!condition,!on!accuracy.!
This! analysis! revealed! a! significant! main! effect! of! memory! load! (F(2,32)=31.94,!
p<0.001)! and! a! significant! main! effect! of! experimental! condition! on! accuracy!
(F(2,32)=67.13,! p<0.001),! as! well! as! an! interaction! (F(4,32)=2.72,! p=0.035),! (see!
Figure! 5R3).! All! post! hoc! comparisons! between! individual! memory! loads! across!
conditions!were! significant! at! p! <! 0.001.!Memory! recall!was!more! accurate!when!
the!object!had!to!be!maintained!as!a!whole!compared!to!its!individual!features.!This!
result! cannot! be! explained! based! on! the! level! of! difficulty,! where! monitoring! a!
single!feature!could!be!easier!than!two.!Features!therefore!may!be!represented!as!






Overall! accuracy! (percentage!correct)! for!every!memory! load! (1,!2!and!4!auditory!objects!presented!within!a!
sequence).! The! plot! shows! how! accuracy! decreases!with! an! increase! in!memory! load! for! each! experimental!




on! accuracy! across! experimental! and! control! conditions.! Comparing! the! spectral!
condition! (see!Figure!5R4,! in! rose)!with! the! spectral! control! condition! ! (in!pink),! a!
twoRway!ANOVA! revealed!a! significant!main!effect!of!memory! load! (F(2,32)=47.8,!
p<0.001)! and! a! significant! main! effect! of! condition! on! accuracy! (F(1,32)=37.85,!
p<0.001),! as! well! as! an! interaction! (F(3,32)=5.46,! p=0.007),! (see! figure! 4).! This!
comparison! shows! that! varying! the! irrelevant! feature! at! random! (here:! the!
temporal! dimension! of! sound)! leads! to! a! decline! in! memory! performance! when!
tested! on! the! spectral! dimension! of! sound.! Thus! the! irrelevant! feature! induces! a!







Overall! accuracy! (percentage!correct)! for!every!memory! load! (1,!2!and!4!auditory!objects!presented!within!a!
sequence).!The!plot!shows!how!accuracy!decreases!with!an!increase!in!memory!load!for!each!condition.!Shown!
in! rose! are! the! results! for! the! single! feature! spectral! condition.! Spectral! is! the! relevant! and! temporal! the!
irrlevant! feature!varied!at! random.! In!pink:!again!spectral! is! the! relevant! feature,!but! the! irrelevant!temporal!
feature!is!held!constant!(spectral!control!condition).!The!results!for!the!object!condition!are!shown!in!black!(the!
probe! changes! on! both! features! on! change! trials).! The! results! for! the! object! control! condition! (the! probe!
changes!by!a!single!feature!on!change!trials)!are!shown!in!grey.!
 
Comparing! the! temporal! condition! (see! Figure! 5R5,! in! yellow)! with! the! temporal!
control!condition!(in!orange),!a!twoRway!ANOVA!revealed!a!significant!main!effect!
of!memory!load!(F(2,32)=18.46,!p<0.001)!and!a!significant!main!effect!of!condition!





























Further! comparisons! were! carried! between! the! object! condition! (Figure! 5R4! &!
Figure!5R5:!in!black)!and!the!spectral!control!condition!(Figure!5R4:!in!pink).!A!twoR
way! ANOVA! revealed! a! significant! main! effect! of! memory! load! on! accuracy!
(F(1,32)=49.47,!p<0.001),!but!no!main!effect!of!condition!and!no!interaction.!There!
was! no!difference! in!memory!performance!when! the!object!was!maintained! as! a!
whole!compared!to!maintaining!only!its!spectral!content!(single!feature),!while!the!
irrelevant!dimension!(temporal)!is!held!constant.!!
We!then!compared! the!object!condition! (Figure!5R4!&!Figure!5R5:! in!black)!
with! the! temporal! control! condition! (Figure! 5R5:! in! yellow).! A! twoRway! ANOVA!
revealed! a! significant! main! effect! of! memory! load! (F(2,32)=47.8,! p<0.001)! and! a!
significant!main!effect!of!condition!on!accuracy!(F(2,32)=37.85,!p<0.001),!as!well!as!
Figure!5'5!Accuracy,by,memory,load,for,single,feature,temporal,vs,object,conditions,
Overall!accuracy! (percentage!correct)! for!every!memory! load! (1,!2! and!4! auditory!objects!presented!within!a!
sequence).!The!plot!shows!how!accuracy!decreases!with!an!increase!in!memory!load!for!each!condition.!Shown!
in!orange!are! the!results! for! the!single! feature! temporal! condition.!Temporal! is! the!relevant!and!spectral! the!
irrelevant!feature!varied!at!random.!In!yellow:!again!temporal!is!the!relevant!feature,!but!the!irrelevant!spectral!









A! final! comparison! was! made! between! the! object! condition! (Figure! 5R4! &!
Figure! 5R5:! in! black)! and! its! corresponding! object! control! condition! (Figure! 5R4!&!







We! investigated! the! format!of! representations!of!auditory!objects!held! in!WM!by!
analysing!listeners’!memory!performance!when!they!either!maintained!objects!as!a!




temporal! amplitude! modulation! rate! (Figure! 5R3).! The! difference! in! memory!
performance!across! individual! feature!conditions!may!depend!on!the!definition!of!
each!feature!dimension!(spacing!of!stimulus!range),!but!alternative!accounts!will!be!
taken! into!consideration.!One! interpretation!of!our! findings! is! that,!at!some! level,!




In! the! current! study,! auditory! objects! were! composed! of! two! basic! auditory!
features,! spectral! and! temporal! dimensions! of! sounds.! Why! are! such! spectroR
temporal! stimuli! perceived! as! objects?! As! both! features! are! presented! as!
overlapping! in! time! (common! onsets! and! offsets),! they! are! perceptually! grouped!
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together! forming! coherent! wholes.! They! seem! to! emanate! from! a! single! source!
(Alain!&!Arnott,!2000),!while!such!features!may!also!be!perceived!as!belonging!to!a!
common! auditory! event! or! entity! (Bregmann,! 1990;! Blauert,! 1997;! Hartmann,!
1988).!The!particular!features!used!here!are!relevant!dimensions!of!natural!sounds,!
especially! important! to! the! perception! of! timbre,! where! the! brain! holds!
mechanisms!of!abstraction!for!both!the!spectral!and!temporal!dimension!of!sound!
(this!is!explained!in!more!detail!in!chapter!6).!!!!!
On! the! object! level,! performance!was! at! ceiling! for! the!memory! load! of! a!
single! item!and!then!dropped!with!the!addition!of!each!further! item!to!be!held! in!
working! memory.! Performance! remained! above! chance! (>50%! accuracy)! at! the!
highest! memory! load! of! four! auditory! objects.! A! similar! pattern! was! observed!
among!object!conditions!and!was! independent!of! the!size!of!change!of! the!probe!
stimulus!(on!different!trials)!relative!to!the!target!stimulus:!!by!two!features!(object!
condition)!or!by!one!feature! (object!control!condition,!see!Figure!5R4).!The!size!of!




Holding! only! the! dimension! of! spectral! content! in! mind,! whilst! the! other! to! be!
ignored!dimension!of!sound!is!held!constant!(spectral!control!condition),!we!found!
memory!performance!to!equal!performance! in!the!object!condition.!Thus,! for! this!




composed! of! multiple! features.! Furthermore,! comparing! memory! performance!













Simpson,! 2002;! Rakerd! et! al.! 2006;! ShinnRCunningham,! 2008;! Helfer! &! Freyman,!
2009)! and! that! task! irrelevant! features! influence! selective! attention! (Maddox! &!
ShinnRCunningham,! 2012).! Thus,! a! certain! extent! of! the! observed! cost! in! feature!
extraction! may! arise! at! the! stage! of! memory! encoding,! as! attention! has! to! be!
allocated!to!extract!the!feature!of! interest.!As!a!result,!the!interference!caused!by!
the! irrelevant! dimension! may! add! noise! to! the! memory! representation! of! the!
feature!of!interest!in!WM.!
However,!at!the!stage!of!memory!recall,!when!deciding!whether!the!probe!
matches! the! target! stimulus,! the! relevant! feature! dimension! has! to! be! extracted!
from! the! probe! sound! once! again! (spectral! condition).! The! relative! cost! of!




observed! cost! in! feature! extraction! may! be! based! on! multiple! sources! of!
interference! caused! by! the! irrelevant! dimension! at! different! stages! of! WM!
(encoding,!maintenance!and!recall).!Future!research!using!neuroRimaging!methods!






rate,! performance!was! lower!when! the! other! dimension! (now! spectral)!was! held!
constant! (spectral! control! condition)! compared! to! the! object! condition.! This! is!
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unlike! the! comparison! between! the! corresponding! comparison! between! the!
spectral! dimension! (spectral! control! condition)! and! the! object! condition,! where!
performance! was! equal! across! conditions.! Although! the! spacing! of! stimuli! along!







larger! extent! compared! to! its! temporal! dimension.! It! may! dominate! object!
formation! at! encoding! or! override! temporal! representations! at! maintenance.! An!





Moreover,! comparing! memory! performance! across! conditions! on! which!
temporal! information! has! to! be! maintained! (temporal! condition:! the! other!
dimension!is!varied!randomly!vs.!temporal!control!condition:!it!was!held!constant),!
performance! was! better! on! the! control! compared! to! the! experimental! condition!
(see! Figure! 5R5).! This! comparison! shows! that! there! is! a! significant! cost! in! feature!
extraction! on! the! temporal! dimension! similar! to! our! findings! for! the! spectral!
dimension! (spectral!condition!vs.! spectral!control!condition).!The!observed!cost! in!
feature! extraction! on! the! temporal! dimension! of! sound! may! also! be! based! on!
multiple! sources! of! interference! caused! by! the! irrelevant! dimension! (spectral)! at!
different! stages! of! WM! (encoding,! maintenance! and! recall).! The! extent! of! this!
interference! seems! to! be! larger! when! comparing! across! temporal! conditions!
(temporal!condition!vs.!temporal!control)!compared!to!spectral!conditions!(spectral!
condition!vs.!spectral!control),!as!the!drop!in!memory!accuracy!is!more!severe!when!
extracting! the! temporal! feature,! which! may! again! be! due! to! the! design! of! the!
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temporal! stimulus! dimension! (not! equated! in! terms! of! difficulty! to! the! spectral!








more! complex! unified! representations! of! previously! distributed! information!
(Treisman! &! Schmidt,! 1982).! A! previous! study! on! auditory! objects! composed! of!
either!3!or!6!dimensions!of!timbre,!showed!that!WM!capacity!increased,!when!the!
acoustic! separation! between! the! probe! and! test! items! increased,! as! well! as! the!
number! of! feature! dimensions! (Golubock! &! Janata,! 2013).! In! relation! to! feature!
integration!theory!and!in!particular!feature!overwriting!(distinct!neural!populations!
code! for! different! dimensions! of! timbre),! they! showed! that! capacity! is! facilitated!
when!stimuli!have!unRshared!features.!Thus,!there!is!less!competition!between!any!
two! features! for! ‘representational! space’! in! corresponding! neural! regions.! Our!
results!are!difficult!to!directly!compare!to!this!study,!as!our!auditory!objects!were!







topic! in! this! sensory! modality.! One! study! in! vision! concluded! that! WM! storage!
capacity! for! features! is! unlimited! once! features! are! combined! to! form! objects.!
However,!the!number!of!objects,!which!can!be!held!in!WM,!may!be!the!sole!factor!
limiting!WM!capacity! (Luck!&!Vogel,! 1997,! Luria!&!Vogel,! 2011,! Cowan,! Blume!&!
Saults,! 2013).! Others! showed! that! capacity! is! also! limited! by! the! number! of!
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features,! as! features! in! different! dimensions! are!maintained! in! different!memory!
stores!(Stevanovski!&!Jolicoeur,!2011,!Fougnie!&!Alvarez,!2011).!Additionally,!they!
can! be! recalled! on! their! own! even! when! memory! of! their!
binding/association/linkage!within!an!object!(e.g.!the!features!as!a!pair!forming!the!
object! (conjunction))! is! lost! (Wheeler!&! Treisman,! 2002).! In! contrast,!Oberauer!&!
Eichenberger!(2013)!showed!that!WM!capacity!is!not!only!limited!by!the!number!of!
objects! and! the! number! of! features! per! object,! but! also! by!mnemonic! resolution!
strength!(precision).!A!further!study!in!vision!suggests!that!there!is!no!upper!object!
limit,! as! processes! in!WM! are! best! described! as! a! resource! shared! out! across! all!
objects! and!across! their! features! (Bays!et! al.,! 2011).! The!authors! found! increased!
binding! errors! at! high! memory! loads! due! to! independent! response! error!
distributions!for!each!feature,!suggesting!that!features!are!maintained! in!separate!




For!auditory!WM,!we! find! that!memory!performance!declines!with!an! increase! in!
memory!load,!for!all!types!of!auditory!information,!such!as!objects!or!their!features.!
Thus,! information! load! draws! on! memory! resources.! We! show! that! combining!
auditory!features!to!form!integrated!objects,! the!object! is! the!preferred!format! in!
order! to! store! a! representation! successfully! in! auditory!WM.! Therefore,! it! seems!
that! feature! integration! increases! WM! capacity,! where! object! recall! (memory!
accuracy)! exceeds! recall! of! individual! features.! Unlike! findings! in! vision! recall! of!
features! either! equals! (Wheeler! &! Treisman,! 2002)! or! exceeds! the! number! of!
objects! that! can! be! recalled! successfully! from! WM! (Luck! &! Vogel,! 1997),! which!
means!that!there!is!no!cost!when!extracting!individual!features!from!visual!WM.!!
Such! opposing! findings! across! sensory! modalities! may! be! due! to! the!
perceptual! nature! of! visual! vs.! auditory! stimuli.! In! vision! we! can! form! a! clear!
representation! of! each! feature! (e.g.! colour! or! spatial! location,! which! is! easy! to!
verbalize);! representations! in! auditory!WM! are! relatively! more! abstract! (and! for!




combined! into! objects! in! WM,! the! reverse! process! (unRbinding! or! feature!
extraction)!when!tested!on!a!particular!feature!at!recall,!comes!at!a!cost!in!audition.!
In! contrast,! no! equivalent! findings! have!been!obtained! in! vision,!where! a! feature!
extraction!cost!has!only!been!associated!with!attentional!processes!rather!than!WM!
(Wheeler!&!Treisman,!2002;!Cowan,!Blume!&!Saults,! 2013).! Therefore,! as! feature!
extraction!draws!on!memory! resources! in! audition,! this! does!not! seem! to!be! the!
case!for!visual!WM.!
Our! results! show! that! once! the! information! is! unified! into! an! auditory!
object,! manipulating! it! at! memory! recall! by! extracting! single! features! decreases!
memory!accuracy.!One!interpretation!of!our!findings!is!that,!at!some!level,!sounds!
may!be!stored!as!objects,!as!there!is!an!extraction!cost!for!single!features!stored!in!
WM,! which! is! higher! for! temporal! than! spectral! content,! dependent! on! how!
auditory!objects!are!defined.!However,! information!processing!of! features! in!WM!
may!be!more!complex!than!this.!Features!are!represented!at!different!levels!in!the!
auditory! systems! and!may! only! be! bound! and! interfere!with! each! other! at! some!
level! in! this! hierarchy.! The! difference! in! memory! performance! across! individual!
feature!conditions!may!depend!on!the!definition!of!each!feature!dimension!(spacing!
of!stimulus!range)!rather!than!on!how!memory!resources!are!allocated!differently!
to! either! feature.! It! remains! to! be! tested,!whether! introducing! different! stimulus!
spacing!along!either!feature!dimension,!has!an!influence!on!memory!performance.!
In! this!way,! it!would! be! possible! to! determine! fully,!whether! it! is!more! resource!
demanding!to!hold!one!or!the!other!feature!in!mind.!However,!it!may!also!be!that!




well! as! aim! towards! an! understanding! of! different! timeRperiods! of! WM! to!






It! is! widely! believed! that! early! sensory! cortices,! including! auditory! cortex,! are!







(fMRI)! with! multivariate! pattern! analysis! (MVPA),! prediction! of! which! tone! was!
perceived! was! demonstrated! in! Heschl’s! gyrus! (HG)! with! high! classification!
accuracy.! Activity! patterns! in! the! same! and! additional! auditory! areas! (planum!





















! In! vision,! evidence! from! fMRI! studies! suggests! that! basic! stimulus! features!
represented!topographically!on!visual!cortex!during!perception!can!also!be!decoded!
from! the! same! regions! during!memory!maintenance:! e.g.! orientation! (Harrison!&!
Tong,!2009)!and!contrast!(Xing!et!al.,!2013).!Here!we!ask,!whether!similar!principles!
apply! to! auditory! memory:! are! early! perceptual! auditory! processes! and!memory!
maintenance! mediated! by! common! neural! circuitry?! Similarly! to! other! sensory!
cortices,! neurons! in! auditory! cortex! are! tuned! to! respond! to! specific! stimulus!
features.!Mapping! of! the! fundamental! stimulus! property! of! frequency,! tonotopy,!
has!been!demonstrated! in! the!pathway! from!cochlea! to!cortex.!Studies!of!human!
auditory!cortex!demonstrate!multiple!tonotopic!maps!in!the!auditory!cortex!in!the!
superior! temporal!plane! (Formisano!et!al.,!2003;!Humphries,! Liebenthal!&!Binder,!
2010;!Da!Costa!et!al.,!2011).!The!existence!of!different!patterns!of!activity!in!cortex!
for! different! frequency! values! during! perception! is! therefore! well! established.! In!
this!study!the!aim!was!to!establish!whether!there!are!distinct!patterns!of!activity!for!
pure! tones!of!different! frequency,!when!no! sound! is!perceived,! as!evidence! for!a!
role!of!auditory!cortex!in!memory!maintenance.!!
! A! previous! decoding! study! aimed! to! test! whether! auditory! cortex! shows!
frequency!specific!involvement!in!the!maintenance!of!pure!tones!in!memory!(Linke!
et! al.,! 2011).! However,! its! design! may! not! have! been! suitable! to! investigate!
frequencyRspecific! changes! in! brain! activity.! Pure! tone! frequencies! were! selected!
from!four!frequency!ranges,!where!each!range!is!known!to!activate!distinct!areas!in!
auditory! cortex.! Tones! presented! at! encoding! were! always! selected! from! two! of!
four!frequency!ranges.!On!each!trial,!participants!encoded!sequences!of!two!tones!
(e.g.!1st!tone:!sampled!from!frequency!range!4;!2nd!tone!from!range!2);!they!always!
maintained! both! tones! in! memory! and! then! decided! whether! a! final! sequence!
matched! those! sounds.! As! two! tones! from! different! frequency! ranges! were!




ms)! and! fitting! individual! regressors! to! each! tone! would! potentially! lead! to!
significant! correlation! between! them,! where! the! data! fed! into! the! classifier! is!
dependent!on!how!regressors!are!fitted!in!the!first!place.!
! The!current!study!was!designed!to!overcome!such!limitations!and!investigates!
in! an! arguably! more! robust! manner! the! frequency! specific! involvement! of! pure!
tones! in!perceptual! vs.!memory!maintenance!processes.! Subjects!were!presented!
with!two!tones,!where!each!tone!was!selected!from!one!of! two!frequency!ranges!
(range! 1:! low! tones,! range! 2:! high! tones).! They! were! then! instructed! to! actively!
maintain!one!of!the!two!tones! in!memory.!On!half!of!the!trials!they!maintained!a!
low!tone!and!on!the!other!half!of!trials!they!maintained!a!high!tone.!After!a!lengthy!
maintenance! period! of! 16! seconds,! subjects! were! presented! with! a! single! probe!
tone,!which!they!compared!to!the!tone!held!in!mind!in!a!change!detection!task.!!
Our!study!was!specifically!designed! for!MVPA:! (1)! in!order! to!decode,!which! tone!
was!perceived!by!predicting!activity!pattern!obtained!from!the!period!of!the!probe!
tone!presentation;! (2)!and!to!decode,!which!particular!tone,!a! low!or!a!high!tone,!





Using! MVPA! to! define! different! patterns! of! activity! corresponding! to! the!
perception!of!different! tones! (high!vs.! low),!activity!patterns! in!Heschl!Gyrus! (HG)!




study! shows! that!HG! is! involved! in! perception! and!maintenance! of! pure! tones! in!
WM.! Furthermore,! auditory! cortex! (HG,! PT! and! STG)! can! retain! specific! auditory!
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12!healthy!adults! (8! female,!mean!age!29!years,!age! range:!19R53)!participated! in!
this!study!after!providing!written!informed!consent!to!procedures!approved!by!the!
local! ethics! committee.! Participants! were! paid! for! their! participation! and! were!
selected!based!on!the!following!criteria:!normal!hearing!and!no!musical!training.!A!










and! presented! using! Cogent! (http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk).! Sounds!were! delivered!






were! in! the! normal! range.! This! was! followed! by! a! practice! block! of! the! same!
memory!experiment!(see!Figure!6R1),!which!was!afterwards!also!carried!out!inside!
the!scanner.!This!practice!block!contained!24!trials.!
The! start! of! a! given! trial! of! each! memory! block! was! indicated! by! text!
appearing! onscreen,! “Sounds! to! start! soon”.! This! message! was! presented! for! 1!
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second! and! was! followed! by! the! presentation! of! two! pure! tones! (memory!
encoding).! There!was! always! a! low! and! a! high! tone! contained!within! each! set! of!
sounds,!where! the! order! in!which! they! appeared!was! randomized.! Therefore! the!
low!tone!could!e.g.!be!presented!at!the!first!or!second!serial!position!and!vice!versa.!








of!2! tones!at!memory!encoding.!On! the!given! trial!a! low!tone! is! followed!by!a!high! tone,!where! in! the!given!
scenario,! only! the! 1st! tone! (here:! low)! has! to! be! actively! maintained! for! 16! s! throughout! the! memory!
maintenance!period!(in!purple).!We!decoded!activity!patterns!from!the!maintenance!period!in!order!to!predict,!







tone!subjects!had! to!actively!maintain! in!mind.!For!example,! “Keep! in!your!mind:!
Tone!1”.!Whether!tone!1!or!tone!2!had!to!be!held!in!mind!was!randomized.!Out!of!
24!trials,!on!half!of!them!a!low!tone!had!to!be!maintained,!while!on!the!other!half!a!
high! tone!was!held! in!memory.!After! subjects!knew!which! tone! to!maintain,! they!
had!to!actively!keep!this!particular!tone!in!mind!for!16!seconds,!whilst!maintaining!
gaze! on! a! fixation! cross! at! the! centre! of! the! screen.! Finally! a! probe! tone! was!








Inside! the! scanner,! a! functional! localizer! was! followed! by! four! experimental!
memory!blocks!of!24!trials!each.!Afterwards!tonotopic!maps!were!acquired!for!each!




acquired! physiological! measures,! such! as! respiration! and! heart! rate,! which! were!






(http://www.siemens.com)! at! the! Wellcome! Trust! Functional! Imaging! Centre.!!
Stimuli!were!presented!in!an!eventRrelated!paradigm!(see!procedure),!with!an!interR
trial! interval! (rest! period)! jittered! between! 8! and! 12! seconds.! MRI! images! were!







MRI! data! were! analysed! using! SPM8! (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm).! PreR
processing:! images! were! realigned! to! the! first! volume,! then! normalized! to!
stereotactic!space!and!finally!smoothed!with!a!3D!Gaussian!kernel!with!fullRwidth!at!
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half!maximum!of!8!mm.!After!preRprocessing!was! complete,! general! linear!model!
(GLM)! was! used! for! statistical! analysis.! The! design! matrix! consisted! of! functions!
encoding! the!onsets!of!different!events! convolved!with!a!hemodynamic! response!
function!(HRF)!and!five!parametric!regressors.!!
The! following! events! were! included! in! the! design! matrix! and! modelled! as!
parametric! regressors:! (1)! onsets! of! the! stimulus! presentation! at! encoding,! (2)!
onsets! of! the!maintenance! period,! (3)! onsets! of! the! probe! tone! presentation,! (4)!
onsets! of! the! decision! period! (button!press)! and! (5)! onsets! of! the! resting! period.!
The! design! matrix! also! included! nonRparametric! physiological! regressors! of! nonR
interest,! such! as! respiration! and! heart! rate.! A! high! pass! filter! with! a! cut! off!
frequency!of!1/128!Hz!was!applied!to!remove!low!frequency!variations!in!the!BOLD!
signal.! The! GLM! for! each! subject! was! estimated,! the! contrasts! of! parameter!
estimates!for!each!individual!subject!were!entered!into!secondRlevel!t'tests!to!form!
statistical! parametric! maps! and! a! wholeRbrain! random! effects! analysis! was!
implemented.!Estimating!this!GLM!produced!a!volume!of!beta!values!for!each!trial!
of! the!memory! task,! representing!overall! activation! in!each!voxel!of! the!brain! for!





voxels! that! might! discriminate! between! two! or! more! experimental! conditions!
(Haynes! &! Rees,! 2006;! Norman! et! al.,! 2006).! The! current! study! was! explicitly!
designed!for!multivariate!pattern!analysis! (MVPA).!Classification!analysis!was!used!
to!predict,!whether!a!high!or!a!low!tone!was!perceived!(decoding!from!the!period!of!








were! located! as!HG,! putamen! (PT),! superior! temporal! gyrus! (STG),! primary! visual!
cortex!(BA17)!and!somatosensory!cortex!(BA123).!All!voxels!contained!in!each!ROI!
were! included! in! classifier! analysis,! which! does! not! eliminate! noise! input! from!




custom! Matlab! code! centered! around! the! LibSVM! toolbox!
(http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/).!Classification!analysis!was!run!on!two!
events!of!interest!convolved!with!HRF!and!the!following!parametric!regressors:!(1)!
onsets! of! the! probe! tone! presentation! to! decode! perceptual! processes! and! (2)!
onsets! of! the!maintenance! period! to! decode!memory! processes.! The!method! of!
linear! support! vector! machine! learning! was! used! as! ‘leave! one! trial! out’.! In! this!
analysis,! data!was! taken! from! 23! trials! in! order! to! train! the! classifier,! where! the!
remaining!trial!was!used!as!test!data.!In!other!words,!the!classifier!predicted!to!the!
24th!trial.!Then!it!was!rotated!through!all!24!trials!and!4!blocks,!which!trial!was!used!
as! test.! Each! trial! received! a! score! indicating! the! classifier’s! confidence! that! the!
activity! pattern! on! a! given! trial! resembles! a! low! tone! or! a! high! tone,! which!was!




Simple! summary! statistics!were!obtained!and!ANOVA!was! carried!out! to!describe!
and! evaluate! the! behavioural! data! collected,! as! well! as! to! compare! classifier!
performance! across! ROIs.! Linear! regression! analysis! was! employed! to! test! for!
correlations! between! individual! classifier! scores! across! perceptual! and! memory!
processses.! Further! linear! regression! analyses! was! used! to! test! for! correlations!
between! classifier! scores! and! mental! imagery! questionnaires! (auditory! imagery:!







(SEM=0.03)! and! 82%! (SEM! =! 0.03)! on! the! memory! practice! block.! Inside! the!
scanner,!percentage!correct!on!the!memory!blocks!was!88%!(SEM=0.02).!Based!on!
the!behavioural!data!acquired!inside!the!scanner,!there!were!no!serial!order!effects:!
there!was! no! difference! in! performance!when! either! the! 1st! or! the! 2nd! tone!was!
probed! in! the!sequence! (OneRway!ANOVA:!F(1,22)=0.317,!p=0.58).!There!was!also!
no! significant! difference! in! performance! between! probing! a! low! or! a! high! tone!
(OneRway! ANOVA:! F(1,46)=1.86,! p=0.18).!Mean! reaction! time! (RT)! was! 903.92ms!




In! a!GLM!analysis!we! aimed! to! determine! the! brain! areas! in!which! BOLD! activity!
varies! as! a! function! of! events! of! interest! corresponding! to! parametric! regressors!



















primary! visual! cortex! (BA17),! which! resulted! in! at! chance! classification! (mean!





















Superior! Temporal! Gyrus! (STG),! acquired! during! the! maintenance! period! could!
successfully!predict!which! tone!was!held! in!memory! (see!Error!!Reference!source!
not!found.).!Mean!classification!accuracy!for!HG!was!at!60%!(p=0.001)!and!at!59%!
(p=0.004)! for! PT.!When! extending! our! region! of! interest! to! include! the!whole! of!
STG,!the!classifier!could!still!predict,!which!tone!was!actively!maintained!in!memory.!
Mean! classification! accuracy! for! STG!was! 59%! (p=0.001).! Scrambling! the! data! for!
Figure!6'2!Classifier,performance,for,auditory,perception!
The! classification! accuracy! is! shown! for! each! participant,! where! the! horizontal! line! at! 0.5! indicates! at! chance!





























For!HG,! linear! regression! analysis! revealed!no! significant! correlation!between! the!




The! classification! accuracy! is! shown! for! each! participant,! where! the! horizontal! line! at! 0.5! indicates! at!
chance! classification.! The! results! obtained! for! HG! (top! left! panel),! for! PT! (bottom! right! panel)! and! STG!
(bottom!right!panel)!show!that!the!classifier!can!predict!successfully,!whether!a!low!of!a!high!tone!was!held!





Classifier! performance! dropped! for! activity! patterns! in! nonRauditory! sensory!
cortices!compared!to!auditory!regions,!when!decoded!from!the!maintenance!period!
(Figure! 6R4).! Activity! patterns! in! somatosensory! cortex! (BA123)! could! not! be!
predicted!by!the!classifier,!which!performed!at!chance!(mean!classification!accuracy!
=! 52%,! p=0.15),! see! Figure! 6R4! (left! panel).! Thus! BA123! does! not! seem! to! be!
involved!in!maintenance!of!tones,!where!no!motor!strategies!were!employed!to!aid!
this! process.! However,! activity! patterns! in! primary! visual! cortex! (BA17)! could! be!
predicted!above!chance!(mean!classification!accuracy!=!55%,!p=0.007),! (Figure!6R4!
(right! panel)).! Therefore,! BA17! appears! to! have! some! form! of! involvement! in!





















classification.! The! results!obtained! for!somatosensory!cortex! (left!panel),! show!that! the!classifier! could!not!
predict! from!activity!patterns! found! in! this! region,!which! tone!was!maintained! in!memory.! In!contrast,! the!




Finally! we! performed! linear! regression! analysis! to! test! for! correlations! between!
classifier! accuracies! for! different! ROIs! and! test! scores! obtained! from! mental!
imagery!questionnaires.!The!Bucknell!Auditory! Imagery!Vividness!Scale! (BAIS)!was!
used! to! measure! auditory! imagery! and! Marks'! Vividness! of! Visual! Imagery!
Questionnaire! was! used! to! assess! visual! imagery.! There! was! no! significant!
correlation! between! classifier! performance! in! auditory! ROIs,! such! as! HG,! PT! and!
STG,! and! auditory! imagery! scores! (p>0.05).! Again! there! was! no! significant!




We! decoded! activity! patterns! from! perceptual! as! well! as! memory! processes.!
Whether!a! low!or!a!high! tone!was!perceived!as!a!probe!sound!could!be!decoded!
successfully!with!a!classification!accuracy!of!80%!from!HG,!which!was!significantly!
higher! than! the! accuracy! level! of! 60%! associated! with! memory! processes.! The!
analysis! confirms! the! primary! involvement! of! HG! in! the! perception! of! tones! (Da!
Costa!et! al.,! 2011),!where! the!decoded! content! is! strongly! linked! to! tonotopically!
organized!representations!of!sound!frequency.!Additionally,!we!show!that!the!same!
patterns! decoded! from! HG! are! not! only! involved! in! perception,! but! also! in! the!
maintenance!of!tonal!information!in!memory.!!
In! order! to! directly! compare! across! perception! and!memory!we! assume! a!
common! sensory!mapping,! although! equivalence! across! such! levels! of! processing!
has!not!been!formally!established,!yet.!The!lower!classification!accuracy!associated!
with!memory!maintenance!may!be!due!to!the!fact!that!some!degree!of!specificity!in!
tonotopy! is! lost! leading! to!more! distributed! patterns! of! activity.! This! could! be! a!
result!of!memory!traces!decaying!over!time,!where!representations!of!tones!seem!







With! respect! to! the!maintenance!of! tones! in!memory,!we!show!that!apart!
from! HG! also! other! auditory! regions,! including! PT! and! the! whole! of! STG! form!
representations! of! memory! content,! as! their! activity! patterns! could! be! decoded!
successfully! in!all!of! these!auditory! regions.!Activity!patterns! represent!whether!a!
low!or! a! high! tone! had! been! held! in!mind.! Classification! accuracy! is! equal! across!
auditory!regions!tested.!!
What! are! the! neural! codes! underlying! pattern! recognition!with! regards! to!
our! findings?! Since! low!and!high! tones! are! represented! in!distinct! regions!on! the!
tonotopic!plane,!activity!patterns!found!are!likely!to!reflect!tonotopic!organization.!
The! presence! of! at! least! two! tonotopic!maps!with! a!mirror! symmetric! ‘highRlowR




maps! of! primary! auditory! cortex! correspond! to! the! anatomical! shape! of! HG.!
Therefore,! our! interpretation! of! activity! patterns! reflecting! tonotopy! may! best!
explain! the! results!we!obtained! for!HG,!whereas! in! a! control! analysis,! scrambling!
the!data!in!this!region!resulted!in!at!chance!classification.!
More!specifically,!as!we!chose!pure!tone!stimuli! from!two!different!ranges!
(low! range:!200R300Hz!and!high! range!of!2500R3000Hz)! represented! in!areas!well!
separated!on!the!tonotopic!plane!(Formisano!et!al.,!2003;!Humphries,!Liebenthal!&!




consistent! ‘V’! or! ‘U’! shaped! configuration! formed! by! high! frequency! areas! (belt),!
surrounding/framing! low! frequency! areas! (core),! (Baumann,! Petkov! &! Griffiths,!
2013).! Thus,! activity! in!one! local!maximum!centred!on! lateral!HG!may! reflect! the!
organization!of!the!pattern!associated!with!the!perception!or!memory!of!low!tones.!!
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In! contrast,! the! pattern! associated! with! high! tones! reflects! activity! found! in! two!
local! maxima,! which! are! found! anterior! and! posterior! to! lateral! HG.! While! the!
anterior!high!frequency!area!is!predicted!by!the!first!transverse!sulcus!confining!HG!
on! its! anterior! side,! the!posterior!high! frequency!area!extends!on! the! lateral! side!
beyond!the!posterior!bank!of!HG!into!PT,!but!often!overlaps!with!HG!on!the!medial!
side!(Baumann!et!al.,!2013).!!
Activity! patterns! could! also! be! predicted! successfully! in! another! auditory!
region:!PT.!Da!Costa!et!al.! (2011)!report!that!smaller!frequency!progressions!were!
also!observed!in!some!cases!posterior!and!anterior!to!the!main!two!tonotopic!maps!
(corresponding! to! fields! in! HG;! Rivier! and! Clarke,! 1997),! consistent!with! previous!
findings!at!the!groupRlevel!obtained!with!ultraRhigh!field!7T!fMRI!(Formisano!et!al.,!
2003).!Although! these!maps!were! less! consistent! across! subjects! (Da!Costa!et! al.,!
2011),!a!less!detailed!level!of!tonotopic!organization!is!preserved!beyond!HG.!As!the!
frequency!ranges!(low!tones:!200R300Hz,!and!high!tones:!2500R3000Hz)!used!in!our!
study!are!highly!distinct,! the!activity!patterns!obtained!may! still! reflect! frequency!
specific! responses! in! PT.! Responses! to! tones! are! weaker! and! comparably! less!
specific! than! found! in! HG! (Rauschecker,! Tian! &! Hauser,! 1995;! Rauschecker! et! al.!
1997,! Tian! et! al.! 2001)! and!may! contain!more! complex! representations! of! sound!
frequency!(Warren,!Jennings!&!Griffiths,!2005).!!
Our! interpretations! about! the!neural! codes! reflecting! the!decoded! activity!
patterns! are! based! on! anatomical! data! supporting! the! frequency! specific!
organization! of! auditory! cortex! in! humans! (and! nonRhuman! primates).! Although!
frequency! response! patterns! provide! a! detailed! account! of! the! anatomical!
organization!of!different!frequencies,!it!should!not!be!neglected!that!there!is!interR
individual! variability! in! tonotopy! due! to! variable! gyrification! and! adaptation! to!
speech! (Baumann! et! al.,! 2013),! which! affects! the! neural! codes! underlying! the!
representations!of!frequency!specific!information.!!
Extending! our! region! of! interest! to! include! not! only! HG! and! PT,! but! the!
whole!of!STG,!activity!patterns!on!whether!a! low!or!a!high!tone!had!been!held! in!













between! two! types! of! representations.! The! first! refers! to! percepts,! where! for!
example!the!specificity!of!tonal!information!(sound!frequency)!is!retained!(Massaro,!
1972).! In! vision,! this! would! correspond! to! the! idea! that! representations! during!
mental! imagery! are! ‘image! like’! (depictive),!where! spatial! relations! are! preserved!
and!retinotopic!areas!are!activated!(Kosslyn!&!Ochsner,!1994).!The!second!type!of!
representation! might! be! concerned! with! acoustic, properties, evoking! a! particular!
percept,!where!specificity!is!lost!(Mathias!&!von!Kriegstein,!2013).!!
In! vision,! it! has! been! argued! that! mental! representations! are! held! using! labels!
(descriptive)!and!spatial!relations!are!not!preserved!(no!retinotopic!activations).!In!
audition,!Mathias! and! von! Kriegstein! (2013)! conclude! that! percepts! are! stored! in!
auditory!memory.!However,!based!on!our!findings!both!representations!may!exist!
in! auditory! memory:! where! tonotopically! organized! percepts! are! the! units! of!
representations!in!HG!and!parts!of!PT,!while!representations!in!the!remaining!part!
of! PT! and! STG! correspond! to! acoustic, properties, (e.g.! representations! of! pitch).!
Therefore,! a! memory! store! may! not! contain! one! or! the! other! type! of!
representation.!However,!the!nature!of!representations!stored!in!auditory!memory!
and!its!underlying!neural!codes!depend!on!the!levels!of!processing!involved.!!!
In! a! control! analysis,! we! decoded! activity! patterns! from! early! sensory!
cortices! other! than! auditory! cortex! during! the!maintenance! period.!We! found! at!
chance! classification! for! somatosensory! cortex,! confirming! that! activity! patterns!
associated!with!memory!maintenance!are!specific!to!auditory!regions.!However,!we!
found! above! chance! classification! for! visual! cortex! during! maintenance! of! pure!
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tones,! but! not! during! the!perception!of! pure! tones.! Therefore! the!use!of! a! given!
visual!mnemonic! strategy! cannot!be!excluded,!which!may! correspond! to!a! visualR
spatial!mapping! scheme! (i.e.! visual! imagery!of! tones!using! spatial! coding! for! their!
relative! pitch! height)! for! sound! frequency! information! about! high! vs.! low! tones.!
Although! pure! tones! presented! in! our! study! were! not! selected! on! the! basis! of!
musical! notes,! participants! may! have! mapped! sound! frequencies! to! vertical!
locations! as! represented! on! any! standard!music! notation! system,!whereby! notes!
corresponding! to!higher! frequencies!are! represented!with!higher! spatial!positions!
on!the!staff.!!
Previous! studies! have! provided! evidence! that! human! brains! map! sound!
frequency! automatically! onto! representations! of! space! (high! tones! are! higher! in!
space!than!low!tones),!where!both!dimensions!are!of!integral!nature!(Rusconi!et!al,!
2006).! Forming! crossRmodal! associations! between! dimensions! naturally,! might!
explain!why! subjects!did!not! specifically! report! the!use!of!memory! strategies! in!a!
followRup! questionnaire.! Yet,! visual! codes! represented! retinotopically! do! not!






Analogous! to! the! current! finding! that! auditory! memory! content! is!
represented! in! auditory! cortex,! previous! decoding! studies! have! shown! that! the!
contents!of!visual!memory!are!represented!in!visual!cortex!(Harrison!&!Tong,!2009;!









is! the! lack! of! control! conditions! in! order! to! prevent! such! errors.!We! can! only! be!
certain! whether! a! brain! area! stores! specific! content! if! another! unrelated! area!
doesn’t,!which!was! addressed!by! the! current! study! (e.g.! the! contents! of! auditory!
memory! are! stored! in! HG,! but! not! in! somatosensory! cortex).! However,! previous!
studies!decoding!retinotopically!represented!visual!features!(Harrison!&!Tong,!2009,!
Xing! et! al.,! 2013)! or! nonRretinotopically! represented! features! (Christophel! et! al.,!
2012)!as!the!contents!of!visual!memory!lack!similar!comparisons!of!interest,!except!
for!one!study!(Riggall!&!Postle,!2012)!comparing!classifier!performance!in!different!








pure! tones)! held! in! memory.! This! is! in! line! with! the! idea! that! patterns! of! brain!
activity! observed! in! auditory! cortex! reflect! distributed! activity! at! the! population!
level,! which! is! sustained! over! several! seconds! in! the! absence! of! an! external!
stimulus.! Such! contents! held! in! memory! reflect! percepts! or! acoustic, features!
depending!on! the! levels!of!processing! involved.!Future! research!might! investigate!







In! this! thesis,! the!mechanisms!underlying!WM!across! the! senses,! including!vision,!
audition! and! touch! were! investigated.! In! the! current! chapter,! I! first! discuss! how!
these!studies!add!to!previous!work! in! the! field,!before!examining!their! limitations!
and!making!suggestions!for!future!research.!
7.1 The!resource!model!applied!to!auditory!and!tactile!WM!
In! vision,! a! novel! approach! to! measure! recall! precision! (instead! of! measuring!
whether!an!item!was!remembered!or!not)!has!stimulated!reconsideration!of!models!
describing!processes!in!WM!(Wilken!&!Ma,!2004;!Bays!&!Husain,!2008;!Bays!et!al.,!
2009).! Instead! of! regarding! visual! WM! as! an! allRorRnone! system,! measuring!
precision!allows!us!to!quantify!the!fidelity!of!a!memory!representation.!Before!the!
development! of! such! novel!measures,! it! has! been!widely! held! that! visual!WM! is!
limited! to! a! fixed! number! of! items! it! can! hold! (about! four:! Luck! &! Vogel,! 1997;!
Cowan,!2001).!Similarly,!with!regards!to!other!sensory!modalities!as!only!assessed!
by!forcedRchoice!or!‘binary!response’!methods,!storage!has!been!considered!to!be!






the! resource! is! shared!out!across!an! increasing!amount!of! information,! there! is! a!
decline! in! the!mnemonic! resolution! strength!with!which! items!are! represented! in!
WM! and! therefore! in! response! fidelity.! Thus,! with! an! increased! amount! of!
information!being!held!in!WM,!representations!become!noisier.!However,!previous!
research! has! only! shown! that! the! resource!model! accounts! for!WM!processes! of!
different! types! of! stimulus!material! in! the! visual!modality! (Bays! &! Husain,! 2008;!













the!more! items! held! in!WM,! the! less! precisely! each! item!was! recalled.! Precision!
clearly! declined! with! an! increase! in! memory! load! (number! of! tones! presented!
within!a!sequence).!Even!when!adding!a!single!item!to!a!previous!one,!a!significant!
drop!in!precision!was!produced!(Figure 2-3A).!!
The! fixed! capacity! account! (slot! model)! cannot! explain! this! decline! in!




the!basis! of! a! fixed! capacity!or! hybrid!models! (discrete! resource,! see!Figure 1-4),!
which!both!predict!memory!performance!to!drop!to!chance!once!the!capacity!limit!
(here! 1! R2! items;! Golubock! &! Janata,! 2013;! Fougnie! &! Marois,! 2011;! Saults! &!
Cowan,!2007)!is!exceeded.!!
! The! shared! resource! model! developed! for! vision! proposes! that! memory!
representations! are!noisy! and! that! the! amount!of! noise! varies!with!memory! load!
(Wilken!&!Ma,!2004;!Bays!&!Husain,!2008;!Bays!et!al.,!2009).!To!confirm!that! the!
increase!in!variability!(associated!with!noisy!pitch!representations)!was!not!due!to!





to! random! guesses! was! constant! across!memory! loads,! the! variability! associated!
with!representations!of!each!item!held!in!WM!increased!with!memory!load.!!
Thus,! as! the! number! of! tones! held! in! WM! increased,! the! memory!
representation! for! each! item! became! noisier,! whilst! the! amount! of! random!
responses! was! equal! across! memory! loads! (even! when! the! number! of! items!
exceeded! two! –! previously! estimated! as! the! capacity! limit! for! auditory!WM).! As!
there!was! no! increase! in! guessing! at! such! at! capacity! limits,! the! results! from! the!





different! itemRpositions! within! a! sequence! by! preRcueing.! Precision! was! highest!
when! the! tone! was! most! likely! to! be! probed! and! therefore! more! taskRrelevant!
compared! to! a! nonRcued! tone! or! neutral! condition! (Figure 2-5).! Enhancing! the!
priority! of! a! specific! tone! in! the! sequence! thereby! resulted! in! a! clear! benefit! in!
precision,!but!importantly!it!came!at!a!cost!in!precision!for!other!tones.!This!is!just!









! Although! the!measure! of! recall! precision! is! more! informative! than! binary!
response! methods,! the! way! it! was! employed! here! cannot! directly! capture! the!
amount!of!resource!allocated!to!each!item!in!the!sequence.!To!be!able!to!estimate!
the! proportional! amount! of! resource! allocated! to! each! item! would! be! useful! to!




Berg! et! al.,! 2012;! Bays,! Husain! &! Ma,! 2014).! While! the! equal, precision! model!
predicts!that!the!resource!is!allocated!evenly!across!all!items,!the!variable,precision!
model!predicts!that!the!amount!of!resource!an!item!receives!varies!randomly!across!
items.! To! draw! a! distinction! between! different! resource! accounts! would! be! an!
important! goal! for! future! research.! It! would! also! be! interesting! to! investigate,!




is!a!useful!means! to!measure!active! reproduction!of! information! from!memory,! it!
also!comes!with!certain!limitations.!PitchRmatching!(the!adjustment!of!a!continuous!
probe)! takes! several! seconds.! The! duration! of! the! continuous! probe! sound! is!
therefore! much! longer! compared! to! the! duration! of! each! individual! sound!
presented! at! encoding.! Such! a! perceptual! difference! may! simply! add! noise! to!
memory! representations.! Furthermore,! as! the! continuous! probe! is! played! for!
several!seconds!until!an!adjustment!is!made!(final!response),!the!sound!may!cause!




the! experiments! presented! in! chapter! 2.! However! a! direct! comparison! between!
binary! response!measures! (e.g.!with!different!magnitudes!of! change!between! the!
target! and!probe)! and! continuous!measures!may!be!useful! to! disentangle! factors!
(interference,!decay!etc.)! influencing!the!quality!of!memory!representations!other!
than! variability! due! to! responses!made! at! the! target! stimulus! at! a! given!memory!
load.!
With!regards!to!future!research,!the!pitchRmatching!task!might!profitably!be!









another!sensory!modality! (e.g.!visual!orientation)! in!a!dual! task!would!be!another!
method! to! test! for! trading! relationships,!here:! across!modalities.!Using!dual! tasks!
represent! a! means! to! test! for! interR! or! crossRmodal! interference,! which! gives!
insights!on!whether!information!stores!are!modality!specific!or!not!(see!Figure!1R3!




exact!nature!of! this! representational!medium!remains! to!be!established!and! is!an!






As! recall! variability! is! likely! to! reflect! noise! in! memory! representations,! the!
resource!model!makes!directly!testable!predictions!towards!the!firing!behaviour!of!
neuronal!populations.!Firing!patterns!may!reflect!different!mnemonic!codes!found!
at!different!memory! loads.!A!number!of!visual!behavioural!animal! studies! in!nonR
human! primates! have! begun! to! use! higher!memory! loads! in! order! to! distinguish!
among!models!(Buschman!et!al.,!2011;!Elmore!et!al.,!2011;!Heyselaar,! Johnston!&!







basic!stimulus!feature!of!pitch,! it!was!of! interested!to!test!whether! its!predictions!
also!hold!for!more!complex!auditory!information.!Traditionally,!in!the!WM!literature!
a! wide! body! of! research! has! used! verbal! stimulus! material! (e.g.! spoken! digits!
(Morgan,!Chambers,!&!Morton,!1973),!letters!(Conrad,!1964;!Conrad!&!Hull,!1964),!
syllables! (Gupta,! Lipinski,! Abbs,! &! Lin,! 2005)! or! words! (Drewnowski,! &!Murdock,!
1980;!Haberlandt!et!al.,!2005)).!In!order!to!test,!whether!the!resource!model!of!WM!
can! also! account! for! verbal! information,! a! speech!matching! task!was! designed! to!
measure!precision!(see!chapter!3).!!
Participants! were! presented! with! sequences! of! speech! sounds! of! variable!
length! (1R4! items),! where! the! precision! with! which! listeners! matched! the! vowel!
quality!of!a!probe!(composed!of!a!particular!F1!&!F2!value,!see!Figure 3-1)! to!the!
vowel!quality!of!the!target!was!analysed.!Importantly,!as!stimuli!were!sampled!from!
a! circular! speech! sound! continuum,! participants! could! also! adjust! vowel! sounds!





As! a! result! of! speech! matching,! precision! decreased! with! an! increase! in!
memory! load,! resembling! the! pattern! previously! observed! for! pitch! (chapter! 2,!
experiment!1),!where!the!addition!of!each! item!to!be!held! in!WM!let!to!a! further!
decline! in! precision.! This! decline! was! especially! pronounced! when! comparing!
between! load! 1! and! 2,! where! the! addition! of! a! single! item! to! a! previous! one!




Thus,! the! results! from!the!speech!matching!paradigm!cannot!be!explained!
on! the! basis! of! a! fixed! capacity! account! and! not! on! the! basis! of! a! hybrid!model!
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(discrete!resource,!see!Figure 1-4),!but!can!be!captured!best!by!the!resource!model.!
Further! research! should! clarify,! which! type! of! resource!model,! equal! vs.! variable!
precision!(figure!Figure 1-4),!describes!verbal!WM!best.!!
However,! in! addition! to! effects! of! memory! load! on! precision,! unlike! the!
findings! for!pitch,! serial!order!effects! seemed! to!be!more!pronounced! for!WM!of!
speech!sounds:!for!memory!load!of!4!items,!there!was!a!clear!recency!and!primacy!





as! ‘edge! effects’! (Botvinick,! &! Plaut,! 2006)! or! ‘temporal! distinctiveness! effects’!
(Glenberg,!&!Swanson,!1986).!As!no!item!precedes!the!first!or!follows!the!last!one!
in! the! sequence,! those! positions! are! most! distinct,! which! also! relates! to! the!
temporal!order!of!events!(sequential!presentation!of!items;!Acheson,!&!MacDonald,!
2009).!!
Thus,! in! comparison! to! WM! for! pitch,! although! the! resource! model! can!
capture! the! results! from! both! studies,! there! also! seem! to! be! some! fundamental!
differences! in! processing! across! types! of! information:! pitch!may!be! treated!more!
acoustically! as! compared! to! speech.! On! the! one! hand,! one! might! assume! that!
speech!sounds!as!presented!and!manipulated!in!this!study!could!be!considered!as!a!
purely!acoustic!dimension,!as!they!represent!different!timbres.!This!is!supported!by!
the! fact! that!vowels!are!perceived!as!continuous! (Fry!et!al,!1962;!Shouten,!&!van!




In! order! to! understand! how! the! shift! from! continuous! to! categorical!
representations! of! speech! sounds! is! affected! by! memory! load,! a! MDS!
(multidimensional!scaling)!algorithm!as!well!as!a!mixture!model!were!fitted!to!the!




pitch! was! adopted! to! account! for! information! that! is! both! continuous! and!
categorical.!
!Using!MDS,!an!overall!shrinkage!of!the!vowel!space!(see!Figure 3-5)!with!an!
increase! in! memory! load! was! observed,! where! memory! representations! become!
less!continuous!and!noisier.!Additionally,!particular!regions!of!the!space!indicate!the!
formation! of! vowel! clusters,!which! is! especially! pronounced! in! the! region! around!
the! British! vowel! /u/.! Thus,! WM! representations! near! /u/! may! be! considered!
categorical! compared! to! other! regions! in! the! space.! Interestingly,! the! mixture!
model! (see! Figure 3-6)! further! supported! the! finding! from! MDS! that!
representations!become!noisier!with! an! increase! in!memory! load! (increase! in! the!
proportion! of! continuous! responses).! Additionally,! the! proportion! of! guessing! as!
well! as! proportion! of! categorical! responses! relative! to! continuous! ones! increased!
with! memory! load.! Thus,! as! representations! of! the! target! vowel! become! less!
continuous,!memory!for!the!actual!stimulus!fades!and!participants!begin!to!guess,!
whilst! their!memory! for! the! stimulus! category! is! retained.! Therefore,! categorical,
memory!may!be!more!resilient!to!interference!from!other!items.!
This! issue! is! a! fundamental! question! for! many! aspects! of! experimental!
psychology!and!cognitive!neuroscience:!to!what!extent!is!information!is!stored!in!a!
direct!manner,!e.g.! in!stimulus!space,!or! in!a!more!abstract!or!categorical!format?!
The! speech!matching! paradigm! employed! here! offers! a! novel!method! of! probing!
the! interaction! of! continuous! and! categorical! information! storage! in! the! brain,!
within! a! single! task.! Speech! sounds! are!particular! interesting! to! investigate,! since!
categorical! speech! boundaries! emerge! early! in! life! (Eimas! et! al.,! 1971)! and! are!
further! modified! based! on! one’s! native! language! (Kuhl! et! al.,! 1992).! Thus,! for!
different! languages! category! boundaries! are! represented! at! different! locations!
along!the!formant!space,!on!which!our!task!is!based.!!





also! designed! around! the! corresponding! vowel! system.! One! of! the! reasons! why!
clustering! around! /u/!was! observed!might! be! because! only! little! variation! of! this!
particular!speech!sound!occurs!in!British!English.!!
However,! in!German! there! is! comparably!more!variation!along! this! region,!
where! more! /u/Rsounds! correspond! to! actual! sounds! found! in! German! language!
(see! Bohn!&! Fledge,! 1992! for! a! study! on! how!German! speakers! perceive! English!
vowels).! Thus! native! German! speakers! tested! on! the! same! task!might! show! less!
clustering! around! the! region! of! /u/,!whereas!more! clustering!may! occur! in! other!
regions!of!the!space.!!
It! would! also! be! interesting! to! test! this! for! other! languages! with!
fundamentally!different!vowel!systems:!e.g.!Danish!(Uldall,!1933;!Ejstrup!&!Hansen,!
2004)!or!Japanese!(Keating!&!Huffman,!1984).!In!this!manner!one!could!specify!for!
speech! under! which! circumstances! we! remember! information! by! category! as!
opposed!to!along!a!sensory!continuum.!
Although! the! idea! that! continuous! physical! signals! can! be! mapped! onto!
discrete!mental!categories!was!first!demonstrated!in!speech!perception!(Lieberman!
et! al.,! 1957),! continuous! vs.! categorical! perception! has! also! been! shown! in! other!
domains.! Those! include! other! types! of! auditory! information! and! information!
represented! in! sensory! modalities! different! from! audition,! implicating! a! more!
general!phenomenon.!!
Another! example! of! auditory! stimuli! is! musical! intervals! (Burns! &! Ward,!
1978;! Zatorre! &! Halpern,! 1979),! while! in! vision! this! phenomenon! applies! to! the!
encoding! of! colour! (Bornstein! &! Korda,! 1984;! Kay! &! Kempton,! 1984;! Bird! et! al.,!
2014)!and!facial!expressions!(Bruce!&!Young,!2012;!Harris,!Young!&!Andrews,!2012).!
In! the! sensory!modality! of! touch,! judgement!of! continuous! signals! such! as! tactile!
distances! on! the! body! surface! can! be! distorted! by! categories! of! anatomical!
landmarks! such! as! body! parts! (Knight,! Longo! &! Bremner,! 2014).! Thus! future!






the! context! of! information! storage.! Computational! models! of! WM! (Pascanu! &!









WM.! The! overall! pattern! of! results! demonstrated! a! monotonic! decline! in! recall!
precision!with!an!increase!in!memory!load!(Figure 4-2),!in!a!similar!way!as!observed!
for! other! sensory! modalities! (see! Figure 7-1! for! a! comparison! across! sensory!
modalities).!!




resolution!strength!at!which! information! is! represented.!For! tactile! information,!a!
strong! fall! in! precision!was!observed!when!an! item!was! added! to! a! previous!one!
(comparison!of! load!1!vs.! load!2),!where!performance!remained!above!chance!for!
the! highest!memory! load! of! 5! items.! Thus! the! results! suggest! that! there! is! not! a!
fixed!upper!limit!to!the!number!of!vibrations!that!can!be!stored!in!vibrotactile!WM,!
but!instead!would!be!consistent!with!the!shared!resource!model!of!WM.!
Critically,! the! results! demonstrate! that! vibrotactile!WM!can! store!multiple!
items! (up! to! 5),! whereas! most! previous! evidence! suggested! that! only! a! single!
(Bancroft!et!al.,!2011;!Bancroft!&!Servos,!2011)!or!up!to!two!representations!can!be!
stored! (Bancroft! et! al.,! 2012).! Additionally,! evidence!on! the!mnemonic! resolution!
strength! (precision)! at! which! tactile! items! are! held! in! mind! was! not! previously!
established.! Not! only! the! number! of! items! (memory! load),! but! also! the! order! in!
which!they!appeared!had!an!effect!on!recall!precision.!At!the!higher!memory!loads!
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of! 4! and! 5! items,! the!most! recent! ones! were! remembered! at! a! higher! precision!
compared!to!items!presented!earlier!in!the!sequence!(Figure 4-3).!!




and! serial! position,! but! also! for! each! nonRtarget! or! distractor! stimulus! (in! cyan).!
Although! participants! were! not! asked! to! reproduce! the! vibration! of! nonRtarget!
stimuli,! they! were! initially! instructed! to! always! remember! the! whole! set! of!
vibrations! appearing! within! each! sequence.! Thus,! they! may! sometimes!
inadvertently!report!the!vibrational!frequency!of!a!nonRtarget!(unprobed)!stimulus!
instead!of!reporting!the!target!frequency,!demonstrating!a!form!of!misbinding.!
As! visible! from! the! histograms! in! Figure! 4R4,! different! types! of! response!
were!made:!(1)!those!directed!to!the!target!or!probed!item,!(2)!responses!directed!
to! a! nonRtarget! frequency! and! (3)! sometimes,! as! observed! in! chapters! 2! and! 3,!
participants! might! simply! guess.! Therefore,! in! another! analysis! participants’!
responses!were!decomposed!into!three!categories,!each!capturing!a!different!type!
of! response! error.! The! proportion! of! responses! directed! at! the! target! decreased!
with!memory! load! (see!Figure!4R5,!purple! line),! in! line!with! the!overall!pattern!of!
decline! in! precision!with! an! increase! in!memory! load! (see! Figure! 4R2).! This! result!
confirms!that!the!increase!in!response!variability!with!memory!load!is!largely!due!to!
responses!directed!at! the! target! (majority!of! responses)!and!not!due!to! the!other!
types!of!response.!!
The! finding! is! consistent! with! previous! findings! in! the! visual! (Bays! et! al.,!
2009,!Gorgoraptis! et! al.,! 2011)! and! auditory!modality! (chapter! 2! or! Kumar! et! al.,!
2013,! chapter! 3).! As!more! items! are! presented!within! a! sequence,! the! larger! the!
proportion!of!nonRtarget!responses!(misbinding!errors),!(Figure!4R5,!cyan!line).!Such!






Since! there! are! two! types! of! receptors! in! the! skin! (Meissner! and! Pacinian!
corpsulses),! distributed! at! different! densities,! forming! RFs! of! different! sizes! and!
responding! to! different! frequency! ranges,! the! study! on! vibrotactile! WM! also!
addressed!the!question,!whether!precision!is!scaled!to!receptor!density.!To!address!
this,! the! entire! dataset! was! split! into! two! frequency! ranges! (range! 1:! 10R50Hz!
corresponding!to!channel!1;!range!2:!51R100Hz!corresponding!to!channel!2)!in!order!
to! differentiate! between! channels.! Analysis! revealed! that! there! was! indeed! a!
significant!difference!in!error!scores!between!channels!across!all!individual!memory!
loads.!Therefore!the!findings!raise!the!possibility!that!mnemonic!resolution!is!scaled!




Such! findings! make! direct! predictions! towards! information! processing! in!
other!sensory!modalities.!For!example!in!vision,!precision!may!also!be!scaled!to!RF!
size,! where! a! stimulus! encoded! via! foveal! vision! might! be! encoded! at! a! higher!
resolution!strength!compared!to!peripheral!vision,!since!the!receptor!density!in!the!
centre! of! a! RF! is! higher! than! in! the! surrounding! regions! (Hubel,! 1963;! Kandel,!
Schwartz!&!Jessell,!2000).!In!the!auditory!system,!receptive!fields!can!correspond!to!





over! time,! familiarity!etc.,!but! first!of!all! it! is!dependent!on!constraints!of!a!given!
sensory!system!at!the!level!of!perception.!Thus,!the!amount!of!receptors!available!






collected! on! the! basis! of! a! single! frequency! range! was! split! into! two! separate!
frequency!ranges!post!hoc.!While!on!a!single! trial,!participants!were! instructed!to!
memorize! the! frequencies! (38Hz,! 75Hz,! 86Hz! and! 12Hz)! two! frequencies! would!




It! remains! to! be! determined! whether! information! perceived! through! either!
channel! may! be! stored! in! a! common! or! in! separate! memory! stores.! If! separate!
stores!are!available!to!represent!either!type!of!information,!it!may!offer!a!potential!
explanation! why! it! appears! that! participants! can! store! multiple! items! (up! to! 5).!
Future! research!might! test!more!directly!whether!single!channels!can!store! fewer!
items!and!compare!it!to!the!potentially!combined!capacity!of!both.!As!sequentially!








have! demonstrated! ways! in! which! recall! precision! can! also! be! measured! for!
auditory!and!tactile!WM.!In!sum,!I!show!that!the!resource!model!can!be!extended!
to! also! account! for! information! storage! across! the! senses,! where! the! common!
currency!becomes!the!mnemonic!resolution!at!which!information!is!held!in!mind!in!
contrast!to!regarding!WM!capacity!as!limited!to!a!fixed!number!of!items.!To!put!the!







decline! in! the! mnemonic! resolution! strength! and! fidelity! with! which! items! are!
recalled! from! WM.! There! was! a! monotonous! decline! in! memory! precision! with!
increases! in!memory! load,!with!no!discrete!step!to!suggest!an! item!capacity! limit,!
consistent! across! sensory! modalities! (see! Figure 7-1).! Fidelity! of! memory!
representation! (indexed!by! precision!of! recall)! decreased!when! a! single! item!was!
added! to! a! previous! one! stored! in! WM,! with! additional! decline! in! memory!
performance!when!further!items!were!added.!Performance!remained!above!chance!
even!at!the!highest!memory!load!tested!(up!to!4!or!5!items!depending!on!task!and!
modality),! where! capacity! limits! were! not! reached.! The! resource!model! captures!
these!findings,!across!sensory!modalities.!Recall!precision!may!reflect!neural!noise!




results! comparable,! not! the! actual! data! points! in! relation! to! each! other! because!
each!continuous!measurement!of!e.g.!precision!for!speech!sounds!vs.!precision!for!
pitch!was! obtained! by! nonRequivalent! response!methods.!Whereas!WM! for! pitch!
was!based!on!a! linear!scale!(frequency!range!with!lower!and!upper!bound!edges),!
WM!for! speech! sounds!was!based!on!a! circular! stimulus! space! (no!edges),!where!
also! the! amount! of! values! within! a! given! stimulus! space! varied.! Furthermore!
stimulus! ranges! underlie! different! perceptual! thresholds,! where! continues!
responses! along!either! stimulus!dimension!are!not!directly! comparable!with!each!
other.!
Further! differences! across! results! obtained! from! stimulus! matching! tasks!
across!the!senses!concern!serial!order!effects!as!well!as!different!types!of!response!
error.!For!visual!orientations!presented!sequentially!in!the!study!by!Gorgoraptis!et!
al.! (2011),! there!was! a! clear! recency! effect! for! all!memory! loads! beyond! a! single!
items.! Similar! order! effects! were! observed! for! tactile! stimuli! here! (mechanical!
vibrations,! see! chapter! 4,! Figure 4-3).! However,! for! auditory! stimuli! (sound!
frequency,!chapter!2,!Figure 2-3B)!there!was!only!a!trend!towards!order!effects!at!
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Speech! sounds!are! special.! They! can!be!perceived!as!both! continuous!and!
categorical,!which!was!accounted!for!by!two!separate!mixture!model!components!








WM! (Figure 4-4! &! Figure 4-5).! Thus! there! might! be! differences! with! respect! to!
feature!bindings!in!WM!too.!In!conclusion,!recall!precision!provides!an!informative!
measure! to! assess! the! nature! of!WM! representations! across! sensory! modalities,!





auditory! features! (pitch! and! speech! sounds)! and! a! tactile! feature! (vibrational!
frequency)! suggest! that!memory! representations!become!noisier!with!an! increase!
in!information!load.!These!results!have!been!interpreted!on!the!basis!of!the!theory!
that!WM! representations! are! coded! in! distributed! patterns.! However,! it! remains!
unknown!what!type!of!information!such!a!pattern!represents,!especially!for!stimuli!
composed!of!multiple!features.!!








Auditory! objects! composed! of! two! fundamental! dimensions! of! natural!
sounds!(spectral!content!and!temporal!amplitude!modulation!rate)!had!to!be!held!
in! WM.! Sequences! of! auditory! objects! of! variable! length! (1R4! items)! were!





One! interpretation! of! this! findings! is! that,! at! some! level! in! the! auditory!
system,! sounds!may!be! stored!as!objects,! as! there! is! an!extraction!cost! for! single!
features!stored!in!WM.!This!cost!appeared!to!be!higher!when!extracting!temporal!
compared! to! spectral! content,!which!may! be! due! to! stimulus! spacing! of! features!
along! each! dimension.! Whether! this! asymmetry! in! results! for! each! feature!
dimension! is! of! functional! relevance! (e.g.! reflecting! different! WM! capacities! for!
each!feature)!might!be!addressed!by!future!research.!However,!since!performance!




the! percentage! of! responding! correctly! was! measured! using! standard! tools! of!
change!detection.!Although!a!distributed!pattern!of!brain!activity!may!correspond!
to!a! representation!of!an!object!or!one!of! its! features,! the!design!of! the! study! in!
chapter!5!did!not!measure!the!mnemonic!resolution!at!which!an!object!or!a!feature!
is! represented.! The! results!may! therefore! give! the! impression! that! auditory!WM!
storage! is! objectR! instead! of! resourceRbased.! One! possibility! is! that! at! different!
levels!of!WM,!there!might!actually!be!both!objectRbased!as!well!as!resourceRbased!
systems,! representing! information! in! the! brain.! An! alternative! is! that! the! WM!
network! resource! holds! objects! or! features! as! a! flexible! medium,! which! can! be!
represented!at!different! resolution! strength!depending!on!how!much! information!
has!to!be!held!in!mind!simultaneously.!!
A! shortcoming! in! the! design! of! the! study! presented! here! is! that! it! cannot!
distinguish! which! account! is! correct,! an! issue! that! could! be! addressed! by! future!
research.! Additionally,! it! remains! to! be! investigated! whether! there! is! a! common!
resource! for! objects! representing! multiple! features! including! their! bindings,! or!







an! objectRbased! account! is! that! the! error! distributions! associated! with! recall! of!
individual! features! belonging! to! the! same! object! should! be! correlated,! where!
features! of! the! same! object! are! stored! as! bound! entities.! In! contrast,! if! error!





were! highly! independent! across! features.! Their! results! support! the! idea! that!
different!visual!features!are!maintained!in!independent!memory!stores!(Wheeler!&!
Treisman,!2002).! Such!stores!hold! information!about!each! feature! in!parallel!with!
independent!capacities.!Additionally,!object!formation!involves!binding!of!features,!
which! become! reorganized! to! create! more! complex! unified! representations! of!
previously! distributed! information! (Treisman! &! Schmidt,! 1982).! According! to!
feature!integration!theory!in!the!context!of!WM,!the!information!of!this!binding!or!
conjunction! is! again! maintained! separately! and! independently! from! the! features!
themselves.!
Adapting! the! task! I! used! from! change! detection! to! the! method! of!
adjustment!in!order!to!obtain!the!measure!of!recall!precision,!the!results!would!be!
more! informative,! as! different! response! distributions! associated! with! different!
types! of! errors! could! be! assessed.! However,! modifying! the! task! in! this! way! also!
brings!a!number!of!challenges!with! it.!Considering!spectral!and! temporal! features!
employed!here,!only!a!limited!number!of!stimulus!values!are!contained!within!the!
stimulus! range! along! each! dimension! (e.g.! spectral:! 250,! 322.92,! 417.12,! 538.8,!
695.98,!899,!1161,!1500!Hz;!and!temporal:!6,!7.62,!9.67,!12.29,!15.61,!19.83,!25.19,!
32! Hz).! Even! if! the! stimulus! space! along! each! dimension! is! fully! continuous! (e.g.!
filling! the! gaps! between! each! two! neighbouring! stimuli! in! each! rage!with! further!
stimulus! values),! there! would! not! be! the! same! number! of! values! along! each!
dimension.!However,!a!matching! task!would!not!only! require!an!equal!amount!of!
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possible! stimulus! values! along! each! feature! dimension,! but! they! should! also! be!
matched!in!terms!of!difficulty.!As!response!errors!are!distributed!along!the!stimulus!
and! response! space,! feature! dimensions! and! their! corresponding! stimulus! values!
act! as! a! reference! frame! on! which! basis! interpretations! on! the! correlation! or!
independence! of! WM! stores! are! made.! In! a! future! experiment! such! design!
considerations! would! need! to!be! taken! into! account! to! assess! response! error!
distributions,!including!binding!errors!across!features!in!auditory!WM.!!
In! contrast! to! binding! errors,! where! information! about! individual! items! is!
not! lost! but! is! confused! with! information! from! another! dimension! or! item,!
information! is! also! fragile,! subject! to! interference! (Nairne,! 2002;!Nairne,!Neath!&!
Serra,! 1997;! Oberauer! &! Kliegl,! 2001;! Wickelgren,! 1965).! A! possible! form! of!
interference!is!feature!overwriting,!which!is!supposed!to!occur!when!objects!held!in!
WM! share! some! of! their! features! (Nairne,! 1990;! Oberauer!&! Kliegl,! 2001;! 2006).!
Simultaneously! activated!memory! representations!may! impair! each!other! limiting!
WM! capacity! limits.! The! cost! in! feature! extraction! observed! in! the! study! I!
performed!might!be!a!result!of! interference.!However,!this! interference!can!occur!
at! various! memory! stages:! encoding,! maintenance! and! recall,! where! limited!
representational!space! is!available!to!hold! information!at!each!stage.!Additionally,!
interference! can! occur! within! objects! as! well! as! across! objects! (Krumhansl! &!
Iverson,!1992).!Thus!future!research!could!explore!when!interference!appears,!the!
processing! level! (within! or! across! objects)! it! is! associated!with! and! its! underlying!
neural!correlates.!!
SpectroRtemporal!stimuli!used!in!the!current!study!are!perceived!as!objects!






only! one! specific! object,! where! binding! in! WM! occurs! via! temporal! phase!
synchronization! amongst! units! (Fell! &! Axmacher,! 2011;! Feldman,! 2013).! The!
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mechanism! of! phase! synchronization! establishes! associations! between! feature!
coding!neurons!of!stimulus!features!and!different!brain!regions.!!
In! the!model,! neurons! coding! for! features! of! one! object! fire! in! synchrony!
with!each!other,!whereas!neurons!coding!for!features!belonging!to!different!objects!
are! not! synchronized! to! each! other.! As! there!may! be! a! limited! pool! of! resources!
(limited! amount! of! neurons! coding! the! same! feature),! features! along! a! shared!
dimension!are!overwritten.!This!leads!to!the!loss!of!entire!features!or!results!in!the!
formation!of! low! resolution!memory! representations.! Such!predictions!have!been!
tested!for!visual!WM!(Juenger,!Kliegel!&!Oberauer,!2014),!but!could!also!be!probed!
for!auditory!WM!in!the!future.!!
Additionally,! neuroimaging!methods!with! a! high! temporal! resolution,! such!
as! MEG! or! EEG! could! be! employed! to! directly! test! the! phase! synchronization!
account!as!a!mechanism!of!binding! information! in!auditory!WM.!fMRI!with!MVPA!
could!be!used!to!identify!information!distributed!across!different!areas!in!the!brain!
(Haynes! &! Rees,! 2006;! Norman! et! al.,! 2006),! that! might! discriminate! between!
memory! representations! of! features,! their! bindings,! as! well! as! objects.! When!
decoding! patterns! of! brain! activity! from! different! regions,! this! could! foster! our!





the!auditory! system!by!decoding!patterns!of!brain!activity! from!different! regions.!
The!major!goal!was! to! resolve! the!debate!on! the! role!of!early! sensory! cortices! in!
cognition:! are! they! primarily! involved! in! the! perception! of! lowRlevel! stimulus!
features!or!also! in!higher! level!cognitive!processes!such!maintenance!of! the!same!
features! in! memory?! While! in! vision,! evidence! from! fMRI! studies! with! MVPA!
suggests! that! the! same! neural! circuitry! (i.e.! early! visual! cortex)! involved! in!
perception! of! basic! stimulus! features! also! mediates! maintenance! of! the! same!
features!in!WM!(Harrison!&!Tong,!2009;!Xing!et!al.,!2013;!Albers!et!al.,!2013;!Pratte!
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&! Tong,! 2014).! The! study! in! chapter! 6! tested!whether! similar! principles! apply! to!
auditory!memory.!
Using!eventRrelated!fMRI,!activity!patterns!were!decoded!from!timeRperiods!
associated! with! perceptual! as! well! as! memory! processes! to! identify! if! the! same!
brain!regions!are!involved!in!both!cognitive!processes.!Whether!a!low!or!a!high!tone!
was!perceived!as!a!probe!sound,!as!well!as!memorized!as!a!target!sound,!could!be!
decoded! successfully! from! Heschl’s! gyrus! (HG).! The! classification! accuracy!
associated! with! perception! was! much! higher! than! the! accuracy! associated! with!
memory!maintenance.! The! results! therefore! confirm! the! primary! involvement! of!
tonotopically! organized! HG! in! perception! and! its! recruitment! for! memory!
maintenance! of! tonal! information.! Thus,! the! same! neural! circuits! involved! in! the!
perception!of!sound!frequency!are!also!involved!in!memory!of!the!same!feature.!!
! In!addition!to!HG,!it!could!also!be!decoded!from!other!auditory!regions,!such!










tonotopic! parts! of! PT! and! remaining! region! of! STG).! The! second! code! could!
represent! information! at! the! level! of! precepts! (e.g.! pitch)! or! objects,! where!
information!is!in!a!format!to!be!integrated!with!other!type!of!auditory!information!
or!in!coming!from!other!sensory!modalities.!!
! In! a! control! analysis,! activity! patterns! were! decoded! from! early! sensory!





not! the!perception!of!pure! tones,! indicating! that! visual!mnemonic! strategies! (e.g.!
visualRspatial!mapping! scheme)!might! have! been! employed! by! participants! to! aid!
tone!memory.! The! use! of! visual! strategies! to! build! auditory! memories! and! their!
underlying!neural!codes!could!be!addressed!by!future!research.!!
It! would! also! be! interesting! to! understand! better! what! the! neural! codes!
underlying! pattern! recognition! actually! resemble! in! terms! of! levels! of! processing!
(features,!percepts!or!objects).!This!current!paradigm!could!be!adopted!to! include!
experimental! conditions! similar! to! the! ones! employed! by! the! study! in! chapter! 5,!
where!one!either!holds!an!object!as!a!whole!or!one!of! it’s! feature! in!mind.!MVPA!
could!then!be!used!to!predict,!whether!the!object!or!its!feature!was!held!in!mind,!
which! could! be! tested! for! various! regions! and! stimulus! material.! Such! an!
experimental!manipulation!would! be! needed! to! identify!whether! representations!
coded! as! distributed! patterns! represent! individual! features! (Harrison! and! Tong,!
2009;! Xing! et! al,! 2013;! Pratte!&!Tong,! 2014)!or! objects! (Christophel! et! al.,! 2012).!
Future! research!might!also! investigate! the!degree!of!continuity!between!different!
types!of!representations!(from!features!to!objects,!e.g.!within!auditory!cortex).!
! Further! analysis! could! be! applied! to! data! obtained! from! the! current!
paradigm.!Firstly,!it!would!be!interesting!to!classify!which!tone!was!held!in!mind!at!
individual!fMRI!time!points.!For!example,!in!the!study!by!Harrison!&!Tong!(2009)!on!
WM! for! visual! orientation,! such! a! timeRseries! analysis! of! the!maintenance! period!
revealed!a!steep!build!up!of!classification!accuracy!within!the!first!2!seconds!of!this!
period,! followed! by! an! asymptotic! level,! consistent! with! the! slow! hemodynamic!
BOLD!response.!Interestingly,!orientationRselective!activity!persisted!throughout!the!
maintenance!period!for!11!seconds!until!recall!was!tested.!Applying!this!analysis!to!








! Apart! from! not! providing! details! on! how! classification! evolves! over! time,!
another!shortcoming!of!the!MVPA!as!it!currently!stands!is!that!all!voxels!contained!
in!each!ROI!were!included!in!classifier!analysis.!It!means!that!apart!from!informative!
voxels,! also! voxels! representing! noise! or! activation! unrelated! to! the! events! of!
interest! were! used! as! input! to! the! classifier.! In! order! to! remove! such! nonR
informative! voxels,! one! can! determine! the! classification! accuracy! for! each! voxel!
individually! and! simply! restrict! below! chance! voxels! to! be! entered! into! further!
analysis!(e.g.!as!in!Harrison!&!Tong,!2009).!!
Another! promising! multivariate! technique! exemplifies! the! use! of!
searchlights!to!construct! informationRbased!maps!to! localize!patterns! in!the!brain,!









feature! auditory! objects! or! verbal! material! could! also! be! decoded! from! early!
auditory!cortex,!when!perceived!or!held!in!mind.!For!example!for!visual!WM,!even!
nonRretinotopically!stimuli!(colour:!Christophel!et!al.,!2012;!motion:!Riggall!&!Postle,!
2012;! complex! flow! field! patterns:! Christophel! &! Haynes,! 2014)! could! still! be!
decoded! from! early! visual! cortex.! It! would! also! be! interesting! to! decode! the!
mnemonic! resolution! strength! of! memory! representations! across! sensory!
modalities.!!
Emrich! et! al.! (2013)! decoded! patterns! of! neural! activity! from! motion!
sensitive!visual!areas!(calcarine!and!extraRcalcarine!occipital!cortex)!as!a!function!of!
memory!load.!This!study!revealed!a!decrease!in!classification!performance!with!an!
increase! in! load! (amount! of!motion! stimuli),! which! is! correlated! with! changes! in!
mnemonic! resolution! on! the! singleRsubject! level.! Since! there! appears! to! be! a!
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relationship! between!memory! load,! classification! accuracy! and! recall! precision,! it!
would!be!interesting!to!test,!whether!it!also!applies!to!other!sensory!modalities!or!
whether! precision! can!be! decoded!directly.! For! example! the! perceptual! decoding!
study!by!Pratte!and!Tong! (2014)!used!different! contrasts,!where!one! could!argue!
that! low! contrast! stimuli! may! be! encoded! at! a! lower! resolution! relative! one!
presented!at!a!higher!contrast.!
! Another! recent! visual! study! using! fMRI! with! MVPA! revealed! that! neural!
activity! patterns! associated! with! stimulus! identity! could! be! decoded! from! early!
visual! cortex! (V1RV3)! during! perception,! working!memory! (oriented! gratings)! and!
mental! imagery! (rotated! gratings)! (Albers! et! al.,! 2013).! Thus,! the! study! could!
directly! compare! multiple! cognitive! processes,! where! similar! neural! activity! as!
observed!when!participants!either!held!visual!gratings!in!mind!as!they!appeared!in!
the! task,! as! well! as! when! they! transformed! gratings! by! internally! rotating! them.!
Whether!such!analogous!neural!codes!can!be!found!for!auditory!WM!and!auditory!
imagery!remains!subject!to!future!research.!In!addition!to!decoding!across!cognitive!
processes,! another! interesting! topic! for! future! research! is! to! use! decoding! to!
distinguish!between!different!levels!of!processing!at!which!sensory!information!can!
be!represented,!such!as!features,!bindings,!percepts!or!objects.!!
Alternatively,! sensory! information! can!also!be! represented!as! continuous!or!
categorical! (for! the! example! of! speech! sounds,! see! chapter! 3).! For! example! the!
study!by!Klein!&!Zatorre! (2014)! compared! classification!of! categorically!perceived!
musical!intervals!with!continuously!perceived!pitch!height!in!musicians.!In!contrast!




The! experiments! included! in! this! thesis! were! directed! toward! understanding! the!
nature! of! sensory! representations,! as! well! as! the! capacity! limits! underlying!
information! storage! across! the! senses.! Using! psychophysics,! I! devised! analogue!
reporting!procedures! to!characterize!auditory!and!tactile!memory!representations!
in! terms! of! their! fidelity.! Results! from! such! experiments! (auditory:! chapter! 2! &!
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chapter!3,!tactile:!chapter!4)!show!how!WM!resources!can!be!allocated!in!order!to!
store! information!perceived! through!different! senses.!Next,! I! identified! that! there!
might! be! an! advantage! to! binding! auditory! features! into! coherent! wholes,!
suggesting!that!at!some!level!in!the!auditory!system!complex!sounds!are!stored!as!
objects! (chapter! 5).! Finally,! using! fMRI! with! MVPA,! auditory! memory! traces!
represented!as!distributed!patterns!of! brain! activity! could!be!decoded! from!early!
auditory! cortex,! showing! that! perception! and! memory! share! common! neural!
substrates!(chapter!6).!!
The! research! presented! here! shows! that! memory! representations! can! be!
measured! in! different! ways,! where! recall! precision! appears! as! particularly!
informative.! The! thesis! provided! converging! evidence! from! different! sensory!
modalities,!supporting!the!idea!that!WM!is!best!characterized!as!a!shared!resource.!
However,! the! levels! of! processing,! their! neural! signatures! and! in! particular! what!
type!of!information!is!represented!across!the!senses!–!features,!bindings!or!objects!
–! clearly! needs! further! work.! Although! there! have! been! a! number! of! studies!
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